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THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SITUATION AND
THE ADMINISTRATION'S OIL FLOOR PRICE
PROPOSAL

MONDAY, MARCH 24, 1975

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SuBco1MtITTE, ON INTERNATIONAL EcONOMIcs

OF THE JOINT EcoNoMIc COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2128,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Reuss and Hamilton.
Also present: John R. Karlik and Sarah Jackson, professional staff

members; and Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant.
Chairman REUSS. Good morning. The Subcommittee, on Interna-

tional Economics of the Joint Economic Committee will be in order.
This morning we welcome again as witnesses before the subcommit-

tee the Secretary of the Treasury, William E. 'Simon, accompanied by
the Under Secretary for Monetary Affairs, Jack F. Bennett.

Would you identify your associate?
Secretary SIMON. Mr. Charles Cooper, Assistant Secretary, 'Mr.

Chairman.
Chairman REUSS. Welcome, sir. We always appreciate the Secretary

of the Treasury's candor and helpfulness. Our examination this morn-
ing will focus on four major subjects: The outlook for international
monetary 'reform, U.S. policies regarding gold, intervention in ex-
change markets 'by the U.S. monetary authorities, and the interna-
tional energy policy.

This is a lot of ground to cover and an extensive list of questions
has already been made available to the witnesses in the statement
announcing these hearings.

Your statement, Secretary Simon, which I have had an opportunity
to read over the weekend, is most helpful and gives us a good overview
of where we are.

Please proceed.
(1)
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STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM E. SIMON, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY JACK F. BENNETT, UNDERSECRE-
TARY OF THE TREASURY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS; AND
CHARLES A. COOPER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Secretary SIMoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There is a great deal
of discussion these days about the international monetary situation
and the position of the dollar and many suggestions about what poli-
cies the United States should follow in present circumstances.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to give you my views on this
subject, and to outline the status of international discussions of amend-
ments to the JIMF articles that have important implications for the
future evolution of the monetary system.

RECENT EXCHANGE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS AND PROSPECTS FOR THIE

FUTURE

I am sure the subcommittee is aware that in recent months the price
of the dollar decreased in terms of several European currencies. I am
sure you have also heard the views of some who argue that this move-
ment should be countered by large-scale intervention to peg the dollar
at a particular rate or zone., or by an offer by the United States and the
DIF to replace foreign dollar holdings with newly created SDR's, or
by other direct measures.

I disagree with these proposals, and I disagree with the assessments
on which they are based. Let me try to place recent exchange rate
movements in their proper perspective.

While there have been changes in terms of a number of European
currencies, the particular exchange rate movements that have attracted
the greatest attention are two-the changes of the Swiss franc and the
German mark relative to the dollar.

Since last September the change in the dollar exchange rate for
these two currencies has indeed been large: Almost 23 percent for the
Swiss franc and almost 16 percent for the German mark.

But three points should be borne in mind. First, looking at present
rates just in relation to rates prevailing last September exaggerates
the movements that have occurred.

Present dollar rates for these two currencies are much closer to
previous highs than this comparison suggests: The Swiss franc is only
10 percent above its previous high relative to the dollar; the German
mark remains slightly below its earlier high point in terms of the
dollar. Second, while these two currencies have been strengthening
relative to the dollar, and the Swiss and German monetary authorities
have been buying dollars, the dollar has also been rising relative to
certain other currencies, and their authorities have been selling dollars.

In some cases, they have been borrowing dollars to sell in the mar-
ket to support the rate and, thus, there has been market intervention
by foreign governments on both sides of the market-and, in effect,
many of the dollars bought by the Swiss and German authorities have
been sold by other foreign governments whose exchange rates have
been under downward pressure.
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Third, the Swiss and German currencies have also increased sig-
nificantly in value against other major currencies as well as the dollar,
and it is legitimate to ask to what extent the changes vis-a-vis the dollar
reflect a weakening of the dollar or a general strengthening of these
two other currencies.

Movements of the dollar or any currency must be looked at against
a broad background. They must be examined over a longer period
than just a few months and measured against the full range of other
major currencies rather than just one or two-for example, by meas-
uring changes on an average basis against a number of currencies.

Looked at in the broader context, the dollar does not show a large or
continuous depreciation nor great instability. Several tables and a
chart attached to my statement illustrate this point.' These show that:

On a trade-weighted average basis against all OECD currencies as
a group, the dollar stands approximately where it was 2 years ago
when generalized floating began. Moreover, the dollar has been one of
the most stable of the major currencies during this period.

On the same basis, while the dollar declined from last September to
mid-February, that decline followed an equally large increase in the
dollar's value in the preceding few months, so that there has been no
significant net change since last spring.

It is of importance to recognize and understand what factors in-
fluenced the exchange rate moves during September to mid-February-
and there are a number of factors-neither mysterious nor alarming,
which tended toward a weakening of the dollar in that period:

First, as is also shown in one of the attached tables to my statement,
there have been substantial changes in relative interest rates as between
the United States and other financial centers. Interest rate reductions
here have been in advance of reductions elsewhere and, given the depth
of the recession in the United States, the yield on short-term instru-
ments declined much more sharply in the United States than in most
other countries in the period from September through January.

Such cyclical differences in interest rates can have an important
influence on capital flows.

Second, since mid-1974 there has been a natural and healthv cor-
rection of earlier expectations that the United States would receive a
greatly disproportionate share of the investments made by oil ex-
porters. Such expectations probably pushed the dollar up last summer,
and a readjustment based on a more reasonable assessment has taken
place.

Third, some elements of the U.S. current account balance of pay-
ments were not as strong in the latter part of 1974 and in the early
months of 1975 as they were earlier. With lower world commodity
prices and slack economic conditions abroad, for example, some mod-
eration of our agricultural and raw materials exports was to be
expected.

As a footnote to this point, however. I would urge that a great deal
more caution be exercised in interpreting balance-of-payments statis-
tics. Just last week. the press highlighted a figure in a Government
press release which indicated that the deficit in our balance on current
and long-term capital transactions had risen to $10.6 billion in 1974

1 See tables and chart, pp. 10 and 11.
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from a $1 billion deficit in 1973. This was a highly misleading inter-
pretation of our balance-of-payments situation.

This particular balance is constructed in such a way that it excludes
most of the identified investments in the United States bv the oil ex-
porting countries-totaling about $11 billion in 1974. Adding in these
investments would eliminate the whole deficit; careful judgment
must be exercised in interpreting these statistics, and revisions to pro-
vide for a more meaningful presentation of balance-of-payments num-
bers are under study.

Fourth, there has undoubtedly been some fear that expansionary
policies in the United States might lead to a resurgence in inflation,
and a recognition in exchange markets that our performance has not
in the past been as good as that of Germany and Switzerland.

Prospective massive Treasury borrowings this year, and the possi-
bility of excessive tax reductions and expenditure increases. call into
question our dedication to the struggle against inflation, and raise the
possibility that a new round of inflation will halt the process of eco-
nomic recovery.

Li addition to these primary influences, Middle East political de-
velopments may well have had some impact. And several other factors
have probably had a minor, short-run influence-for example. talk of
oil price indexation; and actions taken by Iran, Saudia Arabia, and
a few others to "peg" their currencies to the SDR rather than the
dollar, even though these moves were designed to moderate the effect
of exchange rate fluctuations on domestic prices in those countries, and
have no direct implication for exchange rates for the dollar.

What of the future? The dollar has strengthened slightly in the
last few weeks, and, looking ahead, there are a number of factors which
suggest that the prospects for the dollar are reasonably strong:

First: The U.S. lead in reducing interest rates may be ending, as is
suggested by some of the most recent figures in the attached table. As
recession bottoms out and our domestic demand strengthens in the
months ahead, incentives for interest-sensitive flows could be reversed
by a further change in international interest rate differentials.

Second: While the oil producers have been diversifying their invest-
ments geographically, which is a healthy and natural contribution to
"recycling," the United States is likely to continue to receive a signifi-
cant share of these investments directly and indirectly-perhaps a
higher share in coming months than were received in the last few.

Third: Our competitive position is strong. There are probably still
some residual effects of the 1971 and 1973 devaluations. 'More impor-
tantly, the United States performance on inflation, bad as it has been,
is nonetheless better than that of most other countries.

If the Congress will cooperate with the administration in holding
the line on tax reductions and expenditure increases, we can continue
to do better in the future. This is of fundamental importance.

U.S. EXCHANGE RATE POLICIES

Against the background of these developments and in light of our
domestic requirements and international objectives, what policies
should the United States adopt with respect to exchange rates?



AMy views can be stated simply. I believe that for a sound dollar, the
main imperative is to concentrate not on exchange markets and ex-
change rates, which are a product of our economic policies and per-
formance, but on assuring the strength of the U.S. economy. In a
very basic sense, the United States does have a serious "exchange rate"
problem-and that is the continuous decline of the dollar, not in terms
of foreign currency, but in terms of its purchasing power, or its ex-
change rate against goods and services in general.

We have not done well in maintaining that particular exchange
rate. Our inflation record is not one to be proud of. We have not done
a good job of defending the dollar against the devaluation and depre-
ciation in purchasing power which inflation brines. Undoubtedly the
prestige of the dollar has suffered.

The way to achieve greater stability in the dollar's value is not
through governmental intervention or controls to maintain a particu-
lar rate or pattern of rates in the foreign exchange markets. Such
measures in a sense are like price controls over one sector of our econ-
omy-the international sector-which would introduce rigidities into
the system and would be positively damaging. They would exacerbate
our longer term problems and would be of doubtful value even in
terms of shorter run exchange market objectives.

We must bring our inflation under control and do a better job of
reducing the depreciation of the dollar in terms of the goods and serv-
ices it can buy. This is the only true "defense of the dollar," and
improving the strength and stability of the U.S. domestic economy is
the single most important contribution we can make to a strong inter-
national economy, as well as to our own economic health and
well-being.

Accordingly, I regard policies which look toward the establishment
of foreign exchange rate pegs, targets, or zones as unwise. Such poli-
cies focus on the symptoms rather than the sources of our troubles-
on effects rather than causes.

The world moved to the present arrangements of "managed float-
ing" for very good reasons-we needed greater flexibility and greater
reliance on market forces at a time of great uncertainty. Those condi-
tions still exist, and monetary arrangements which allow a consider-
able scope for market forces are especially well suited to present
circumstances.

These arrangements have served us well in enabling the world econ-
omy to absorb some rather severe shocks in the past 2 years without
the crises of earlier years.

There are some economists who take the view that the foreign
exchange rate "doesn't matter" as far as a nation's balance of payments
is concerned. While everyone acknowledges that exchange rate move-
ments have some effect on domestic prices, this group contends that
any exchange rate change stimulates prompt and full offsetting adjust-
ments in domestic price levels, and thus has no lasting impact on
international payments.

I do not accept that extreme view. The exchange rate -is a major
economic variable which does facilitate balance-of-payments adjust-
ment among countries and contributes to a smooth functioning of the
international economy. W1Jhen I express doubts about exchange rate

57-390--75-2
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pets or zones, this does not indicate a policy of "benign neglect" or a
belief that exchange rates have no effect. Rather. it reflects a conviction
that those techniques do not best serve the need for balance-of-
payments adjustment and a smoothly functioning international
economy.

With widespread floating, international cooperation on exchange
practices remains essential, although the form of cooperation may
differ from that in a par value world. Our attention, and that of thle
rest of the world community, should not be concentrated on specific
exchange rates of individual currencies. but rather on assuring that
the exchange system is not disrupted and disorderly.

This calls for a code of good conduct to assure that all countries-
those floating as well as those attempting to maintain established pegs
or zones for their currencies-avoid beggar-thy-neighbor practices.
And it may call for cooperative approaches on intervention to main-
tain these orderly markets.

The United States has joined with others in stating its willingness to
cooperate in intervention in particular situations where such interven-
tion is useful and appropriate for maintaining orderly markets.

There has, indeed, been a significant amount of such market inter-
vention in recent months-since last September total market interven-
tion by the United 'States has amounted to slightly more than $1
billion.

Another element of the U.S. policy which has a major influence on
the strength of the dollar is our policy toward foreign investment. I
mentioned earlier that there has been somewhat greater diversification
in the oil exporter investments than was apparent or widely expected
earlier last year. Such a shift in the flows and in public anticipation
was to be expected.

It can facilitate resolution of the world's oil-related financing prob-
lems and need not have adverse implications for the dollar. I do not
subscribe to the view which has been put forward that there has been
a major shift in portfolio preference on the part of the oil producers
which would place continuing downward pressure on our dollar.

In the immediate wake of the oil price increases, initial investments
were placed heavily in dollar instruments, and heavily at short term.
As accumulations and experience grew, greater diversification oc-
curred-in currencies, maturities, and types of investment-spurred on,
undoubtedly, by interest rate changes in the United States and abroad.

This diversification enhances the ability of other countries to obtain
needed financing directly and reduces the need for the U.S. banking
system to play an intermediary role.

At the same time, a very high proportion of the investments by oil
exporters remains denominated in dollars. The United States has re-
ceived a reasonable share of these investments. We welcome these in-
vestments. We have a large, efficient, and very attractive capital
market. We wish to keep it that way.

I have made clear that the administration has no intention of im-
posing capital controls-on inward or outward flows. We have testi-
fied that we are confident that the Government already possesses ade-
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quate safeguards to protect the national interest against problems that
might arise from investment.

Also, we have decided to establish a new office to consolidate infor-
mation on investment flows, and in particular cases to examine the
prospective impact of proposed investments. Under these arrange-
ments, we can expect to benefit from continued substantial flows of
investments into the United States-again, if we can run a strong and
inflation-free economy.

One view that I am sure has come to the attention of the subcom-
mittee asserts that a substantial volume of foreign investments in
dollars is, in effect, held involuntarily.

According to this view there is a massive "overhang" of some $100-
S200 billion of foreign official holdings of dollars, placing constant
downward pressure on the dollar.

This use of the term "overhang" is incorrect and misleading in pres-
ent circumstances. I believe there was a genuine overhang several years
ago, in the sense that some foreign countries had acquired dollars in
excess of amounts they really wished to hold.

This is no longer the case. Dollars acquired by foreign official agen-
cies. and invested here and in the Eurodollar markets, are acquired by
choice, without the pressures arising out of a concern to preserve the
monetary system.

The United States and the other countries are taking important
steps to strengthen the international monetary structure at a time
when there might be severe pressure that could otherwise disrupt
exchange markets.

The technical details of a draft agreement establishing the $25 bil-
lion Financial Support Agreement in the OECD have just been com-
pleted. I plan to join with other OECD Ministers in signing the
agreement in Paris on April 9, and we expect to propose legislation
authorizing U.S. participation shortly thereafter.

This new supplementary facility will be an important element of our
efforts to develop a cooperative response on the part of the major coun-
tries to the world energy situation; and it will also provide ani impor-
tant financial insurance mechanism to backstop cooperative economic
and international monetary policies.

Signature of this agreement will bear witness to the importance that
all OECD governments attach to this historic step toward financial
solidarity.

POSSIBLE CHANGES IN RULES ON THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM

The IMF will. of course, continue to play the central role in meeting
the world's official multilateral financing needs. The broad outlines of
a major increase in IAF quotas, which would enhance its capacity to
perform this role, have been tentatively agreed upon.

The increase will be approved bv the Interim Committee in June
for submission to legislatures, if final agreement can be reached on the
distribution of the new quotas and on a series of amendments to the
IEIF Articles of Agreement being developed in conjunction with our
quota review.
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I do not believe it would make sense to trv to introduce abruptly a
*new, highly structured reform of the monetary system. That was essen-
tially the judgment of the Committee of Twenty last June, and that
judgment remains valid today. But the Committee of Twenty did en-
visage a number of important amendments of the IMF Articles to set
the stage for a more evolutionary process of reform as circumstances
warrant, and to help preserve the IMF's authority in dealing with
current monetary problems.

The IMF executive directors are working intensively to reach tech-
nical agreement on amendments designed to eliminate certain rigidities
and anachronisms in the system, for consideration by the IMF's In-
terimi Committee at its June meeting. Three of these amendments-
dealing with floating exchange rates, gold, and the use of IMF cur-
rency resources-are especially important.

The United States strongly supports an amendment to bring floating
exchange rates within the legal framework of the IMF Articles. We
are not comfortable with a situation in which we and all other coun-
tries-despite agreement that floating is the only desirable and prac-
tical course-are in technical violation of the articles because our cur-
rencies are floating. And continuation of this situation would tend to
erode the Fund's authority as a "keeper of the rules."

As we have discussed in the past, Mr. Chairman, we need rules that
would not require specific Fund approval for countries to refr ain from
attempts to maintain their exchange rates within narrow margins
around par values.

The basic exchange rate obligations of member countries are to
collaborate with the Fund to promote exchange stability, to maintain
orderly exchange arrangements with other members, and to avoid
competitive exchange alterations.

But countries should be free to meet these obligations in ways of
their own choosing, so long as they adhere to internationally agreed
standards of conduct.

I must report that the U.S. concept is not shared by many of the
IMF members. A number of countries are prepared to retain the pres-
ent rules, recognizing that all of the Fund's membership is presently
in violation of these rules and will be in violation for the foreseeable
future. Some are willing to provide a basis for floating in the Fund's
legal framework but would constrain countries' ability to float more
tightly than would the United States.

We shall continue to press for provisions that do not require specific
IMF approval for a country which does not choose to maintain a par
value.

I remain hopeful that the differences on this question can be resolved
satisfactorily.

We have made more progress toward a convergence of views on
gold. It is agreed that the monetary role of gold should be reduced.
It is also agreed that the concept of an official international monetary
price for gold should be abolished and that obligations on members to
use gold in transactions with the IMF. as well as obligations on the
IMF to accept gold from members, should be eliminated.
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And it is agreed that the varions restrictions that distinguish gold
f rom other commodities and give it special status should be eliminated,
subject to special transitional arrangements designed to insure that
gold's role in the system is, in fact, reduced.

The key remaining questions are what these traditional arrange-
ments should be and what disposal should be made of the fund's own
gold holdings. We think it is important to have arrangements that
would effectively prevent the reemergence of a de facto official or offi-
cially managed gold price, and which would sharply limit official
purchases during a transitional period.

We also believe the Fund should be enabled to dispose of its gold in
an orderly fashion and possible arrangements to accomplish this are
under discussion. We will continue to work on these questions in the
months ahead, and I will keep this committee and the Congress advised
of our progress.

Finally, we are seeking amendments that would assure that all
countries' currency subscriptions to the IMF are usable by the Fund
under uniformly applicable rules, conditions. and criteria.

This is not the case at present, in that countries may effectively block
the use of their currencies by the Fund, even though they may be in a
strong payments position. We feel that such changes are essential to
the rationale and justification for a quota increase, we will make the
Fund a more truly cooperative institution, and will enhance its lending
capacity.

This point is generally accepted in principle and I am hopeful that
agereement on technical details can be reached shortly.

If these questions, and that of the distribution of the new quotas,
can be settled in the coming weeks, the interim committee will be able
to reach agreement in June on a comprehensive package of quotas and
amendments. If that tentative schedule can be met, we would expect to
be submitting the necessary legislative proposals to the Congress later
this year.

Mr. Chairman, this statement has covered a lot of ground. Let me
conclude by emphasizing the following points:

First. the value of the dollar against the generality of major world
currencies is today very close to its value in 1973, just after the wide-
spread move to floating rates. The dollar has been among the most
stable of major currencies.

Second, financial officials in almost every country agree that it would
be undesirable to try to peg exchange rates today, but that they will
cooperate to maintain orderly conditions.

Lastly, in our efforts to maintain the dollar's value we will concen-
trate on strengthening our domestic economy through responsible
monetary and fiscal policies at home. Let us always remember that the
one fundamental condition for a sound dollar is a strong, inflation-
proof U.S. economy.

Mr. Chairman, Jack Bennett and Chuck Cooper and I will be glad
to respond to any questions that you may have.

Chairman REUSS. Thank you for that excellent statement, Mr.
Secretary.
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[The tables and chart attached to Secretary Simon's statement
follow:]
TABLE 1.-TRADE-WEIGHTED EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES FOR SELECTED CURRENCIES DURING THE PERIOD OF

WIDESPREAD FLOATING-MARCH 1973-MARCH 19751

[Percent changes relative to rates prevailing at end of February 19731

United United
As of end of month States German Kingdom Japanese Swiss French Italian Canadian
or date shown dollar mark pound yen franc franc lira dollar

July 6, 19732 -4.4 13.3 -3. 4 -0. 8 2.5 3.6 -14.4 -1.8
September 1973 -2. 6 I.7 -7. 2 -. 3 -3. 2 -. 6 -17. 4 -1.8
January 24, 1974 3_ ---------- 5.1 8.4 -6. 8 -9.2 -. 5 -8. 0 -12. 0 2. 2
March 1974 --- -1.1 12.2 -4. 7 -2. 5 -2. 8 -7.7 -12.4 2.1
September 1974 --- 2.2 8.6 -5. 2 -9.1 6.9 -4.6 -16.9 1.8
Mar. 19, 1975 --- -2. 2 13.4 -9. 2 -8.6 15.7 -1.7 -22. 2 -1.1

I Trade-weighted average appreciation (+) or depreciation (-) of each currency vis-a-vis all other OECD currencies.
XLow point for dollar during period.
sHigh point for do'larduring period.

Source: Department of the Treasury

TABLE 2-2Maxiimnm variation ina trade-weighted exchange rate indexes during
period of widespread floatinag'

Trade weighted index for: varicentiaon

Italian lira-…- __ __ -__ -_ -__ __ __-_ _- -_ _--- ----- -- --- -- ------- -- 27.1
Swiss franc… -24. 4
New Zealand dollar -18---------------------- IS.7
French franc ------------------------------- - 17.79
Australian dollar… - 17. 7
Spanish peseta-------------------- ----------------------------- - 16.4
Japanese yen - ------------------ ----------------- 16.63
Pound sterling-1 ---- -- 3.3
German marki____________--------------_________…____-------------12. 6
Austrian schillingo'…1 ]2. 6
Netherlands guilder… --- 10. 6
Norwegian krone…----------------------… --…-… ------------------ 10..5
U.S. dollar--------------------------------------- 10.0
Swedish krona-------------------- ---------------------------- -- 7.5
Belgian franc_-_-_------------------------- 6.9
Danish krone-----.----- ---- --- -- ------ --- - * 7
Canadian dollar-__ -5. 6

l Measured as the percentage by which the highest trade-weighted value of each of the
listed currencies vis-a-vis all other OECD currencies exceeded the lowest trade-weighted
value for that currency during the period Feb. 2S, 1973-Mar. 19, 1975. Values are relative
to base rates as of Feb. 28, 1973. Data are for the end of each month prior to Apr. 1S. 1974,
and both weekly and end-of-month thereafter.

Source: Department of the Treasury.

TABLE 3.-DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SHORT-TERM INTEREST RATES IN SELECTED FOREIGN FINANCIAL MARKETS
AND THE UNITED STATES

[End of period; percent per annuml

September January March Latest
1974 1975 1975 date

Germany ---------------------------------- -1.47 0.50 -0. 25 Mar. 17
France -2.21 3.30 3.50 Do.
Switzerland -- 4.17 1-.45 11.25 Mar. 7
Japan -1.83 5.55 -7. 25 Mar. 8
Canada -. 21 -. 45 .75 Mar. 17
Italy -6.58 6.68 6.50 Do.
Belgium -. 83 2.55 2.75 Mar. 4
Netherlands -- 3.79 -. 89 .81 Feb. 28
United Kingdom -. 83 4.67 5.19 Mar. 11
United States (actual rates) -11.17 7.45 5.75 Mar. 19

NOTES

Positive numbers indicate foreign interest rate higher than U.S. interest rate.
Short-term rates- United Kingdom-90-day local authority deposits; Germany-3-mo interbank loan rate; France-call

money rate against private paper; Italy-3-mo interbank rate; Belgium-rate on 4-mo Treasury bills at mid-month;
Switzerland-3-mo deposit rate; Japan-call money rate, unconditional; Canada-Canadian finance company paper;
United States-60-89-day prime bank CD rate.

I Switzerland imposed a negative interest rate of 40 percent on foreign deposits.
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Chairman REUSS. I think the committee and the Secretary are in
complete agreement. If we want the international dollar to be safe and
strong. the best thing we can do is get our own economic house in order
here at home and move toward the goal of full employment without
inflation as the 1946 act commands us.

Let me talk a little bit about intervention. You state very cogently,
I think, that trying to intervene in the foreign exchange market to
change the general value of the dollar, because somebody thinks it is
too high or too low, is not a good idea. The only excuse for intervention
by this country ought to be whether there are so-called disorderly mar-
kets, that is to say, markets so fragile that either no sales are being
made or that the only sales being made are at widely disparate prices.

Isn't that a fair statement?
Secretary SIiON-. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman REUSS. You state that since last September total market

intervention by the United States has amounted to slightly more than
$1 billion. Is that $1 billion a net or a gross figure?

Secretary SiIIo.N. That is a net number, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman REUSS. In other words then somebody could have sold

$100 billion anld bought back $99 billion and that would come out at
$1 billion?

Secretary SIrmoN. Right.
Chairman REUSS. Well, that is very interesting. Can you now tell

me how much was sold since last September and how much has been
bought?

Secretary SiooN. It is within a few million of the same number,
Mr. Chairman. If it were unwound today, if you will, the cost at the
present market would be approximately $10 million but with the dol-
lar strengthening presently and with our outlook as stated in my state-
ment obviously this could be taken care of.
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Chairman REUSS. Could you file at this point in the record when you
correct your testimony the exact amount of sales and purchases?

Secretary SiioN-. Certainly. As you know, we have never made pub-
lic the intervention figures except with a timelag, but we do communi-
cate with a subcommittee of the Congress in executive session 30 days
after monthend with the exact intervention. We will be glad to give
you this, sir.

Chairman REUSS. Thank you. The reason I ask is that at sometimes
in the past some foreign central banks have in their intervention, so
to speak, churned the portfolio, sold like mad in the morning, and
bought like mad in the afternoon with no visible purpose other than
to be busy. Therefore, the net figure you gave us will be greatly sup-
plemented by that other information.

Secretary SIMNfON. Certainly.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
U.S. Intervention, October 1971,-February 1975

Milliolls of
do lars

U.S. purchases of foreign currencies… ______________-____________-,$190
U.S. sales of foreign currencies…-----------------------------------___ 1, 305

Net U.S. sales of foreign currencies… ______________________ 1, 113

Chairman REUSS. Starting with the $1 billion net, the great part of
this occurred in the last few weeks, since February 1, did it not?

Secretary SEMfoN. The bulk of it has been since January of this year,
yes, sir.

Chairman REUSS. By the bulk of it, my arithmetic indicates that
this is $700 or $800 million of the $1 billion.

Secretary SIMo.N. I w as going to say three-quarters, Mir. Chairman,
yes.

Chairman REUss. Well, was this a period marked by disorderly mar-
kets? The month of February in which all of this, most of it was done,
seems to have been quite flat as far as the dollar was concerned.

Wlhy all the excitement?
Secretary SimoNT. It was disorderly on occasion, and several state-

ments were made that threatened to make the markets even more dis-
orderly-as per my statement, the indexing to the SDR which was
misunderstood in many quarters, and the misinterpretation of our
balance-of-payment figures; and the intervention was deemed wise at
this time, in consultation with the Federal Reserve and with other
nations.

Chairman REuSS. You have stated the official policy of the United
States with regard to intervention; namely. we do not intervene-
irrespective of what others may do-except when there are disorderly
markets.

Who was responsible for implementing that policy?
Secretary SIMON. Well, we-
Chairman REUSS. The President? The State Department? The

Treasury? The Federal Reserve?
Secretary SIMrOw. It is joint consultation with the Treasury Depart-

ment and the Federal Reserve.
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Chairman REUSS. Those two?
Secretary SIMON. Yes, sir.
Chairman REUSS. Who does the actual buying and selling?
The Fed, does it not?
Secretary SImoN. Yes, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Chairman REUSS. In each case this has the approval of the

Treasury?
Secretary SioroN. Yes, sir.
Chairman REUSS. How is that approval manifest? In what sort of

document?
Seeretary SIMON. Not in the form of a letter. It is always done in a

meeting.
Chairman REUSS. Well, who keeps the minutes of the meeting?
Secretary SIMON. I don't believe official minutes are kept, Mr. Chair-

man. But I can assure you that if the thrust of your question is that
intervention was done without the Treasury's approval, that is not
the case. Decisions to intervene in the market are always unanimous.

Chairman REUrSS. Billions of dollars are involved and there is a
possibility, as you yourself have so well testified, that wrongheaded
intervention can do great harm. Just as the open market committee
keeps records of domestic policy, wouldn't it be a good idea if ex-
change market interventions were reported so that Congress, after the
event, could take a look and assure itself that the matter had been
thoughtfully considered.

Secretary SIOwN. The Fed keeps an accurate record, of course, of
hour-by-hour intervention. I see no harm in us keeping a memorandum
of discussion, which is what you are suggesting, on why we made the
decisions we did, and what the conclusions were in our consultations
with the Federal Reserve.

Chairman REuSS. You either intervene or you don't, and interven-
tion is. a -positive act. It must be agreed to by someone, and if I were
dealing with billions of dollars, I would certainly want a little crum-
pled up piece of paper somewhere to-

Secretary Simo-No. As I say, I would see no harm in that.
Chairman REUSS. Could we then have some sort of informal minute

keeping so that we know that it was authorized and the reason for the
decision ?

Secretary SNiox. The development of the rationale behind our
thinking; surely.

Chairman REuSS. That will be most satisfactory.
In a statement made to this committee on February 7, the Federal

Reserve Chairman, Arthur Burns, said "The Federal Reserve and
other central banks can, and occasionally do, intervene to smooth out
movements in exchange rates."

Now smoothing out movements is another phenomenon than prevent-
ing disorderly markets.

Secretary SI-foN. Isn't that funny? I would interpret Arthur's re-
mark, there as the same-smoothing out the markets where we have
had unusual or uncalled-for moves in an exchange rate of a particular
currency. That is what I would take the remark to mean.

Chairman REUSS. Does the Treasury. in giving permission for a
given intervention, make an independent judgment as to whether dis-
orderliness is in the air?

57-390-75-3
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Secretary SIMON. We certainly do. We are in constant touch. Jack
Bennett, my Undersecretary for Monetary Affairs, keeps a very closec
watch on this sector and ewe do indeed arrive at judgments independ-
ently. Who precipitates the phone call to the Fed, or whether we call
them or they call us, varies from time to time.

We attempt, however, Mr. Chairman, always to act rather thait
react, and we attempt to be anticipatory, because sometimes, as you well
know, if market movements are allowed to go too far, the intervention
would have to be larger than if you could nip it in the bud, if you will.
At other times it would be uncalled for-contradictory to the under-
lying market forces. This is what you and I would strongly object to-
the pegging of a rate-which we absolutely would not do.

Chairman REuSS. Well, I certainly agree that pegging a rate is an
error. I would also agree that fixing a zone or band is an error.

Secretary SIMON. SO do we.
Chairman REUTSS. I don't think that covers the firmament because,

between those two things and disorderly markets is a middle area-
Some official, though he isn't pegging, though he isn't holding to a
zone, may nevertheless feel that the dollar is too high or too low and
want to improve matters, so he intervenes.

Secretary SiTioN. There always has to be-
Chairman REtrSS. He is a man to be watched, too, isn't he?
Secretary SIMON. Well, yes, the person who would be, as you suggest,.

perhaps thinking the way down deep or perhaps not even down deep
that pegging the dollar at a particular rate or zone would be desirable.
We resist that notion, as I have said.

We will only agree to intervention in the market when indeed there
are disorderly conditions developing in the marketplace.

Chairman REUSS. If the U.S. authorities move to raise the inter-
national value of the dollar, they think it is too low, they think it is
losing prestige, this could have some unfortunate consequences, could
it not?

For example, just to be very practical, in Detroit today there are a
great number of unsold compact motorcars. Detroit would like to sell
those and it is largely a matter of price.

If somebody pursues the wrong kind of intervention and raises the
value of the dollar, that makes Volkswagen or Fiat compacts from
Italy or Germany that much cheaper in the United States. It would
perhaps unwittingly put someone out of a job in Detroit, would it not?

Secretary SIioN. Well, that could be the effect. Again, the motion
of setting artificial exchange rates based on the collective wisdom or
individual wisdom of a so-called market expert is a wrongheaded,
idea.

Chairman REUSS. As further proof of its wroixgheadedness, could
not such action also lose a job for a worker in Chicago who makes
machinery that his company wants to sell in export markets?

Secretary SIMON. Yes.
Chairman REUSS. Do you think that American prestige, again absent

disorderly conditions, is really at stake just beeause the dollar at some
point gets lower than somebody somewhere limself would like to
see it?

Secretary SiroN. You know, we talk about American prestige and
we worry about it and we continue to focus as I have so often said,
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here in Washington on attacking the results of the problem rather
than the causes of it.

Sure. if the dollar continues to decline and is deemed to be an unsafe
currency by other countries what we ought to do is look at the reasons
why and not attempt to artificially peg a dollar rate in contradiction
to the market, which is the only true force that can set a rate that
people are willing to own and hold dollars at.

That problem, as I outlined several times in my statement, is infla-
tion. If we run a sound, balanced, fiscal and monetary policy in this
country and have a relatively inflation-proof economy, we are going
to return to a very strong dollar.

Chairman REuss. Thank you. I appreciate your answers.
Congressman Hamilton?
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you. Mr. Secretary; I want to

raise a question or two about the international energy program. As I
understand it we have reached a tentative agreement on an IEP and
part of that agreement relates to the situation that would prevail in
the event of an emergency'

We have recently had a major setback in our Mideast policy over the
past weekend and it raised in the minds of everyone I am sure the pos-
sibility of a crunch of some kind developing once again on oil supplies.

Under that emergency arrangement that has been worked out one
provision relates to the allocation of available oil. By available oil is
meant domestic oil or oil that will continue to be imported into a
country. The shortfall is then spread among parties to the agreement.

I would like to ask you just what this means so far as the United
States is concerned. We have a much larger percentage of our oil pro-
duced domestically than most of the nations that are party to this
agreement.

What does it mean so far as sharing our domestic supplies and the
oil imported from other countries that might not participate in any
kind of a restrictive action against us?

Secretary SIMON. Well, it involves allocation of all the available
supplies, domestic and international, but only after each country has
put in effective conservation programs and actually cut their total
consumption.

Representative HAMILTON. Does that mean the agreement on allo-
cating available oil is not in effect at the present time?

Secretary SIMON. It would allocate to the countries that have been
embargoed.

Representative HAMILTON. What does this mean for the United
States?

Suppose you do have an embargo? Does this mean we will have to
share some of our domestic oil with other countries, and if so, how
much are we going to have to share with them?

Secretary SIMON. It all depends. Take the worst case situation, an
OPEC embargo of the entire world, which you can give your own
probabilities. In that case, the United States would have to share.
The best case from a world supply viewpoint would be an embargo
aimed directly at the United States, where we would be getting addi-
tional oil from other countries.

There is a range of possibilities in between those two. If there were
othet countries embargoed along with the United States, as the Nether-
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lands was the last time, then there would be other countries sharing.

But the best.case and the worst case are those two.
Representative HAMILrTON. What if you had a repetition of the

event that occurred last winter?
Secretary 'SImON. We would be gainers, Congressman Hamilton.
Representative HAMILTON. I didn't hear you.
Secretary SIMON. We would be gainers because the rest of the world

was not embargoed.
Representative HAMI1LTON. Do I understand that in that situation

we would not have to allocate any of our oil to other countries, Mr.

Secretary?
Secretary SIMON. We would be recipients.
Representative HAMILTON. I see.
Well then, we would have to share then only in what circumstance?

Secretary SIMION. We share if there is a virtual cutoff of the entire
world of OPEC oil. At that point it triggers conservation in every

country, of course, the storage treatment, that will take years to get

necessary storage in a country, and the formula goes into effect on how

it would be allocated worldwide in that highly unusual circumstance.

Representative HAMILTON-. Do I understand that this agreement is

now in place and operative?
Secretary SIMON. Yes, sir.
Representative HAMILTON. Is that a correct understanding?
Secretary SIsON. Yes, sir.
Representative HAMILTON. I would also like to ask about the so-

called $25 billion solidarity fund which I think is sometimes referred

to as the Simon-Kissinger fund, with regard to recycling.
Are there any safeguards in that solidarity fund to assure future

repayment by debtor countries; if so, what are they?
Secretary SIMoN. It is a program based on guaranties by these gov-

ernments. As far as the decisions to make loans, the main decisions will

require a two-thirds weighted majority plus a simple unweighted

ma~jority of the countries voting and I think that, plus the guarantees,
is safeguard enough.

And borrowers also have to follow sound economic policies-that is

the purpose of this safety net, "last resort" facility. It was a major step

toward integrating economic and energy and financial policies. So

they have to follow sound economic policies at home to be judged by

the financial ministers who will be voting on loans on the basis of those

policies as well as the appropriate energy policies.
Representative HAMILTON. Now what kind of liability does the

United States have in this situation?
Suppose you have a number of defaults for example?
Secretary SniioN. The risk is shared by all members, Congressman

Hamilton. Our quota is 27.8 percent of the total.
Representative HAMILTON. Meaning we would pick up 27.8 percent

of any debtor liability that would occur?
Secretary SI-moN. That is correct.
Representative HAMIILTON-. What is our contribution to the fund?

Secretary SIMON. Our contribution to this fund would be 27.8 per-

cent of approximately $25 billion. but this contribution would only be

made on call. It would not be given in advance of need.
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Representative HAMILTON. What is the status of that before the Con-
gress? Are you seeking any money for it in the fiscal 1976 budget?

Secretary SIMON. I will be going over on April 9 to sign this agree-
ment subject to the acceptance of Congress and we have been in active
consultation with you and will continue to be on the various proposals
and the legislation that is required.

There will be absolutely no obviation of the congressional process,
Congressman Hamilton.

Representative HAMILTON. Let me direct you also to a provision in
the Trade Act of 1974 which authorizes the President to consider how
access to supplies of raw materials can be guaranteed. The act requires
the President to enter into discussions with regard to our access to raw
materials.

Can you bring us up to date on what, if anything, has happened
pursuant to that provision of the Trade Act?

Secretary SIMON. The discussions have just started. Nothing sub-
stantive or definitive has happened.

Representative HAMILTON. What do you mean "just happened," in
the administration or in Geneva?

Secretary SIMON. In Geneva.
Representative HAMILTON. What form did the discussion take?
Secretary SIMON. Through GATT.
Representative HAMILTON. So discussions are going on with GATT

nations with regard to our access to raw materials that we are short of.

Secretary SIMON. It is part of the overall discussions and will be
part of the multilateral trade negotiations that are commencing as
well-the access to supply, potential threats of cartels in many of these
internationally traded raw materials.

Representative HAMILToN. Do you have suggestions to make as to
the timeframe under which we might expect some kind of multilateral
understandings to develop with respect to our access to raw materials?

Secretary SIMON. I honestly think it is impossible to say it will be
a year or 6 months. It is a very complex negotiation involving many
different aspects and reluctance to agree in certain areas and absence
of agreement in other areas. That is why it is impossible to put a time-
frame on it, Congressman Hamilton.

Representative HAMILTON. We have seen articles in recent days with
respect to OPEC countries abandoning the dollar and cutting their
ties to the dollar. They have decided within recent months not to peg
their own money to the-dollar but to the-special drawing rights.

I suppose it is possible within time that they will no longer price
their oil in terms of dollars which, as I understand, they do today.

How do you read these developments in the OPEC countries and
how serious do you think it is and is it a setback if they are doing that?

Secretary SIMON. We don't think it is serious. They did this for
domestic purposes as far as their imports are concerned and you have
to remember that the basket of countries that make up the 8DR, the
U.S. dollar is the most heavily weighted, 33 percent.

Representative HAMrILToN-. So you don't view that trend with any
alarm at all?

Secretary SIMoN. No, sir. That is right. I don't. Again. I would say
that the basic source of strength of the dollar is a strong U.S. economy,
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aild I feel compelled to continue to emphasize the point that we need
not worry about the strength of our dollar when we maintain sound
economic policies here in the United States.

Representative HAmrILTON. I didn't hear all your statement, Mr.
Secretary, before I came in and you may have covered this, but to what
do you primarily attribute the recent decline of the dollar exchange
rate ?

Secretary SIMON. I think primarily a reduction of our interest rates
in advance of other countries. Our -short-term interest rates have de-
clined. Our 3-month Treasury bill rate-which is the barometer that
I have always used-has declined from close to 10 percent in August
down' to about 51,/9 percent now. Of course this always has an effect on
the flows.

Representative HAMIILTON. Mr. Bernstein, a few days ago, attributed
that decline in large measure' to the large capital outflows from the.
United States last vear.

Do you take a different position than that?
Secretary SnImoN. Last year there were really inflows, not outflows.

I am not sure I understand that position.
Representative HAMILTON. There was a capital inflow last year.
Secretary SIMON. Well, I commented in my statement on our balance

of payments and on the report last week of a $10.6 billion balance-of-
payments deficit on current and long-term capital transactions. But
the way these figures are calculated in our Government excludes most
of the investments in the United States-approximately $11 billion
as best we can measure it-that came into the United States from
OPEC countries.

Inclusion of these investments in the balance would have put us in
balance and perhaps even into surplus, if we could trace all the invest-
ments-which I suggest is impossible. Also the declining dollar was
the result of some fears about our domestic economy-and let me
assure vou that in my frequent meetings and meetings with finance
people around the world, it is clear our domestic policies today as they
threaten our future are raising serious questions in the minds of my
associates all over the world.

I look forward to going to Europe in 2 weeks, and I will be meeting
with my Finance Minister counterparts. But they are somewhat con-
cerned as I obviously have been somewhat concerned-and that is put-
ting it mildly-with our domestic policies as far as their inflationary
impact next year and the year after.

We continue to look at the short term here in the United States and
not develop the sound policies that are going to assure a strong U.S.
economy in the future. We disregard the fact that -we lived for a
decade with excessive fiscal and monetary policies and work on -the
foolish assumption that we cannot pay any price that there will be no
penalty for these sins.

Well, I suggest that is a wrong-headed notion.
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman REuss. I know, Mr. Secretary, you have another date up

on Capitol Hill so I am just going to ask you one short question before
we turn to Mr. Bennett and Mr. Cooper, and you may go your way.

In your statement you give your gratifying reassurance once again
to this subcommittee that it is the U.S. position that any amendments
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to the articles of the IMF should make clear that there is no stigma
attached to a country that wants to use the system of flexible exchange
rates such as we now have.

And that a country's decision to use flexible exchange rates should
not be made dependent upon special permission granted by the other
nations of the Fund. We are in accord on that view. My only concern
is that you also indicate, as you have to, that there are others that take
a different view.

I would emphasize once again that I hope you make clear to your
negotiating partners that we in the Congress feel very strongly about
this. We would not feel good about ratifying amendments to the
articles which compel the United States to live a fib, so to speak, by
continuing to operate as we are now doing in violation of the technical
wording of the IMEF charter.

Secretary SIMON. Yes, that is right -

Chairman REUSS. Since I believe our views are identical, I don't see
-any problem in your making it clear that Congress must ratify any
amendments to the IMF articles. Therefore, since we don't-object to
-our friends adopting fixed exchange rates if they think that is what
is best for them, they should not object to our adopting flexible ex-
change rates if that is what we think is best for us.

Secretary SIlMON. Mr. Chairman, let me assure you that I have, and
I will continue to impress this fact upon my counterparts in the in-
terim committee. We were very flexible in the most recent nieetings,
at least I \was told we were, where we made some concessions primarily
in the area of quotas. Our agreement to these concessions is based on
agreement on floating rates, on the whole package, let's not just take
one particular item out.

We feel very strongly about- this, Mr. Chairman, as I know you do.
Chairman REU-ss. Sounds good. Thank you for coming, Mr. Secre-

tary, and if you would now excuse yourself we will ask Mr. Bennett
-and&Mr. Cooper to stay around.

Let me start with Mr. Bennett and perhaps the $25 billion safety net
figure that Congressman Hamilton was inquiring about. As has been
made clear the U.S. exposure in that $25 billion safety net would be
some 27.8 percent of the total.

Now many of our negotiating partners were-quite willing that the
entire safetv net facilitv be handled under the International Monetary
Fund, where there is already in place $6 billion safety net.

And in the IMF our expos re is onlN on the order of 22 precent. My
-question is. why don't we go along with the big infusion into the IMF,
where the Arab countries are members ? Thev would then have to take
some part'of the risk too. We would thus avoid burdening the tax-
pavers with that extra 5 percentage points of exposure.

Mr. BENNETT. As you know. Mr. Chairman, the solidarity fund is
supplemental to use of the IMF. So we are planning to make primary
use of IMF. The IMF will set up the so-called oil facility for this year
up to $5 billion SDR's.

To date the IMF has onlv been able to raise somewhat less than
half of that. I am sure they will raise more. It is not entirely clear
that they would have been able to raise more than the $5 billiomi, al-
though that wvas the original proposal.

I think it may be misleading to contrast the U.S. 22 percent in the
IMF to the 27.8 percent in the solidarity fund. In the IMF, a large
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number of the quotas are effectively not usable so that our share of
the usable resources in the IMF is probably a larger percentage than
our 27.8 percent in the solidarity fund.

But the primary reason for not wishing to handle this effort in the
IMF was that it -was considered to be a temporary effort, an effort
of a very large potential scale as befits emergency insurance, one that
was closely tied to a package of cooperation in the whole field of
energy.

Chairman REUSS. W11ell, I would have to confess I am a little bother ed
by the fact that countries like Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. and others
that are awash with reserves, oil earnings, are not putting a dime in
the $25 billion safety net, whereas, they play their part in the IMF.

Mr. BENNETT. Where we hope they will play an increasing part in
the IMF in two senses. 1We hope they will take a larger quota share
as befits their current economic position.

We hope they will agree as they should that their quota subscrip-
tions should be fully usable. In some important cases, practically speak-
ing, the funds are not usable.

We anticipate that in fact they will continue to make diversified
investments of a nature that will make it unnecessary to call upon-the
solidarity fund. Only in the event that such diversified investments
don't take place will the solidarity fund come into operation.

Chairman REUSS. Wouldn't the solidarity fund be even more solid
if the Kuwaits and Saudis and others were in on it?

Mr. BENNETr. Well, I wonder. The solidarity fund comes into opera-
tion only if these countries don't invest. So it does not support the basic
concept that it depends on those whose failure to invest would be the
only opportunity for it to come into operation.

Chairman REUSS. I would have thought you could have no better
incentive to invest on the part of Kuwait and the Saudis than the sure
knowledge that if they don't measure up and invest satisfactorily, that
they will be hooked on the $25 billion safety net. What would be
more likely to make them lackadaisical about investment than the
knowledge that if they don't invest, it will be not they, but largely
Uncle Sam and the Federal Republic of Germany that have to bail
out the member countries.

How would you respond to that?
Mr. BENNErr. Well, I think they are making investments in the

places and in the securities they think are in their best interests.
I don't think they are making their investment decisions basically

for eleemosynary reasons. They decide on a particular investment
because they think it is best for them. I think they will continue to do
that. I don't think they would have -wished to join in this solidarity
fund without some form of guarantee which we would not have pro-
posed to give.

It seems to undermine the purpose of this operation to make it
dependent upon those whose lack of cooperation would be the only
occasion for it to come into operation. We want the consumer countries
to have the confidence to undertake cooperative policies in the energy
field regardless of what the OPEC countries do. This was the basic
rationale.

Chairman REUSS. Did we try to get the OPEC countries to share the
burden of the $25 billion?
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Mr. BENNETT. There is a current effort underway to get them to
share in financing the oil facility in the IMF. As I indicated. consid-
erably less than the limit of 5 billion SDR has been arranged so far.
We have not asked them to participate directly in the solidarity fund.

Chairman REUSS. Why not?
Mr. BENNEVr. It seems contrary to the purpose of the fund. The

purpose of the fund, Mr. Chairman, has been-
Chairman REUSS. What was the purpose of the fund?
Mr. BENNErr. That it would go into operation in case of emergency

only.
Chairman REUSS. Mr. Cooper, can you elaborate on that a little bit?
Mfr. BENNErr. Just a moment, sir. Even in the IMF oil facility

these countries are basically not taking the risk. They are being guar-
anteed by the IMF members-Germany and the United States and
other countries-that their investments in the oil facility will be
repaid.

So even there, they are having a guarantee. Maybe Chuck Cooper
would like to comment-I might have mentioned that Chuck has spent
many days and hours in recent weeks negotiating the details of the
solidarity agreement in Paris. I would be happy to have him comment.

'Chairman REUSS. Mr. Cooper, why didn't anybody think to ask the
Saudis, Kuwaits, and others if they would not like to share our burden
in the $25 billion safety net?

Air. COOPER. It was not an oversight that people just didn't think of
asking them. It was a conscious decision that it was inappropriate.

'Chairman REUSS. What was the rationale for that decision?
Mr. COOPER. They were being asked to provide financing through

the IMF oil facility, which would be a more appropriate channel for
their contribution. The basic rationale for the solidarity fund itself
was to deal with the uncertainty that could arise because of investment
action of OPEC countries, and to share the risk among cooperating
countries.

It does not seem that trying to negotiate a risk-sharing operation
with countries whose pattern of investment is causing the risk is likely
to be successful or desirable. And the reason why the European coun-
tries and Japan and the other members of the OECD are strongly sup-
portive of the solidarity fund is that we see a situation of great un-
certainty. Basically, we remain confident about the ability of the exist-
ing arrangements to handle the flows, but there is uncertainty.

We recognize that the dimensions of the financial flows are far larger
than has been traditional. We are not quite sure, none of us, how these
flows are going to be managed in private markets, the IMIF, or other
arrangements.

It is not clear which individual countries may get themselves into
the kind of difficulties that require some support from other OECD
nations. I don't think that in present circumstances we would want to
rule out government loans. Certainly there have been occasions in the
past where government-to-government loans have been appropriate.

The question is how these might be arranged most equitably and
efficiently, and that is really what the solidarity agreement does. There
is nothing in it that would preclude countries from seeking loans from
OPEC nations. They are free to do so, in fact they are encouraged to
do that before they turn to the solidarity agreement.
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But if that financing cannot be arranged the question is, what then
stands behind the system? A system of financial insurance is what we
have in the solidarity fund.

We are not trying to build government-to-government loans into the
normal financial system. It is clear that they would only be used in
exceptional cases and it is clear that the fund is a supplement to normal
means of financing, not simply extending the normal means of financ-
ing which includes the IMF and so forth.
* Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to mention one thing:
This financial solidarity agreement is the financial counterpart of the
energy-sharing agreement which the Secretary discussed with Con-
gressman Hamilton.

Maybe it would be easier to comprehend that it would not have been
appropriate to ask the OPEC countries to share in the energy
agreement.

The same reasoning seems to apply to the financial agreement. Both
are emergency agreements.

Chairman REuss. Well, I just have to confess that I can't quite grasp
the logic of our saying to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait and other OPEC
countries, you got the world into this mess, therefore we are going to
exclude you from participating in it until we get the world out of the
mess.

But maybe I can get that concept sorted out by the time we take up
the legislation.

Congressman Hamilton.
Representative HAM1LTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just wanted

to get some factual information with regard to the Secretary's state-
ment. He said that a very high proportion of the investments by oil
exporters remain denominated in dollars.

Do you have that figure handy as to what that proportion is?
Mr. BENNETT. We don't have precise numbers for this year, of

course. For last year we do have estimates that out of their roughly
$60 billion of new investments, $11 billion were placed directly here in
the United States.

Representative HAMILTON. $11 out of $60 billion?
Mr. BENNETT. $11 out of $60 billion were invested directly in the

United States. In addition to those investments in the United States,
which were in dollars, a large portion of their investments elsewhere
also was placed in obligations denominated in dollars. I would say
roughly three-quarters of their total investments were denominated in
dollars.

Representative HAMILTON. But roughly one-sixth of the
Mr. BENNETT. A little over 18 percent of their investments were

directly in the United States. It so happens that a little over 16 per-
cent of their gross revenues from oil sales also came from sales to the
United States. So both are in the same range, 18 and a fraction percent
of their investments were here, 16 and a fraction percent of their sales
revenue came from here. But a much larger percentage was denomi-
nated in dollars.

Representative HAMILTON. Was most of that investment in the
United States in short-term securities?
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Mr. BENNETT. Our $5 billion was in U.S. Treasurv bills and almost
$4 billion in short-term bank deposits and money market paper. About
$1 billion was invested in long-term Treasury and Federal agrencv
securities, and something around half a billion in equities and real
estate.

Representative HAMIILTON. I note the Secretary's statement that the
administration has no intention of imposing capital controls. I pre-
sume you are monitoring the situation very carefully and reviewing it?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes.
Representative HAMILTON. But your position as of today is that

there are no further investment controls of any kind that are needed
in the economy?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes. sir, that is right.
Representative HAMILTON. Isn't there some problem with regard to

investments in the banking system, where the foreign banks have cer-
tain advantages over domestic banks when it comes to branch banking?

Mr. BENNETT. Some of the States-this is a State choice-have
allowed foreign banks to have branches in its State even though they
have a branch in another State.

This is a choice they have made. They could do the same for Amer-
ican banks.

Representative HAMILTON. You don't see any problem with that or
any necessity for changing our rules with respect to investments in
banking?

Mr. BENNETT. The Federal Reserve has proposed legislation. I
believe. that the opening of new banks here by foreign banks should
be subject to an approval process which would take into account
whether to assure that U.S. institutions are treated equitably in the
country that is exporting the investment here.

Representative HAMILTON. What is the status of that?
Mr. BENNETT. That was introduced in the last Congress. I believe

the Federal Reserve has recommended that it be reintroduced into this
Congress.

Representative HAMILTON. Is that an administration proposal?
Mr. BENNETT. I don't believe the administration has formally com-

mented on it yet, but it will in the near future.
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman REuss. I would have some questions about the negotia-

tions apparently being conducted by the executive branch which
resulted in agreement last Thursday, March 20, by the members of the
International Energy Agency on the maintenance of an oil price floor
at sufficiently high levels to encourage domestic energy investments-
the specific price to be negotiated.

Bv what justification is the executive branch going around the world
making decisions on American energy resources without consulting
Congress concerning price policy?

The Congress is now trying to laboriously work out a program of
subsidies and tax incentives and other devices for oil, old and new. off-
shore and inshore, and coal and oil shale. and nuclear and thermal and
everything else. Who are these people who are going around the world
making these statutory decisions without bothering to go to the
Congress?
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Mr. BENNETT. I assure you that there-
Chairman REUSS. It has been happening.
I read it in the paper, but I can't find out who is doing it.
Mr. BENNEr1. There have been no statutory decisions.
Chairman REUSS. The last I heard was in our hearings in which-

last November, Assistant Secretary of State Enders dismissed the
whole thing as a little speech he had given at Yale which was no longer
operative and Secretary Simon dismissed the whole thing,. and now we
find that there has been an international agreement.

Who is doing all of this?
'Mr. BENNETT. The U.S. representatives to the Governing Board of

the International Energy Agency have been discussing the desirability
of the concept of some protection for investors against downside risk.

Now, they have not committed the U.S. Government in the sense
that the President has alreadv said that at an appropriate time he will
request congressional legislation.

We have sought to get agreement among the executive branches on
the principle of providing this protection to insure that adequate
investment is made to avoid undue dependence on insecure imported
sources of energy.

There have been consultations. Many a trip to the Hill has been made
by people from the State Department and the Treasury to discuss this
subject. There has been no request for legislation at this time. There
will be at an appropriate time if these discussions can be advanced to
a more specific agreement at a later date.

A general agreement and agreement on the concept, however, was
felt desirable before the preparatory meeting of some of the consuming
countries and producing countries now scheduled for April 7.

Chairman REISS. Would you think an across-the-board fixed price
for oil and other forms of energy is the way to operate in this country?

Or should other methods, direct subsidies, for example, be consid-
ered as methods of getting adequate domestic investment without rais-
ing the entire price structure across the board?

Mr. BENNETT. I am sure there will be a package of measures, and
I am sure you realize what is being discussed has not been a floor for
the international price of oil but rather the level, possibly a floor, at
which it is priced internally in the countries, insofar as it affects the
return to investors and conservation and production domestically.

It is not a floor on the international price.
Chairman REUSS. Hasn't the American consumer been adequately

fleeced by the OPEC countries on the price of oil? Does he need our
own country participating in an agreement to establish floor prices
across the board?

Mr. BENNETT. 'Well, of course, we have taken the basic decision that
complete free trade in this item is not compatible with our security;
that some cost to the consumer, perhaps, is necessary to offset the ex-
treme risk to the consumer of overreliance on imported oil.

Now, that level, of course, would be substantially below any prices
the consumer is now paying.

Chairman REUSS. Has anybody explored the use of devices other
than high prices in order to get adequate energy production, such as
specific subsidies which do not cause the entire price of energy to go
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up and give huge windfall profits to those who do not need the price
increase?

Mr. BENNETT. As you know, a wide range of measures has been and
is being considered. We have import fees, we have Federal support for
research and development, and we have a large number of other meas-
ures under consideration. But it was felt that this should also be in-
cluded so that the U.S. industry is not put at a competitive disadvan-
tage with respect to other countries. It would be unfortunate, for
example, if our industry were paying a much higher cost for its energy
than their direct competitors in other countries were.

Chairman REUSS. It certainly would, but to agree on a floor seems
a rather odd way to proceed. A floor would simply insure that our con-
sumer pays the higher price and that producers of cheaper forms of
energy get huge windfall profits.

Mr. BEN-NETTr. You can conceive of a circumstance, for example, in
which the cost to the U.S. investor, consumer, or producing firm, were
by some device made higher than the cost in other countries so that
our consumers were then bearing an undue share of the risk. The pur-
pose of the international agreement is to see that our consumers do not
bear an undue proportion of the risk. Now there are, of course. alter-
native ways of doing this, but the purpose behind this whole approach
is to insure a fair sharing of the burden.

Chairman REITSS. Can you give me the name of a single Senator or
Congressman who has authorized the administration to enter into
agreements to raise the price of oil in this country by international
agreement?

Mr. BENNETT. My knowledge of the Constitution would suggest there
is no Senator or Congressman who can authorize such a thing indi-
vidually.

Chairman REuss. Well, that is right, but you said earlier that-
Mr. BENNErr. There have been consultations.
Chairman REuSS. You stated you have been up on the Hill talkingito

people. Insofar as that talk has been on the record, the administration
has been told to forget about it. We don't want to fleece the consumer
any more than he already has been.

Mr. BENNETr. You say "anymore than"
Chairman REUSS. We want rates to come down, not to be held up.
Mr. BENNErr. I fully agree with you, and the object of this, of

course, is not to raise prices. It is to get the investment that will allow
prices to be lowered and have security at the same time.

Chairman REuSS. But who in Congress, Senator or Congressman,
has told the administration to go ahead-and -use a floor on oil prices,
as opposed to.subsidies or whatever else, as a method of getting ader
quatAe adjustment without allowing windfall profits to those segments
of the industry that don't need it?

Mr. BENNErr. Well, the discussion in the Governing Board has cov-
ered a wide range of things including research and development assist-
ance and the concept of a price floor. Maybe it would be of interest to
you,-and I can ask the State Department whether possibly they would
give me a complete list of those Senators and Congressmlen who have
been visited to discuss the concept.

Chairmnan REUSS. Well, I would like not only a list but some indica-
tion of whether the State Department thinks that it has any congres-
sional sympathy whatever for this proposal.
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It seems to me the State Department is doing precisely what. Secre-
tary Simon said should not be done, just a few moments ago; namely,
negotiating an international floor on the price of oil.

Air. BENNETr. Well, I am sure you understand the difference between
negotiating a price with oil producers-which is not what we were
discussing-and negotiating among consumer countries concerning
adequate incentives for investment within those countries, which is
what we are discussing.

Chairman REUSS. But they are doing it by price. If they want to
negotiate

Mr. BENNETr. But it is not a price negotiated with the oil producers.
It is negotiation among the consumers to assure that the effective price
internally will be such-and-such.

Chairman REUSS. Yes, that seems to me ancillary because why should
the consuming countries inflict this on themselves 1

It is bad enough when the OPEC people hold us up. Let me just
say that unless you are prepared to produce some Congressmen or Sen-
ators who have given the State Department the green light, I think
that the administration is off on a frolic of its own and it is misleading
other countries in entering into the tentative agreement which it
apparently entered into last Lhursday.

Congress is currently attempting to keep a two-price system on oil-
for instance, it has a ceiling on old oil and different arrangements on
new oil. Congress is contemplating the careful and well-calibrated use
of subsidies to make available new forms of energy, oil shale, and solar
and geothermal, and so on. * i
' But I don't think Congress would appreciate at all some unau-
thorized person entering into purported agreements to set a floor under
oil domestically. in the States and thus guarantee forever windfall
profits for the low-cost oil companies.

What can we do about that?
Mr. BENNETT. I think there should be a qualification. The proposal

is that each country accomplish this with its own devices. It does not
guarantee windfalls to anyone.

Chairman REUSS. Well, has the press misreported it? As I havelread
it, they have talked about a floor tor the price of oil, I think the p'rice
was ti or $8 as opposed to the $2 that it was selling for befoi' the
embargo.

r- Al. dENNETr. I think there has been no agreement. No agreement
has been attempted on the number.'

C.'Chairman likuss. Not on the number, but wasn't there agreement in
priticiple that there should be a numerical floor, with a specific number
to be worked out later? I

: ir. BENNETT. There is an agreement that the equivalent 6f' that
should be negotiated as a means of calling forth adequate' investitrent.

Chlirmanli'Euss. hlave you got a copy of the agreeient here'2i.
- ir. BENNETT. No, I don't.
Chairmair-RE~uss. Can you get it foi us?
`Mr. BENNETT. I think so.
Chairman REUss. Would you file it with us?, We would like tb have

it today if we could.
Mr. BENNETT. All right.
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Chairman REUSS. You -say that the' agreement does not speak in
terms of price, but merely says each country do what it thinks wise to
generate more investment in energy, whether by subsidy, by tax in-
centives, by differential price, or whatever way will get the needed
energy without giving windfall profits to the existing low-cost pro-
ducers.

Is that what it says?
If it did, it would not bother me
Mr. BENNETT. It is intended to allow the maximum flexibility for

each government, to choose the exact details on that. But the basic con-
cept is that energy will not be imported into the domestic market at
effective prices, translated into the return 'to the investor, whether he
is investing in production or conservation equipment, at lower than
some agreed level. So in that sense there is a floor. But I will try to
get you a copy.

Chairman REUSS. If that is what it is, then it is just what I feared-
namely, a self -imposed cartel to put a floor under prices. What we need
is competition, in different forms of energy. Those that are high cost
where necessary can be grubstaked by.government subsidies, tax in-
centives, or whatever is needed.

But the idea; that you have to raise the whole price structure in
order to, bring in that last' increment of supply'-that wouldn't do you
any good.

Mr. BENNETT. I resist the concept of "raising the whole price struc-
ture." I 1Qok at it as just the reverse. It is tryinig to assure the investor
that if he invests, he does not have an extremely high risk, that the
effective price, when his investments come to fruitioi, will be, only $2or $3. . . v.

Chairman IREUSS. Here you have' '
-Mr. BENIZETT. That brings up the question '

Chairman REMUSS. Why not assure the investor inma piaticular fbrm
of energy a carefully rifle-shot subsidy irather thani raise the whole
price structure? ' ' ''

Mr. BEN'NEVT. There will be some use of the rifle sh6t 'but I thinlk
6 aIlso recognize the'iiability of us in governmenitt6 be suie we'kn6w

where the best place to'invest is or where the mo6t efective plaling
forth of new energy 'will be.

'<' have somo'doubts about the wisdomn of rely ibg• 6nly'`6i\ rifl' shots
rather than'on the traditional American system of "relyiig '6ithe p#ric6
mechlanism.

Chairman REUSS. If you are saying it is a traditi6nii' Aiiericah' sys-
temn for the Government to rig the'price'level and impose a floor by
government cartel then you and I have been around different paA§ of
America. I thought that was -what the Sherman Act was writte'n'to
prevent. But irl any event, I don't want to prolong this. I do want to
givet you my firm view 'that our officials in Paris wh6 ar'e aiking the
a greement,.which you are going to send up later today' are operating
without authority, -'that Congress will'not go alonig withl their ',

[At this point the lights went out.]
Chairman REUSS. God heard us.
That Congress will not go along with the attempt to set an interna-

tionally agreed floor, and that Congress wants to consider that whole
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spectrum of devices to get the necessary energy that we need in this
country.

I particularly am put out about what is happening in Paris because
this committee was assured by both the State Department and the
Treasury Department last November that nothing as foolish as this
was even contemplated, that it was just a pipedream that had been
allowed to go away. Now we find it actively being pushed.

So I still say that the Secretary's statement was an excellent one and
that on almost all the things we have discussed there is very great
agreement between the Treasury and this committee.

But on the oil floor; no. I would have just a couple of questions on
gold. Should central banks be permitted to buy gold in the private
market?

Mr. BENNETT. I think we should have the objective of removing all
constraints of trading in gold as we removed it on trading in other
commodities. We felt that to be sure there was no misunderstanding
of moves in that direction there should be a transitional period in
which there should be some limitations on central banks buying of
gold, but even today there are no limitations on their selling.

Chairman REuss. Then your view is there should not be limits on
the purchase by central banks of gold?

Mr. BENNETT. We think there should be some transitional limita-
tions on their purchases so that there would be no possibility of
increasing the total gold holdings held officially during a transition
period.

Chairman REtrSS. When central banks sell or buy gold between
themselves, what price should those transactions be at?

Mr. BENNETT. There are no such transactions today.
Chairman REUSS. What if they should occur?
Mr. BENNETT. When they occur they should be at whatever price

they can negotiate.
Chairman REUSS. If most central banks revalue their gold reserves,

as the French have already done, and the private market price for
gold then dropped below the level at which gold was valued in the
official reserves. what would be our view about official support of the
private gold market?

Mr. BENNETT. As far as I know, no government has revalued its
gold since the French took that action. The French in revaluing theirs
took the entire profit and put it aside in a reserve which, of course,
they could use to offset any downward movement in the price of gold
the next time they account for it, and our feeling is that governments
should not-and there should be an understanding among govern-
ments-be able to peg the price at any level or within any zone.

Chairman REUss. Thank you very much, Mr. Bennett and Mr.
Cooper.

We appreciate your helpfulness. We now stand adjourned, subject
to call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 11 :10 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
call of the Chair.]
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room S-
407, the Capitol Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Reuss, Moorhead, and Hamilton.
Also present: Sarah Jackson and John R. Karlik, professional staff

members; and Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN REUSS

Chairman REUSS. Good morning. The Subcommittee on Interna-
tional Economics of the Joint Economic Committee will be in order
for its hearingy on the administration's oil floor price proposal. *We
Wvill ask Mr. fichtblau, MIr. King, Mr. Steele, and Mr. Branson to be
seated.

On last February 3, Secretary of State Kissinger proposed that the
major oil importing countries adopt a common floor price for oil im-
ports-by means of a tariff, quota, or variable levy-to protect new-
energy sources from becoming noncompetitive if world oil prices
dropped sharply. Since then the U.S. Government has hammered away
in the International Energy Agency to gain its allies' support for the
proposal. The Congress. however, has not yet considered the merits
of the proposal, much less delegated authority to the Executive to
negotiate commitments which have such direct impact on domestic
energy policy. In fact, the Congress is presently endeavoring to work
out a comprehensive policy for energy development and conservation.
It is resisting administration requests for a price floor.

Todav, we would like to examine the proposedc mechanism for a
minimum import price. Is it the most efficient way to stimulate invest-
ment in domestic production needed to attain the desired level of
energy self-sufficiency? AlWho would be the beneficiaries of such an
across-the-board guaurantee. American consumers, energy -producing
companies. or the OPEC0 c rtel?

Even if import restrictions might be necessary to protect the do-
mestic enerzv-nroducinlg industries in the event of a world oil price
collapse, why is it necessary to negotiate a price floor internationally

(29)
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and lock ourselves into an agreement to maintain high prices? Could
not arrangements be made at some subsequent time for mothballing
higrh-cost investment, should lower prices prevail? Is the price floor
proposal really intended to be the first half of a commodity agree-
ment aimed at fixing long-term energy prices? Would this be in our
interest ?

This morning -we have with us four distinguished witnesses from the
academic world and the private business to discuss the merits of the
administration's proposals. They are Mr. William Branson, professor
of economics at the Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton; Mr. William
King, director of corporate policy analysis of the Gulf Oil Corp. of
Pittsburgh; Mr. John Lichtblau, executive director of the Petroleum
Industry Research Foundation: and Mr. Henry Steele, professor of
economics at the University of Houston.

Gentlemen, you have been very kind to help us this morning. *We
have your prepared statements and we vwould now like to ask you to
proceed in your own way as you would give us the benefit of your
thinking. We will make it alphabetical order, -which makes you, Mr.
Branson, as our leadoff witness.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BRANSON, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,

WOODROW WILSON SCHOOL, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Nfr. Bn \N5ON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In thinking about these problems, I felt that it would -be useful to

think through the question of energy policy, starting with an attempt
to consider essentially what the problem is that we are trying to deal
'with, then to go to the general objectives of policy, and finally to try
to outline for myself the elements of a program that would meet those
objectives. At the conclusion, since I notice that some of the things I
have outlined were not things that were being proposed by the admin-
istration, I would like to note some objections to some of those things
that were being proposed. which include the floor price for oil.

I have, submitted an outline of these points, and I will talk through
that, adding a few explanations as I go. The problem, as I see it, is
that with the rise in price due to the formation of the cartel, the cur-
rent international price of oil exceeds the cost of production. The cartel
poses an implicit threat to cut prices, which potentially locks invest-
ment out of alternative sources of energy. That is, to a certain extent,
a long run problem. The cartel can cut of the supply in the short run
for political reasons. This is the boycott problem that we might -want
to deal with, and it is not clear to anyone Iow stable the cartel is or how
long it will last, which introduces a large amount of uncertainty to the
probl em.

The objectives that. I see in the energy policy are trying to minimize
the real social cost of energy consumption, to reduce imports. to put
pressure on the world market price, and to reduce our shortrun vul-
nerability to a boycott, and to do these things without locking resource
allocation into a high oil price, since one of the objectives of the policy
should be to try to bring that price down.

The elements of the program that seem to me to be essential can be
boiled down to about five points. First, I think it is clear that -we have
to reduce imports. And I think the point that has been missed occa-
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sionally in the public discussion is that we can reduce imports by
increasing production, as well as by reducing consumption. There
seems to me to be substantial overemphasis on reducing consumption
of oil. The rise in the price that we have already seen -will reduce con-
sumption, and it strikes me as a curious argument that since the sellers
have monopolized the market and doubled or tripled the price, there-
fore we will now put a tax on it to raise the price by another 50 percent
or so to the U.S. consumer. It seems to me we could go at this from the
production side more easily and less painfully by freeing up energy
prices from domestic regulation.

The second clear policy point would be to encourage investment into
alternative sources, and here the problem, as you know, is that there is
a possibility of price cutting by the cartel, which makes investment
very risky.

The floor price has been put forward as a way to deal with that. It
seems to me that there are two ways that are better, depending on
whether you avant the investment to be done in the private or in the
public sector. One way, in the private sector, would be a subsidy defi-
ciency payments scheme which would be focused on the problem rather
than putting a broad floor under prices, and would allow the price to
consumers to be set at the world market price. If you want to do it in
the public sector, I would imagine some kind of nationalized company,
which developed new resources, would be possible. There would be
substantial precedent for that.

The third point would be to free other energy prices to rise to meet
the equivalent world oil price. This, I think, is a simple extension of
the point about increasing production to reduce imports. I have seen
some Federal Energy Administration calculations which seem to say
that freeing the price in this way, and deregulating natural gas, would
reduce imports by 1985 to a number like 2 million barrels a day from
a number like 12 million in 1972. They seem to think that other supply
actions, such as developing Naval Reserves and pushing ahead with
offshore leasing, might add another 4 million barrels to output, which
would switch the United States to being an exporter by their
calculations.

I think that if there is a major concern about windfall profits in a
scheme of letting the domestic prices rise to meet world prices. then
something direct could be done about that. One thing that immediately
comes to mind is a further reduction of the depletion allowance to off-
set the profits effect in the short run of that kind of deregulation.

A fourth point would be to stockpile energy to some number of
months of consumption in order to reduce the credibility of a boycott
threat. This would take some calculations about the costs and benefits
of how many months, but I should think that it -would be a feasible
element of policy.

The fifth would be to put as much pressure as possible on the cartel
by encouraging other consumers to reduce imports and to promote a
credible emergency allocation scheme. It seems to me the different
countries can reduce imports in different ways. There is no reason to
think that all countries should use the same techniques. The United
States can reduce imports by increasing production, and some Euro-
pean countries cannot. So, if they are going to reduce imports. they
have to reduce consumption. There is no reason for us to do that
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because that is the onlv feasible wav for some of these European coun-
tries that do not have the North Sea resources.

I can turn now to the points that I list in my outline as things to
avoid, which turn out to be parts of the administration's program. I
had worked this through before I -was familiar in any detail with the
administration's program.

The first thing I would avoid is raising taxes or tariffs to cut energy
consumption. The basic problem we are facing is that the oil market
has been monopolized and prices have been increased three or four
times. As I said before, I cannot see the logic of adding a tax-induced
plice increase on top of that.

If the objective of a tax increase is to reduce consumption, then it
would seem to me that the oil tax that has been imposed by the cartel
is already sufficient for that. If, before the oil price was increased, one
was for putting a tax on the consumption of petroleum products for
ecological or for conserv-ation reasons, then it would seem that the fact
that the price has already been increased so much would weaken that
argumient rather than strengthen it.

The second thing that I would avoid is getting locked into a floor
price for world energy. It seems to me that that -would preclude the
possibility of a price drop for consumers if the cartel breaks or softens,
and it Avould cause a substantial distortion of resource allocation as rwe
put the price of a major import far above its price of production for
reasons that are not at all clear to me. I think it would be much better
to have a specific and narrow subsidy guarantee for domestic pro-
ducers who are being encouraged to invest in the alternative sources
of energy.

The third thing that I would not want to do is negotiate an agree-
ment with the sellers about the price. It seems to me that would put
the consumers in the position of keeping the cartel glued together,
which should be a job that should be left to the people who are monopo-
]izing supplies.

So. I think that all three of these points, which seem to be part of
the administration's program, are attempts to get at A difficult prob-
lem. but attempts wvhich are dominated by other possibilities; namely,
freeing up domestic production, leaving the consumer price to be set
by the world market so the consumers can get the benefit of a price
drop. and leaving to the sellers of oil the job of keeping the cartel
glued together, rather than adding the consumers efforts to that.

Thank You.
Chairman REuss. Thank you, MIr. Branson.
[The prepared outline referred to in 'Mr. Branson's statement

follows :]

PREPARED OUTLINE ON ENERGY POLICY OF WILLIAM3 BRANSON

I. PROBLEM

[Price has been raised by a cartel using price for political ends on occasion.]

1. Current international price exceeds cost of production of domestic oil and
alternatives.

2. Cartel poses implicit threat to cut price, potentially blocking investment into
alternatives.

3. Cartel can cut off supply in the short run for political reasons.
4. Not clear how stable cartel is, or how long it will last.
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II. OBJECTIVES

1. Minimize real cost of energy consumption by developing domestic sources
with cost of production less than international oil price.

2. Reduce imports to put pressure on cartel.
3. Reduce short-run vulnerability to boycott.
4. Do not lock resource allocation into high oil price, since cartel may blet. and

it is our objective to bust it. This means any plan must be flexible enough to
accommodate a sub!,santial drop in international price.

III. ELEMENTS OF PROGRAM

1. Reduce imports by freeing domestic production. This will help in the short
run.

(a) Imports can be reduced by cutting consumption or increasing produc-
tion.

(b) Rise in price cuts consumption to optimum level as consumers react
to price.

(c) Free old oil price to rise to World market. Result: Substantial increase
in domestic production, drop in imports.

2. Encourage investment into alternative sources.
(a) Problem here is possibility of predatory competition from oil ex-

porters.
(l) To counter this, some guarantee has to be offered to producers.
(c) Best idea of a bad lot-price guarantee as in agriculture. Set a price

at which they'll get back investment, and pay a subsidy of that price less
market.

3. Free other energy prices to rise to meet world oil market.
(a) This is an extension of items 1 and 2, and would reduce dependence

in short run and long run.
(b) If a major concern is "windfall profits," cut further into depletion

allowances to offset them.
4. Stockpile oil to a prescribed number of month's consumption against boycott

possibility. Here detailed calculations are needed.
5. To maximize pressure on the cartel, encourage other consumers to reduce

imports, and promote an emergency allocation scheme.
(a) Each country will have a different way to reduce imports. U.S.,

Britain. Norway can expand output, some others can't, for example.
(b) Consider expansion of output that would make U.S. an exporter,

reducing European imports from OPEC. (Freeing old oil price could raise
U.S. production to about total consumption level.)

(c) U.S. should commit supplies to an emergency allocation scheme to
keep Europeans in it.

TV. WHAT TO AVOID

1. Do not raise taxes to cut energy consumption.
(a) The basic problem is that oil prices have been increased four-fold by

the cartel, and other energy prices will follow.
(b) No point in raising prices even more, unless indepeiideiit environ-

mental or conservation considerations dictate. But keep these separate.
2. Do not get locked into a floor price for world energy prices.

(a) This would preclude possibility of a price drop if the cartel breaks
up, and distort resource allocation to meet cartel's monopoly price.

(b) It is better to have a narrow and specific subsidy or guarantee for
domestic producers who invest in alternative sources.

3. Do not negotiate a consumer's agreement with OPEC. This would put the
consumers in the job of keeping the cartel together and the price up even if the
cartel would break up otherwise.

Chairman RPu, ss. We will hold our questions until we have heard
from all of the panel. Mir. King, please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. KING, DIRECTOR, CORPORATE POLICY
ANALYSIS, GULF OIL CORP., ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM H.
BLACKLEDGE, JR., EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, GULF OIL
TRADING CO.

MIr. JiUNG. Good morning. Mlr. Chairman. and gentlemen.
We appreciate the opportunity to present to you the position of the

Gulf Oil Corp. in r egard to proposals for establishing a floor price for
crude oil. I am William C. King, and I am accompanied by William H.
Blackledge, Jr., executive vice president of the Gulf Oil Trading Co.

The purpose of the proposed floor price program is to provide con-
tinuing encouragement for the development of various forms of
energy-which is becoming ever more costly. This proposal is sup-
ported on the basis that the OPEC nations, if they chose, could jeop-
ardize or bankrupt projects for the development of synthetic fuels and
new energy sources in consuming nations simply by making sudden
and arbitrary reductions in the price of the oil which they export.

To analyze these proposals it is important to separate their appli-
cation into two categories:

First. we must consider the relationship of a floor price to the inter-
national crude oil markets, and second, the need for financial support
for synthetic fuels projects and the development of new energy sources.

Gulf does not support the establishment of any specific floor price
for crude oil-either in international or domestic markets. We feel that
such a p1ricing mechanism is impractical and would not be workable
when needed.

I should say by floor price, I include any predetermined. fixed mini-
mum pi-ice. so-called safeguard prices, or any mechanism for specify-
ing a price at which tariffs or quotas would be initiated.

If the floor price is set only marginally lower than present prices, it
will apl-preciably slow down the present trend toward softening of
prices-a trend already noticeable for those crudes which have been
posted at premimn price levels relative to their quality and transporta-
tion advantagpes. A floor price at levels high enough to discourage such
price erosion would be unacceptable to most, if not all, oil importing
nations.

On the other hand, if the price floor is set dramatically lower than
the present market level, it would be more acceptable to the importing
nations, but would afford limited or inadequate support to energy
developnment in those nations.

None of us has the wisdom to determine what price level would
minimize these problems, and, as demand requirements and economic
conditions chlange. such price levels will change periodically. As eve
know all too well, there are few regulations more inflexible than price
controlS.

Adequate protection can be obtained by providing the importing
government with standby authority to impose tariffs on imported oil.
This would provide the least cost to the importing country,. for the
funds represented by the tariff would accrue to its treasury-whereas
any effective price support resulting from a price floor would accrue
to the treasuries of the oil-exporting nations. As explained above, the
standbv authority should not include specified price levels at which
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the tariffs would be imposed. These tariffs should be temporarily im-

posed and maintained no longer than needed.
Should such a tariff be utilized, it will be important to include tariff

drawback provisions so that exports from the United States of finished
(roods would not be at a competitive disadvantage in foreign markets

in which lower or no crude oil tariffs existed.
The President, of course, already has the authority to levy such

tariffs, and drawback procedures have been used in this country for
some time.

Gulf wishes to emphasize that establishing a temporary tariff, at

the time it is needed, is the most it believes the Government should do.

Price controls tend to come in pairs, and any price floor mechanism
Vill create pressure for a price ceiling mechanism. Sueh price regula-

tion, and particularly a ceiling, will do far more to retard domestic
exploration and production than any threatened OPEC price reduc-
tions.

The most important and effective program for developing domestic

energy production would be for the Federal Government to:
First, firmly establish that it fully supports the development of such

a program by industry.
Second, sea that adequate conditions will be provided to enable

financino and profitable operation of efficient projects.
Third, provide that price controls will be phased out as quickly as

possible. W1dith the confidence provided by such Government support,
the industry can undertake considerably greater risks than are possible
at present.

Gulf believes that the danger of predatory OPEC pricing actions

has been overemphasized. If the OPEC nations elect to drop their
prices to discour ae our oil production, they -will be losing at least $3

for each $1 which the United States and the United Kingdom pro-

ducers might lose. The actual multiplier. of course, will be much

larger, for the price reductions would only impact on a portion of the

production in the United States and the United Kingdom. It is ob-

vious that this would be an unbearably expensive exercise for the

exporting netions.
That this is so is highlighted by the recent report in the Oil & Gas

Journal that Saudia Arabia may shortly announce a $150 billion, 5-

Year internal development program. This means that in addition to

the present expenditures they would need an additional $30 billion

annuallv to finance this program. At their present rate of oil exports,
this represents about $10 per barrel. There is little doubt that the

incentive and the political pressures within Sandia Arabia to initiate.

and carry out such a development program are quite high. The other

large exporters-Iran, Venezuela, Nigeria, and Indonesia-are al-

ready spending internally the major portion of their oil revenues.
Now let me turn to the relationship between synthetic fuel projects

and price floors. Again. the Gulf Oil Corp. does not support the use of

price floors as a means of encouraging the development of synthetic

fuel projects. Even with an energetic synthetic fuels development pro-

,gram, it will be a decade or more before the total output of synthetic

fuels represents more than a few percent of our total oil and gas con-

sumption. To prop up more than 95 percent of the market in order to
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support less than 5 percent of the production is economically
untenable.

This is not to say that such projects do not need a strong incentive
system. They do. but these incentives should be provided on a project-
by-project basis.

Slhale oil, coal gasification, coal liquefication and related projects for
the development of new energy sources all share similar problems and
risks. These may be summarized briefly as follows:

1. TECHNICAL

In most cases this t echnlology, while a reasonable extension of estab-
lished technologo, nevertheless has not been proven on a commercial
basis and involves considerable uncertainties in regard to operability.
yield eficiencies, metallurgy, et cetera.

2. ENVIRON-MENTAL

These projects will in many cases involve extensive mining orera-
tions, waste disposal problems, and will require significant supplies of
water.

3. ECONOMIIC

There has been little experience in regard to actual inlvestment or
operating costs.

The combination of the above factors results in unusually highI eco-
nomic and technical risks. These risks, When coupled with the huge
investments required for nominally sized commercial plants-in the
range of $500 million to $1 billion per project-wvould result in a situa-
tion whereby such projects would not normally be undertaken until
supply or alternative energy sources became so short as to result in
rapidl y increasing en orgy prices to the point wl here such prices would
provide in themselves an attractive economic potential and one com-
mensurate withl the risks inlvol ved.

]3 ecause of the importance of energy to our entire economv. the long
leadtimes in developing such projects, and the need to accommodate
environmental concern to a hitgh degree, it is in the national interest
to initiate promptlv a series of demonstration plants in shale oil and
synthletic fuels. Such projects would involve full-scale equipment. but
would be of limited capacity. For example, one full-scale reactor line
would be used. rather than a number of such lines,

To provide for this early establishment of such projects. a program
of Government financial support must be made available. It is impor-
tant that this Gorlimrmenit program apply to several projects in anY
given new, energyv field. A number of such projects is needed to provide
for alternative designli features, a varietv of learning experiences, and
at least a nominally competitive situation. It would be premature to
establish an incentive proglram for commercial plants until results
f rom the demonstration plants are available.

For the demonstration projects, an incentive program will have to
include the followving principles if it is to be effective:

First, the most basic problem is fumdingi. Without, adequate financ-
ing, any additional incentives would be totally ineffective. The pres-
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ently established program in which the Federal Government provides
all or the major portion of the financing for such demonstration proj-
ects should be continued. Under present conditions, private industry.
cannot commit the needed capital funds to such projects, which by
their nature have no chance of providing a profitable operation..

Second, the project would be managed and operated by the industry
company or group sponsoring it.

Third. there should be no commitments required of the Government
or the company sponsor to proceed to the next state of development or
commercialization, or to deliver specified volumes of synthetic fuels.

Fourth, the details of application of these principles should be
negotiated on a project-by-project basis by the Government and the
company sponsor. Each project will have a unique set of resource
availability and quality, utility supplies. location and transportation
factors, and environmental and social needs.

An effective incentive for synthetic fuels demonstration projects
can be supplied by a program such as I have outlined, and will be much
less costly than most other suggestions.

There will be some who object to any fornm of financial incentive
to private industry. But it is important to note that'the'production
from a single 100,000 barrels-per-day synthetic oil plant will displace
$450 million of oil imports per year. In a little over 2 years this sum
would be equivalent to that needed to finance the entire project, and
this plant would be supportinir jobs in the United States rather than
abroad, and would stimuate our economy. This is ample reason for
moving towva rd commercialization expeditiously as well as prudently.

It is of major importance front the standpoint of the Nation's
energy capability that effective incentive programs be established to
stimulate the installation of a number of demonstration plants in each
of these synthetic energy fields. The basic criteria for these incentive.
programs must be to reduce the risk to the operator to acceptable
levels. Unless this is done, these projects will not be carried out as soon
as the public interest requires.

Thank you.
Chairman REuSS. Thank you very much, Mr. King.
[The prepared statement of Mr. King follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WLnLIAM C. KING

PROPOSALS FOR ESTABLISHING INTERNATIONAL, FLOOR PRICES FOR CRUDE OIL

Good morning, gentlemen. I appreciate the opportunity to present to you the
position of the Gulf Oil Corporation in regard to proposals for establishing a
floor price for crude oil. The purpose of such a program is to provide continuing
encouragement for the development of various forms of energy-whieh is becom-
ing ever more costly. It is also supported on the basis that the OPEC nations, if
they chose, could jeopardize or bankrupt projects for the development of syn-
thetic fuels and new energy sources in consuming nations simply by making
sudden and arbitrary reductions in the price of the oil which they export.

To analyze these proposals it is important to separate their application into
two categories:

First: The relationship of a floor price to the international crude oil
markets, and

Second: The need for financial support for synthetic fuels projects and
the development of new energy sources.

As you recognize, these are two very separate situations. They need to be
considered separately in respect to the advantages or disadvantages of any floor
price mechanism.

57-390-75-6
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It has been suggested thst a floor price for international crude oil markets
would provide assurance to companies exploring for oil and gas in more costly
areas, such as the deeper offshore areas, that their investments would not be
endangered by future OPEC price reductions. These price reductions could result
from the normal workings of supply and demand market factors, or from
predatory price manipulation by the OPEC cartel. As I will explain, such
manipulation is unlikely.

Gulf does not' support the establishment of any specific floor price for crude
oil-either in, international or domestic markets. We feel that sueh a pricing
mechanism is impractical, and would not be workable when needed.

If the floor price is set only marginally lower than present prices, it will
appreciably slow down the present trend toward softening of prices-a trend
already noticeable for those crudes which have been posted at premium price
levels relative to their quality and transportation advantages. A floor price at
levels high enough to discourage such price erosion would be unacceptable to
most or all oil Importing nations.

If the price floor Is set dramatically lower than the present market level, it
would be more acceptable to the importing nations, but would afford limited or
inadequate support to energy development in those nations.

Should market prices approach such a dramatically lower floor price level,
the economic pressures necessary to bring about such a major change would
make it highly unlikely that the market level would stop at the price floor.
Should importing nations impose a tariff in this case, exporting nations would
undoubtedly move to increase prices to offset the tariff. Even if only partially
successful, such a move would increase costs to the importing nation. In this
situation, political realities In those nations predominantly dependent on im-
ports for their energy supply would make it difficult or impossible to maintain
the price floor mechanism.

None of us has the wisdom to determine what price level would minimize these
problems, and, as demand requirements and economic conditions change, such
price levels will change periodically. As we know all too wvell, there are few regu-
lations more inflexible than price controls.

In regard to areas such as the North Sea, it is important to recognize that
although the cost of such oil to the consumer in the United Kingdom will be rela-
tively high, the economic cost to the United Kingdom could be much lower than
the cost of foreign crude. This is due to the fact that much of the cost of the crude
oil produced in the North Sea will result from the utilization of facilities built
in the United Kingdom and installed with local labor. Further. the cost of operat-
ing labor is not a net drain to the economy. The stimulus of this industry to that
economy is a very decided asset and one that is worth a significant delivered oil
price differential.

Such a differential can be protected by providing the importing government
with standby authority to impose tariffs on imported oil. This would provide the
least cost to the importing country. for the funds represented by the tariff would
accrue to its treasury-whereas any effective price support resulting from a price
floor would accrue to the treasuries of the oil exporting nations. As explained
above, the standby authority should not include specified price levels at which
the tariffs would be imposed. These tariffs should be temporarily imposed and
maintained no longer than needed.

Should such a tariff be utilized, it will be important to include tariff draw-
back provisions so that exports from the United States of finished goods would
not be at a competitive disadvantage in foreign markets in which lower or no
crude oil tariffs existed.

The President, of course, already has the authority to levy such tariffs, and
drawback procedures have been used in this country for some time.

Critics of this proposal observe that it would tend to discourage the exporting
nations in making price deductions. There may be some merit in this observation,
but a nrie floor or a specified price at which tariffs would be levied would be
more effective in discouraging price reductions.

Since an importing government can speedily invoke import tariffs should they
be needed, It is best not to establish such tariffs, even on a provisional basis. until
they are needed. It is impossible to foresee the details specific to any future oil
import situation and any application of such a tariff should be tailored to each
specific situation.

Gulf wishes to emphasize that establishing a temporary tariff, at the time it
is needed, is the most it believes the government should do. Price controls tend to
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come in pairs, and any price floor mechanism will create pressure for a price
ceiling mechanism. Such price regulation. and particularly a ceiling, will do far
more to retard domestic exploration and production than any threatened OPEC
price reductions

The most important and effective program for developing domestic energy pro-
duction would be for the federal government to:

Firmly establish that it fully supports the development of such a program
by industry:

See that adequate conditions will be provided to enable financing and prof-
itable operation of efficient projects; and

Provide that price controls will be phased out as quickly as possible.
With the confidence provided by such government support, the industry can

undertake considerably greater risks than are possible at present
Gulf believes that the danger of predatory OPEC pricing actions has been

overemphasized. Oil production in the U.S. and in the North Sea are the only
two areas against which such a procedure might be directed. Consumer nation
production in other areas is too small to warrant this kind of attention on the
part of the exporting nations. In the case of the North Sea and the United States.
the total oil production involved would be in the range of ten million barrels per
day, or roughly one-third of the total oil that OPEC sells abroad. Thus if the
OPEC nations elect to drop their prices to discourage our oil production, they will
be losing at least $3 for each $1 which the United States and the United Kingdom
producers might lose. The actual multiplier. of course, will be much larger, for
the price reductions would only impact on a portion of the production in the
United States and the United Kingdom. It is obvious that this would be an
unbearably expensive exercise for the exporting nations.

That this is so is highlighted by the recent report in the Oil & Gas Journal
that Saudi Arabia may shortly announce a $150 million five-year internal de-
velopment program. This means that in addition to the present expenditures they
would need an additional $30 billion annually to finance this program. At their
present rate of oil exports this represents almost $10 per barrel. There is little
doubt that the incentive and the political pressures within Sandia Arabia to
initiate and carry out such a development program are quite high. The other
large exporters-Iran, Venezuela, Nigeria and Indonesia-are already spending
internally the major portion of their oil revenues.

Now let me turn to the relationship between synthetic fuel projects and price
floors. Again, the Gulf Oil Corporation does not support the use of price floors
as a means of encouraging the development of synthetic fuels projects. Even
with an energetic synthetic fuels development program, it will be a decade or
more before the total output of synthetic fuels represents more than a few per-
cent of our total oil and gas consumption. To prop up more than 95% of the
market in order to support less than 5% of the production is economically
untenable.

This is not to say that such projects do not need a strong incentive system.
They do, but these incentives should be provided on a project-by-project basis.

Shale oil, coal gasification, coal liquefaction and related projects for the
development of new energy sources all share similar problems and risks. These
may be summarized briefly as follow-s:

1. Teclhnical.-In most cases this technology, while a reasonable extension of
established technology, nevertheless has not been proven on a commercial basis
and involves considerable uncertainties in regard to operability, yield efficiencies.,
metallurgy, etc.

2. Environ.mental.-These projects will in many cases involve extensive mining
operations, waste disposal problems, and will require significant supplies of
water.

3. Reonoimic.-There has been little experience in regard to actual investment
or operating costs.

The combination of the above factors results in unusually high economic and
technical risks. These risks, when coupled with the huge investments required
for nominally sized commercial plants (in the range of $500 million to $1 billion
per project) would result In a situation whereby such projects would not nor-
mally be undertaken until supply or alternate energy sources became so short
as to result in rapidly increasing energy prices to the point where such prices
would provide in themselves an attractive economic potential and one com-
mensurate with the risks involved.

Because of the importance of energy to our entire economy, the long lead
times in developing such projects, and the need to accommodate environmental
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coneern to a high degree, it is in the national interest to initiate promptly a
series of demonstration plants in shale oil and synthetic fuels. Such projects
would involve full-scale equipment, but would be of limited capacity. For ex-
ample, one full-scale reactor line would be used, rather than a number of such
lines.

To provide for this early establishment of such projects, a program of govern-
ment financial support must be made available. It is important that this govern-
ment program apply to several projects In any given new energy field. A number
of such projects is needed to provide for alternative design features, a variety
of learning experiences, and at least a nominally competitive situation.

The Information developed from these projects should be available by license
from the operator to parties interested in developing commercial projects. Full-
scale commercial projects should depend primarily on normal commercial factors
and be built by private industry at a time when they can be supported by the
market price structure. It would be premature to establish an incentive prowrami
for commercial plants until results from the demonstration plants are available.

For the demonstration projects, an incentive program will have to include the
following principles if it is to be effective:

(1) The most basic problem is funding. Without adequate financing, any
additional incentives would be totally ineffective. The presently established pro-
gram in which the federal government provides all or the major portion of the
financing for such demonstration projects should be continued. Under present
conditions, private industry cannot commit the needed capital funds to such
projects, which by their nature have no chance of providing a profitable
operation.

(2) The project would be managed and operated by the industry company
or group sponsoring it.

(3) There should be no commitments required of the government or the
company sponsor to proceed to the next stage of development or commercializa-
tion, or to deliver specified volumes of synthetic fuels.

The details of application of these principles should he negotiated on a project-
by-project basis by the government and the company sponsor. Each proiect will
have a unique set of resource availability and quality. utility supplies, location
and transportation factors, and environmental and social needs.

An effective incentive for synthetic fuels demonstration projects can be sup-
plied by a program such as I have outlined.

There will be some who will object to any form of financial incentive to private
industry. But it is important to note that the production from a single 100.000
B/D synthetic oil plant will displace $450 million of oil imports per year. In a
little over two years this sum would be equivalent to that needed to finance the
entire project, and this plant would be supporting jobs in the U.S. rather than
abroad, and would stimulate our economy. This is ample reason for moving
toward commercialization expeditiously as well as prudently.

In considering financial incentives for synthetic fuels projects, It Is important
to recognize that shale oil falls in a different category than does coal gasification,.
coal liquefaction. or solvent coal refining. A shale oil project, of itself. wilt make
a net contribution to the nation's energy supply. Perhaps more importantly shale
oil represents a long-term source of liquid hydrocarbons required for applications
where no substitutes are available. These applications include fields such as
petroehemicals, jet airplane fuel, and lubricants. It is interesting to note that
these fields typically support a relatively large number of production and service
jobs per baTrel of input. Thus from a standpoint of security of long-term supply,
demonstration of commercial feasibility of shale oil production should have a
high national priority.

In the ease of coal gasification, coal liquefaction, or solvent coal refininr, the
production of coal provides a net contribution to our energy supply. but the
synthetic fuels plants for converting coal to gas and oil produce less energy in the
form of the synthetic fuel than is charged to the plants as feedstock and fuel.

However, this energy shrinkaanze in the conversion step may be more than offset
by related advantages. All of these synthetic fuels. as is shale oil. are environ-
mentally attractive to the user. They have essentially no sulfur. are clean-
burning. and will provide minimal or no particulate emissions. They will not
require stack gas scrubbers.

In addition. synthetie gas and oil will be transported to a significant extent in
existing distribution networks-particularly via pipeline. This efficient mode of
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transportation will appreciably offset the energy used in the production of these
fuels.

This is particularly important in -the case of natural gas, where the fixed
charges related to pipeline investment represent a major portion of the delivered
-cost of the gas. Should natural gas supplies dwindle in the future, reduced
-throughput in these transmission lines will result in increasing delivered costs
simply because the large fixed cost must be spread over fewer and fewer delivered
units of gas. By maintaining with synthetic gas a higher volume of delivery in
existing pipelines, these price increases will be moderated.

Thus it is of major importance from the standpoint of the nations energy capa-
bility that effective incentive programs be established to stimulate the installa-

Ation of. a number of demonstration plants in each of these synthetic energy fields.
The basic criteria for these incentive programs must be to reduce the risk to the
operator to acceptable levels. Unless this is done, these projects will not be car-
ried out as soon as the public interest requires.

This concludes my testimony. I will be glad to answer any questions you may
'have. .' ' . - I'

Chairman REUSS. Please, proceed, Mr. Lichtblau.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. LICHTBLAU, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC.

Mr. LIci-iTBLAt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to par-
ticipate in today's hearing on the subject of the proposed floor price
for imported oil.

The' floor price concept cannot be discussed separately from title
IX of the administration's omnibus energy bill, the Energy Inde-
pendence Act of 1975 (H.R. 2650). Apparently, the administration is
seeking passage of title IX for specific legal authority to establish
a floor price.

Title IX, whose full name is the Energy Development Security Act
of 197.5, would authorize the President to impose import restrictions,
such as tariffs, quotas, fees, or other measures, to set minimum do-
inestic petroleum price levels following an official determination by
the FEA Administrator that a price reduction in imported oil threat-
-ened the viability of U.S. petroleum production and development and/
,or threatened to cause a substantial increase in U.S. petroleum
-demand.'

The difference between the floor price, which has been subject to
a grood deal of public discussion, and title IX, to which very little
-attention has been paid, is that the former is an attempt to devise on
specific solution now to a hypothetical future problem while the latter
*is a general standby authority to do something if and when the hypo-
thetical situation arises.

Actually, the President already has the legal authority he is seeking
-under title IX. The national security clause in our foreign trade
legislation has been used since 1959 to control the level of oil imports,
first through quotas and since 1973 through a system of fees. Thus,
if passed. title IX would be primarily in the nature of a policy declara-
tionl, making clear that even a substantial reduction in foreign oil
prices will not deter the United States from pursuing its established
goal of reducing reliance on foreign oil sources.

The floor price proposal, by contrast, calls for specific action. While
no official floor price for imported oil has been proposed, Secretary

lSee PEA. Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Energy Independence Act of
1975, March 1975.



Kissinger in his speech of February 3 said that it "would be con-
siderably below the world oil price," while the FEA in its impact
statement on title IX assumes a $7 per barrel, and Assistant Secretary
of State Thomas Enders is reported to have tentatively suggested a
floor price of $6 to $8 per barrel. It would therefore seem that some
policymakers have Jlot only adopted the floor price as a preferable
method of import control to quotas, auctions of import licenses, or
other means but have already decided on the approximate level of the
price.

Yet. there are several serious problems with the selection of a floor
price, both in principle and in the determination of a specific level at
this time.

One, in trying to devise specific connterstrategies now to a possible
future break in foreign oil prices we are dealing with a series of
unknown-s. For instance. it would make a basic difference whether the
price break came as a result of market pressures or as a result of an
OPEC strategy to underout the development of relatively high-cost
alternate energy sources. In the first case. if it came as a result of,
nmarket pressure, the price decline would be of the consuming coun-
tries' own making and would be beneficial to them; in the second case,
it would be directed against them. It is difficult to see how the two
cases could call for the same response.

Two. A price decline could take many forms, not all of which could
be offset through the mechanism of a floor price. For instance, if prices
remained unchanged but credit terms were extended or deferred pav-
ments were accepted. a floor price would become ineffectual while a
quia ntitative import restriction could work.

Three. The floor price could also turn into a ceiling price or, at least,
UT.S. oil producers might fear such a development and act accordingly.
Once the administration has determined what it considers to be a pre-
cise level required to maximize domestic crude oil production and
maintain desired restraints on demand. the politically loaded question
of why a higher domestic price level should be permitted is bound to
be raise{d Since for the foreseeable future the floor price is likely to be
set well below work market prices which, in turn. determine free
domestic oil prices. domestic producers might be reluctant to un der-
take new oil projects that require a higher price than the established
floor price for fear that the floor price might become the legal ceiling
price. Thus, some of the incentives created by OPEC to develop oil or
other energy supplies outside of OPEC may actually be counteracted
by the imposition of a floor price.

The possibility that the floor price would coincide with the true
optimum domesticoil priec is not more than random. gizen the many
unknowns and unknowables that determine such a price.

Four. According to the FEA's environmental impact statement, the
floor price is not expected to have any impact on actual development
and operation of synthetic fuels and other relatively undeveloped
energy sources. Yet. it is by no means clear that a price floor on
imported oil is required to assure continued production and explora-
tion for conventional domestic crude oil. Certainly, the oil companies
have not re'piested it. Most seem to be willing and eager to incur the
riskof new exploration ventures, provided no restrictions are placed
on them.
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No company needed a floor price to find and develop Alaskan oil and
virtually the entire oil industty is now urging the Government to open
up the Atlantic and Pacific Outer Continental Shelf areas for explora-
tion even though the cost is expected to be very high by historic U.S.
exploration standards.

Similarly, there is no evidence that any oil company is afraid to
make the capital investments for secondary or tertiary recovery sys-
tems at present free market prices -for fear of a futue drop in import
prices. The only thing that keeps some companies from maximizing
enhanced recovery methods is not.fear of an OPEC price drop by ina-
bility to obtain OPEC level prices now for the recovered oil because of
existing Federal price ceilings on "old" oil.

In other words, those for whose benefit the floor price is designed do
not require it or want it, while those who may need some sort of price
guarantee or other form of minimum profit protection-the developers
of synthetic oil or other new energy sources-would not benefit from
it and are not intended.to.

This is not to suggest that the floor price should be raised so as to
encompass the later group. Ten years from now, less than half a mil-
lion barrels per day of synthetic oil, about 2 percent of our total oil
requirements, will be prbduced. It would maike little sense to raise the
price of the other 98 percent-I think Mr. King had 95 percent, but
it is 10 years from now, of our oil to the level required to bring forth
synthetic oil. Rather, a special price protection or other form of profit
protection should be extended to producers of synthetic fuels to get
this industry off the ground and into the commercial stage.

In. addition to the foregoing considerations which are primarily
domestic, the establishment of an oil floor price at this time would
also cause a number of international problems. The proponents of the
floor price within the administration have argued that the price must
be accepted by all major importing countries, otherwise an interna-
tional oil price break could leave the United States with a higher and
therefore less competitive energy cost structure than its trading part-
ners. The United States has therefore urged adoption of the floor price
by all members of the newly formed International Energy Agency.

However, a drop in foreign oil prices would have a very minor short-
term effect on U.S. domestic oil and other energy output. almost
regardless of the size of the drop. The reason is that actual operating
costs of most energy producing facilities represent only a small part
of total costs because of the capital intensity of energy production.
ThIs, even shale oil at a required price of $12.50 per barrel has an oper-
atine cost of. only $4.77 per barrel "at the outside," according to a
recent testimony before a congressional committees

Alny oil. or other energy-producing operation. whose operating cost
is elAow "import costs could therefore be expected to meet a drop in
import prices for some time. This would give the United States time
to adiust to the -new situation, if it ever arose, appraise .its meaning
and then take the necessary action, if possible collectively, otherwise
unilaterally.

Until or unless that price break really occurs, it will. be difficult to
get a true agreement within the lEA on a specific floor price. The

I Statement by Charles H. Brown. senior vice president. the Oil Shale Corp.. before the
House Committee on Sciences and Astronautics, Dec. 17, 1974.
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'agreement in principle that has recently been announced is mostly
designed to patch up cracks in the organization which could prevent
it from devoting, itself to its principal and best suited task, the prepa-
Tation of an internationaleemergency oil-sharing system. Those lEA
members who are also domestic oil and gas producers, such-as the
United States. Canada, Great Britain, and Norway, have much in
common with the nonoil producing members on this. last point; that
is, the sharing system, but very little on the concept of minimum
-import prices to protect high-cost domestic production.

In conclusion, I would.say that there is justification for title IX-
the granting of a standby authority to the President to prevent a
lowerinr of foreign oil prices from undermining our long-term energy
policy. However, the selection. of a specific mechanism and a specific
price within this mechanism now to cope with this hypothetical prob-
lem is likely to be counterproductive.

Guardingr against the calamity of a world oil price drop does not
exactly require priority treatment. After all, just 15 months ago we
were told it was the increase in world oil prices that threatened to
destrov the world's economies.

Thank you.
Chairman REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Lichtblau.
Mr. Steele, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HENRY STEELE, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

Mr. STEELE. I wish to express my appreciation to the subcommittee
for invitingf me to present this statement this morning, and it is my
hope that it may be of some use to vou in vour deliberations regarding
the critical issues of future petroleum supply.

In this summary. T shall attempt to provide brief answers to certain
of the. question listed in the April 23 press release which announced
this hearing.

Is the floor price the most.efficient.way to encourage domestic pro-
duction needed to attain the desired level of energy self-sufficiency?
If so. at what level should the floor price be set to protect energy
investments in conventional and synthetic fuels against a future inter-
national price decline?

I do not believe a floor Drice would be the most efficient device for
achieving such, a purpose. There are several objections to such a plan.

First. the provision of an explicit price floor bolsters the monopoly
power or the exporter cartel, by reducing the motivation of exporters
to even consider offering price concessions. As I stated in my appear-.
ance before this subcommittee last year. the most iniqorta-nt task of.
the importing couintries is to form an importer cartel for the purpose
of forcing down buying prices-.-and not to create obstacles. to such
.deelines.

Second. the proposed scheme is probablv not feasible. The different
importing countries can scarcely he expected to agree upon a common
price floor-unless the price floor.is so low as to he meaningless-since
their interest in high versus low energ&y prices differs according to their
prospects for becoming producers as well as consumers of energv
resources, It. would. be logical for the United States and the countries
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sharing in North Sea oil production to favor a relatively high floor
price, while importers like Japan, with no prospects for indigenous
fuels industries, would logically prefer no floor at all.

Third, alternative devices, such as direct subsidies to higher cost
producers, appear to be more efficient.

But, if we assume that floor prices are instituted, in spite of the
above objections. at which level should they be set? The level of the
price floor depends primarily upon the degree of domestic self-
sufficiency which is sought. If complete elimination of imports is
sought, such a floor price would have to be unrealistically high, unless
the goal is to be achieved only at the end of a very long period of time.
Even a lesser degree of self-sufficiency would obviously require the
production of liquid and gaseous fuels from other sources than crude
petroleum. and the prices required to obtain substantial supplies of
synthletic fuels are a matter of conjecture. but they would appear to be
quite higzh. Mly own studies on the economics of synthetic fuels are now
out of date, but my assessment of the most recent work of others sug-
gests that costs of coal liquefaction are disappointingly high, at per-
laps $12-$15 per barrel for first generation commercial scale plants.
Although costs per barrel should decline over time as production expe-
rience accumulates. it is rather doubtful that such cost declines would
greatly outpace expected rates of inflation, particularly as they affect
the cost of facilities in capital-intensive industries.

Hence it is possible that a price floor of over $15 per barrel might be
necessary to provide the desired degree of reliance upon domestic pro-
duction-and even so, the supply additions would be forthcoming only
over a period of many years. As for the price floor needed to induce
substantial additional output from conventional petroleum reservoirs,
this is also a matter of considerable uncertainty.

In 1973, I made studies of the longrun supply schedules for oil anld
gas for the period through the vear 2000, for a variety of cases. The
most optimistic case did not assume complete self-sufficiency. hut
merely that the United States would be capable of producing enough
oil to keep reliance upon Eastern Hemisphere imports down to 1O per-
cent of total consumption. and that the ratio of reserves to production
would be no lower than 8 to 1 bv 2000. The necessary price required to
achieve this goal was about $7.50 in 1972 dollars. Inflation since 1972
would increase the price to about $9.50 in 1975 dollars. and the elimina-
tion of depletion would probably require a further increase to about
$11 to compensate for higher per-barrel tax payments-although the
latter computation is difficult to estimate because of the varietv of pos-
sible responses of the petroleum industry to the removal of depletion.

Thus. $11 per barrel might be a very rough estimate of the supply
price necessary to achieve one version of self-sufficiency from more
intensive exploitation of petroleum resources. while $15 or more might
be required to achieve a greater degree of import independence
through the development of synthetic fuels. Such higlh floors can he
expected to have little appeal to U.S. consumers, and still less for byv-
ers in other importing countries.

What would be the effects of a floor price on the structure- of the
energy-producing industries both domesticallv and internationally
Would such a floor price facilitate investments by new companies
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needed to maintain a healthy and competitive domestic industry or
merely provide greater benefits to existing major companies?

In itself, a high floor price would naturally tend to increase invest-
ment in energy industries throughout the world, relative to a situa-
tion in which no such floor was provided. A very high floor guaran-
teed by all the consuming nations would eventually stimulate enough
exploration and discovery to create considerable excess producing
capacity even outside the export cartel, although this is likely to be a
factor only in the very long run. If a high floor price is guaranteed by
only one or a few importers. the worldwide effect on exploration and
discovery will be correspondingly reduced.

The petroleum industry is definitely an industry of increasing
marginal costs, such that higher prices are required to achieve higher
rates of production. In general, the expectation of a high future price
level would mean more intensive development of existing fields and
more extensive exploration, particularly new and higher cost areas
such as offshore and Arctic drilling. Riskier investments would be
undertaken, and more would be invested in attempts to perfect meth-
ods for increasing recovery from known reservoirs.

The effect of a high floor price on future costs of energy production
is hard to appraise. More money spent on research, particularly in
successful research on methods to detect directly the presence of oil
in underground formations, might eventually pay off in terms of
greatly reduced costs of exploration. just as successful research in
field development might decrease unit costs of production.

It is not prudent, however, to depend too heavilv unon the pos-
sibilitv of such favorable outcomes. The basic fact is that higher prices
will justify higher cost marginal operations, and thus at the margin
of economic viability in any region. higher cost production will persist.
A high-price floor will. without doubt facilitate new entrv into those
phases of the industry requiring relatively moderate initial invest-
ment, such as onshore drilling in the more accessible locations. It is
not to be expected, however. that price supports in themselves will
greatly increase the relative share of oil and gas production controlled
by the smaller operators.
* Woild a minimum p ice for oil imports affect future costs of
domestic energy production by inflating the purchase price of oil
leases?

In theory, if competitive bidding occurred for a mineral property
known with absohlte certainty to contain a definite volume of ore
deposits, and if future prices and production costs were also known
with certainty, then the "lease bonuls" or other lump-sum cash pay-
ment for the right to exploit and deposit. would amount to the en-
tirety of the excess of total revenue over total costs-including the
costs the necessary competitive rate of return on investment-after
discounting for the time pattern of future costs and revenues. Under
such circumstances, any price increase without a corresponding cost
increase will merely increase the lease bonus and leave everything
else. constant.

The presence of uncertainty, however, is the primary fact of min-
erals exploration, which cannot be overlooked. This uncertainty in-
volves both the existence and extent of mineral resources in a given
tract, and their probable cost of exploitation. A relatively high floor
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price will shift the margin of new exploration outward from more
familiar areas to less famjiliar 'aeas: This means an increase in the
degree of uncertainty associated with the typical new venture. Lease
bonuses will be rather highly discounted for uncertainty, since a cash
bonus paid in advance of drilling places all the risk of exploration
failure on the bidder.

On the other hand, royalty bidding, which shares the risk of dry
holes between operator and landowner, would, not be affected quite
so much by uncertainty. Hence the answer to this question appears
to be that, while there is some tendency for oil lease prices to rise,
this effect would not be a major factor since it tends to be obscured
by allowances made to take account of uncertainty. It should also be
noted that the elimination of percentage depletion will be an off-
setting factor which will tend to reduce lease bonuses.

'What are the principal alternatives to the oil floor price proposal?
\Would a well-targeted program of direct and contingent subsides be
a less costly way of developing needed energy resources than main-
taining a floor price for imports?

The institution of a price floor at levels necessary to provide this
country with a substantial degree of import independence in the long
run,' would mean a price increase, which would raise the price-of all
petroleum purchased. At least for the time being, I would prefer to
see domestic oil and gas prices freely determined by supply and
demand.

The main advantage of a price floor is in investment planning.
If a floor were to, be set at a level below the current price for new oil,
it would serve the useful purpose of providing companies with a
minimum price guarantee for investment planning calculations. But
if world prices declined, domestic prices would not be allowed to fall
under the proposed price floor plan, and domestic buyers would pay
higher prices than those who purchased elsewhere at the world price
level.

The employment of this device would permit consumers to purchase
at the lower world price, and the cost to the taxpayers would be direct
subsidies which would differ among producers in accordance with the
gap between their production costs-including profit allowance at a
risk-adjusted competitive rate-and the market price. The total cost
to consumers plus taxpayers would be less under a direct subsidy
arrangement than the total cost to consumers under a price floor plan.

The obvious drawback to this type of direct subsidy plan is that it
requires the determination of unit production costs for all producers
whose costs drop below the reduced price. The problems of cost deter-
mination are particularly difficult in petroleum, although such diffi-
culties as will arise need not prove insuperable. Similar subsidy
arrangements for producers of certain metals were implemented dur-
ing the Second World War.

Another feature of subsidies is that total consumption is generally
greater under subsidies than under price supports. Whether this
feature is an advantage or a disadvantage in the context of the petro-
leum market is considered in the answer to the next question.

Production of synthetic liquid fuels is a special case; here the
required price would be too high to serve as a floor price, and some
sort of subsidy arrangement would be necessary. A number of arrange-
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ments are possible. The Government might build synthetics plants
of its own, which it would lease to operators, as was done with much
wartime industrial capacity expansion during 1942-45. The terms of
the leases could achieve limitation of profits to competitive levels in
a number of different ways. For example, production could be sold
at the prevailing market price to buyers, and the seller would be
reimbursed for the difference between this price and the seller's com-
puted unit cost, by way of a subsidy payment per unit. If cost fell
below price, a negative subsidy would be levied.

I will leave the answers to the other four questions to my fellow
panelists.

'Chairman REuss. Thank you, Mr. Steele.
[The prepared statement of AMr. Steele follows :l

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HENRY STEELE

I wish to express my appreciation to the Committee for inviting me to present
this statement this morning, and it is my hope that it may be of some use to you
to your deliberations regarding the critical issues of future petroleum supply. I
am an academic economist with major research interests in industrial organiza-
tion and the regulation of industry, and in presenting this statement I represent
no one but myself.

The basic problem is to devise a strategy which will permit this country to
achieve a balance between petroleum supply and demand at a price which reflects
the long run cost to our society of reliance upon the energy-consuming processes
of industrial society. But what is this price? The upper limit of this price would
be the cost of producing fuels from strategically secure sources of supply,
where only domestic U.S. sources are defined as sufficiently secure. The lower
limit would be long run marginal production cost in a perfectly compoetitive
world market free from the problems associated with public or private monopoly
on production or the use of force. In the period between the late 1950's and the
late 1960's, world market prices were slowly tending toward the lower limit, and
might have reached it except for that element of price which represented contri-
butions to the rulers of the exporting regions. Today, under completely changepl
circumstances, it is more pertinent to inquire as to how we may avoid having to
pay prices which are at-or even above-the upper limit of this price.

The issues involved are of course so complicated that drastic oversimplification
is necessary if the problem is even to be stated concisely. Supply and demand are
themselves functions of price, and so also, in the long run, is the energy-intensity
of the economy. Both the upper and the lower price limits may change over time.
Prices paid may not reflect the total cost of petroleum production and consump-
tion to the economy and the environment. Prices which do not permit environ-
mental conservation may be too low, while the prices necessary to achieve
environmental enhancement may be too high. Prices paid for strategically in,4e-
cnre oil may be in some sense too low during normal times, but much too high
during periods of emergency. And, correspondingly. prices paid for secure oil
supplies may seem too high (to consumers) during normal times, but too low
(to producers) during intervals of supply crisis.

The foregoing remarks are intended merely to suggest that one's assessment of
the optimum price for oil depends upon several things-not only upon production
costs for petroleum but also for other sources of "synthetic" liquid and gaseous
fuels; not only upon production costs in physical terms. but upon costs of
resource acquisition where these may include bonuses. royalties, tribute, and
other forms of economic rent: and upon the extent to which one judges that
prices should cover the costs of environmental protection.

It is my understanding that during this hearing the International Economics
Subcommittee wishes to investigate the current proposal that the major oil con-
suming countries agree to establish a common floor price, to protect new energy
sources from becoming uneconomical if world petroleum prices were to decline
sharply. Accordingly, I shall attempt to provide brief answers to the eight ques-
tions listed in the April 23 press release which announced this Hearing.

(1) Is the price floor the most efficient way to encourage domestic production
needed to attain the desired level of energy self-sufficiency? If so, at what level
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should the floor price to set to protect energy investments in conventional and
synthetic fuels against a future international price decline?

I do not believe a floor price would be the most efficient device for achieving
such a purpose. There are several objections to such a plan. (1) The provision of
an explicit price floor bolsters the monopoly power of the exporter cartel, by
reducing the motivation of exporters to even consider offering price concessions.
As I stated in my appearance before this Subcommittee last year, the most im-
portant task of the importing countries is to forni an importer cartel for the
purpose of forcing down buying prices-and not to create obstacles to such
declines. (2) The proposed scheme is probably not feasible. The different import-
ing countries can scarcely be expected to agree upon a common price floor
(unless the price floor is so low as to be meaningless) since their interest in high
ducers as well as consumers of energy resources. It would be logical for the
United States and the countries sharing in North Sea oil pr(cd-ction to favor
a relatively high floor price, while importers like Japan, with no pro'pects for
indigenous fuels industries, would logically prefer no floor at all. (3) Aiternative
devices, such as direct subsidies to higher cost producers, appear to be more
efficient-a point which is discussed in the answer to question 4.

But if we assume that floor prices are instituted, in spite of the above objec-
tions, at what level should they be set? The level of the price floarl depends
primarily unon the degre of domestic self-sufficiency which is sought. If complete
elimination of imports is soughlt, such a floor price wvould have to be unlrealistic-
ally high, unles the goal is to be achieved only at the end of a very long leriod
of time. Even a lesser degree of self-sufflciency would obviousiy require the pro-
duction of liquid and gaseous fuels from other sources th-in crude letroleun,
and the prices rcquired to obtain substan'.i:-l supplies of synthetic fuels are a
mnatter of conjecture, but they would appear to be quite hiali. My owan studies
on the economics of synthetic fuels are now out of date, but my assessment of
the more recent work of others suggests that costs of coal liquefactionl ale d;is-
appointingly high, at perhaps $12-15 per barrel for first-generation coolaniercial
scale plants. Although costs per barrel should decline over time as lproduction
experience accumulates, it is rather doubtful that such cost declines would
greatly outpace expected rates of inflation, particularly as they affcct the cost
of facilities in capital-intensive industries.

Hence it is possible that a price floor of over $15 per barrel might ie neces1arv
to provide the desired degree of reliance upon domestic production-and even so,
the supply additions would be forthcoming only over a period of mainy years.
As for the price floor needed to induce substantial additional output froi. conven-
tional petroleum reservoirs, this is also a matter of considerable unelctaianty.
In 1973, I made studies of the long run supply schedules for oil and gas for the
period through the year 2009, for a variety of cases. The most optimistic case did
not assume complete self-sufficiency, but merely that the U.S. would be capable
of producing enough oil to keep reliance upon Eastern Hemisphere imports downl
to 10 per cent of total consumption, and that the ratio of reserves to production
would be no lower than S to one by 2009. The necessary price required to achieve
this goal was about $7.50 in 1972 dollars. Inflation since 1972 would increase the
price to about $9.50 in 1975 dollars, and the elimination of depletion would prob-
ably require a further increase to about $11.00 to compensate for higher per-
barrel tax payments-although the latter computation is difficult to estimate
because of the variety of possible responses of the petroleum industry to the
removal of depletion. Thus, $11.00 per barrel might be a very rough estimate of
the supply price necessary to achieve one version of self-sufficiency from more
intensive exploitation of petroleum resources, while $13 or more might be required
to achieve a greater degree of import indepedence through the development of
synthetic fuels. Such high floors can be expected to have little appeal to 1U.S.
consumers, and still less for buyers in other importing countries.

(2) What would be the effects of a floor price on the structure of the energy-
producing industries both domestically and internationally? Would such a floor
facilitate investments by new companies needed to maintain a healthy and
competitive domestic industry or merely provide greater benefits to existing
major companies?

In itself, a high floor price would naturally tend to increase investment in
energy industries throughout the world, relative to a situation in which no such
floor was provided. A very high floor guaranteed by all the consuming nations
would eventually stimulate enough exploration and discovery to create con-
siderable excess producing capacity even outside the export cartel, although
this is likely to be a factor only in the very long run. If a high floor price is
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guaranteed by only one or a few importers, the worldwide effect on exploration

and discovery will be correspondingly reduced. The petroleum industry is defi-

nitely an industry of increasing marginal costs, such that higher prices are

required to achieve higher rates of production. In general, the expectation of

a high future price level would mean more intensive development of existing

fields and more extensive exploration, particularly new and higher cost areas

such as offshore and Arctic drilling. Riskier investments would be undertaken,

and more would be invested in attempts to perfect methods for increasing recovery

from known reservoirs.
The effect of a high floor price on future costs of energy production is hard

to appraise. More money spent on research, particularly in successful research

on methods to detect directly the presence of oil in underground formations, might

eventually pay off in terms of greatly reduced costs of exploration, just as success-

ful research in field development might decrease unit costs of production. It

is not prudent, however, to depend too heavily upon the possibility of such

favorable outcomes. The basic fact is that higher prices will justify higher

cost marginal operations, and thus at the margin of economic viability in any

region, higher cost production will persist. A high price floor will without doubt

facilitate new entry into those phases of the industry requiring relatively

moderate initial investment, such as onshore drilling in the more accessible

locations. It is not to be expected, however, that price supports in themselves

will greatly increase the relative share of oil and gas production controlled by

the smaller operators.
(3) Would a minimum price for oil imports affect future costs of domestic

energy production by inflating the purchase price of oil leases?
In theory, if competitive bidding occurred for a mineral property known

with absolute certainty to contain a definite volume of ore deposits, and if future

prices and production costs were also known with certainty, then the "lease

bonus" or other lump-sum cash payment for the right to exploit the deposit,

would amount to the entirety of the excess of total revenue over total costs

(including in costs the necessary competitive rate of return on investment)

after discounting for the time pattern of future costs and revenues. Under

such circumstances, any price increase without a corresponding cost increase

will merely increase the lease bonus and leave everything else constant. The

presence of uncertainty, however, is the primary fact of minerals exploration.

and cannot be overlooked. This uncertainty involves both the existence and

extent of mineral resources in a given tract,-and their probable cost of exploita-

tion. A relatively high floor price will shift the margin of new exploration

outward from more familiar areas to less familiar areas. This means an

increase in the degree of oncertainty associated with the typical new venture.

Lease bonuses will be rather highly discounted for uncertainty. since a cash

bonus paid in advance of drilling places all the risk of exploratory failure on

the bidder. On the other hand, royalty bidding, which shares the ri'sk of dry

holes between operator and land owner. would not be affected quite so much

by uncertainty. Hence the answer to this question appears to be that, while

there is some tendency for oil lease prices to rise, this effect would not be a

major factor since it tends to be obscured by allowances made to take account

of uncertainty. It should also be noted that the elimination of percentage

depletion will be an offsetting factor which will tend to reduce lease bonuses.

(4) What are the principal alternatives to the oil floor price proposal? Would

a well-targeted program of direct and contingent subsidies be a less costly way

of developing needed energy resources than maintaining a floor price for imports?

The institution of a price floor at levels necessary to provide this country with

a substantial degree of import independence in the long run, would mean a price

increase, which would raise the price of all petroleum purchased. At least for

the time being. I would prefer to see domestic oil and gas prices freely determined

by supply and demand. The main advantage of a price floor is in investment

planning. If a floor were to be set at a level below the current price for new oil.

it would serve the useful purpose of providing companies with a minimum price

guarantee for investment planning calculations. But if world prices declined,

domestic prices would not be allowed to fall under the proposed price floor plan,

and domestic buyers would pay higher prices than those who purchased else-

where at the world price level. Protection against price declines might, however.

take the form of direct subsidies to producers whose costs exceeded the reduced

world price. The employment of this device would permit consumers to purchase

at the lower world price, and the cost to taxpayers would be direct subsidies
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which would differ among producers in accordance with the gap between their
Production costs (including profit allowance at a risk-adjusted competitive rate)
and the market price. The total cost to consumers plus taxpayers would be less
under a direct subsidy arrangement than the total cost to consumers under a
price floor plan. The obvious drawback to this type of direct subsidy plan is that
it requires the determination of unit production costs for all producers whose
costs drop below the reduced price. The problems of cost determination are par-
ticularly difficult in petroleum, although such difficulties as will arise need not
prove insuperable. Similar subsidy arrangements for producers of certain metals
were implemented during the second world war. Another feature of subsidies is
that total consumption is generally greater under subsidies than under price
supports. Whether this feature is an advantage or a disadvantage in the context
of the petroleum market is considered in the answer to the next question.

Production of synthetic liquid fuels is a special case; here the required price
would be too high to serve as a floor price, and some sort of subsidy arrangement
would be necessary. A number of arrangements are possible. The government
might build synthetics plants of its own, which it would lease to operators. as
was done with much wartime industrial capacity expansion during 1942-194.5.
The terms of the leases could achieve limitation of profits to competitive levels
in, a number of different ways. For example, production could be sold at the
prevailing market price to buyers, and the seller would be reimbursed for the
difference between this price and the seller's computed unit cost, by way of a
subsidy payment per unit. (If cost fell below price, a negative subsidy would be
levied.)

(5) Should a floor price be used to prevent increased energy consumption if
world oil prices dropped significantly? Would taxes on energy consumption anl
on inefficient energy use be a more desirable way to promote energy conservation?

The desirability of limiting consumption growth in the event of a price decline
depends of course on the reason for the price decline. The appropriate response
to a price cut dictated by cartel strategy would differ from that reaction which
should follow a price collapse resulting from the demise of the cartel. As long
as the cartel is a threat, reasonable steps should be taken to limit imports. wvhich
means not only increasing domestic supply, but moderating domestic demand.
Clearly. higher domestic prices accomplish both goals-although admittedly
rather slowly. But while rapid increases in production are desirable but (for
logistics reasons) impossible, rapid reductions in consumption are possible but
ndesirable. At the present time, a rapid decrease in consumption uould be highly

detrimental to our less than resilient economy, intensifying its current symptoms
of both depressed production and price inflation. nWasteful consumn)tion of energy
should of course be curtailed; increased prices will provide an incentive. Con-
certed efforts to reduce consumption by differentially penalizing energy-intensive
o*nerations should be carried out more gradually over a longer time horizon. One
of the advantages of direct subsidies over price floors is that the former Can be
employed in such a way as to facilitate the transition period between high and
lowvor consumption more readily than can the latter.

The question as to whether specific taxes would promote energy conservation
more efficiently than higher fuel prices is too difficult to answer without
extended study of actual market situations. It would not be easy to identify
the optimal set of taxes, and choice of a suboptimal set might easily result in
a situation much inferior to a simple increase in fuel prices. (It should also be
kept in mind that regulations designed to promote one goal. such as air pollu-
tion control. may not be consistent with those designed to promote apparently
related goals, such as fuel use reduction.)

(6) Does a minimum price agreement effectively provide a price guarantee
for oil exporting countries as well as domestic producers? Would such an
agreement also provide the appearance of confrontation needed to perpetuate
cartel unity and pro-rationing of cartel oil production?

The answer to the first question is yes. By and large. a floor price would
give sellers no incentive to reduce price below that floor-this is one of the
major drawhacks of the entire scheme. As to the second question, I do not know
if such an agreement would provide the appearance of confrontation: it looks
more to me like accommodation. But I hope it would be perceived as con-
frontation, which is long overdue. It is a mistaken idea that a monopoly of
supply can be offset by a monopoly of self-restraint on the part of importers.
Putting pressure on the cartel is salutary; it is more likely to increase existing
strains than to "perpetuate" unity.
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(7) Is a common floor price in the interest of the other major consumingij
countries and can these countries afford to stick with a price agreement if
competitors begin to use cheaper oil? What would be the U.S. response if our
competitors chose cheaper oil?

As indicated in the answer to the first question, it is not in the economic
interest of countries with differing prospects for energy self-suffliciency to a(dopt
the same floor price. Those countries whoze economies are most dependent 1)on

low cost energy imports would be least able to abide by agreements on(e otlier
parties to the agreement abandoned their commitments. The 1.S., as the least
import-dependent of the consuming countries which might be parties to an
agreement. could best afford to adhere to the agreement even if other menmbers
were defecting. While there would be definite foreign trade disadvantages of
adhering, it would still promote import independence.

(8) Is the proposed minimum price the first part of a move to reach a coin-
modity agreement on oil between the consumers and the cartel?

If the proposed minimum price is the first part of a move to reach a com-
modity agreement, the agreement reached may be a disadvantageous one,
depending upon the height of the adopted floor price. The floor price scheme is
better conceived of as a defensive alliance a ione importers: there is no reason
to believe that the exporters would feel themselves bound by the terms of any
commodity agreement.

Chairman P.REss. Gentlemen, youl have all been critical of thi floor
price proposal. Apart frolm cwrtailn menmbers of the administrat ion,
who have been quite enthllsiastic about the proposal. can l ou tell ine
of anyone, either in indiustry or in thle acadlemic w-orll. wvho suuppo-its
the floor price proposal?

\fr. LIcITBrLATJ. You menn OUtSidCe Of -Mr. KiSSinfrer ?
Chaairman RPruss. And Mr. Enders. I think there are at 1 ast two.

Is there anybody else?
Mr. IACTITBLAU1. That is all I came up) with.
Chairman PEuss. Is there any other?
Ar. K IN-G. No.
Chairman Rrt-ss. Your testimony. Ar. King. was particnlailv in-

structive because vou represent one of the roost dVilamlic petroeleun
companies in them world. You do not like it anc' yon gave '-olur reasons
very forthrightly. Is there any of your competition -who is in favor
of this kind of proposal?

-Mr. KIxNG. We have found very little enthusiasm, and I cannot
mentioll any single, specic company who (O12S support it in the in-
dustry. The petroleum industry historically has been willing to take
a risk as long as the economic environment in whichl thev are operating
provides an opp-ortunity that the successful production. plays -vill off-
set the costs of the unsuccessful ones. Our problem is that anv time
vou superimpose on that situation a control mechanism, wln-at vou
tend to do is prevent us from takinir advantage of the success1ul ones
and leave us -with the liability of the unsuccessful ones. And so our
evaluation of and our abilitv to accept risks is greatly reduced and we
have got to be much more careful. This means that the effort involved
in producing the energy and the iobs involved in putting people to
work to do so. all diminish, and. of course, this is exactly the opposite
direction to that in which wve need to go.

Chairman REuss. Mr. Steele, I think, You recalled the svstem to
develop resources that -was used in 'World War II, not with petroleum
but with various minerals.

-Ar. KiNx. Svnthetic rubber.
Chairman REUSS. Right. A bulk line system approach where the

Governiment, recognizing what is needed, pays a subsidy to a high-
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cost producer. Subsidies paid vary, depending on the costs. Actually,
that program was mostly successful, was it not?

M~r. STEELE. I believe so. Surprisingly so.
Chairman REuss. In helping to win the war and supplying the pro-

duction that was needed and at a relatively low cost to the taxpayers.
Is that not a correct recollection?

AfM. STEELE. Yes; I would believe so.
Chairman REUSS. Mr. King, you have a good memory.
Mir. KING. Yes. In regard to those fields of activity where the re-

source base was known, you knewv where the metal was or the coal was
or the synthetic rubber plants were, they took a significant risk on the
technology and did an outstanding job. Similarly, in the synthetic
fuels, this kind of an approach could be used. I have a very hard time
rationalizing that kind of an approach with oil exploration, thouglh,
because here you are in the unknown. For instance, on the MA.AFLA
sale, the industry put some $80 million down the drain and so far has
come up with nothing. It is a completely different situation, because
you never know whether there is oil and gas in the ground until the
drill bit goes down to the bottom of the structure. It is going to be
extremely difficult, in mv mind, for the Government to encourage oil
production by using the kind of a program that they used durinig the
war to sponsor the uranium enrichment plants and the synthetic
rubber plants and this type of thing.

Chairman REUSS. But, as you earlier indicated in your testimony, a
floor on import prices does not provide a rational incentive either?

MA r. KINcG. No.
Chairman REUSS. So we must look elsewhere, and you have given

us some suggestions.
I have just one question of Mr. Branson in this first go-rolund. Under

your listing of the three things to avoid, your first was that we should
not raise taxes to cut energy consumption. Are you opposed to what
the Ways and Means Comimittee is now working on; namely, a pro-
gressivelv highlier tax on gasoline to decrease the nonessential use of
g.asoline?

Mrr. BuANsoN. I think so. I have not done anv detailed calculations
aboiut this, but it seems to me that if one thought that 4 years ago that
gasoline consumption was excessive socially, and at that time was for
a tax to reduce gasoline consumption, that the increase in price that
we have seen recently should at least weaken the argument for a
further increase in that tax rather than strengtheningr it.

But the major point I wanted to make here was that T think that
the question of environmental or conservation considerations should
be separable from the question of a suitable response to the change in
1he market structure in the oil industry, and that one should vo at
that bv askinr more direct questions about alternatives like horse-
power taxes and car-wei.ght taxes, if one is trving to go after auto-
mobile consumption of petroleum products. But, my impression is
that the concern about a proper response to the increase in price by
the cartel has merged in a confusing way with environmental and con-
serIvation concerns in general. and produced an internally contra-
dictorv coalition for raising gas taxes.

Chairman REUSS. But, from what you said a moment ago, you
would favor a tax on high-horsepower or gas-guzzling automobiles,
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does that not serve a joint purpose of cutting down on air pollution,
and preventing our mortgaging ourselves too much to the OPEC
countries. What is wrong with having two reasons for one action?

AIr. BRAN-SON. I just avant to make sure we understand there. are
two separate issues. The tax on automobile consumption of gasoline
would tend to reduce demand for gasoline and reduce the price rather
than increase it, which a tax on gas itself would do. So it seems to
me you would not want to go at the problem by taxing gasoline.
But, I am not sure, since I have not done any detailed calculations
about this, that even taxing consumption of gasoline is necessary. It
is not obvious to me that our automotive consumption of petroleum
products is socially excessive. It is not clear to me that the foundation
in analysis is for that, rather than an emotional view that cars are
just a bad thing.

Chairman REUSS. We will leave aside any environmental or social
questions. There is just one point which I think has some validity,
and on which I concur with the administration: If wve endlessly let
reserves pile up in the hands of the OPEC countries, and endlessly
accumulate foreign-owned debt, we get into a position where econom-
ically, carrying the interest charge on that every year, will diminish
our real income and politically we will be more easily blackmailed.
So, I think there is some point in having a limit on the size of the
mortgage that OPEC owns on the United States. If that is so, why
not use the excess tax mechanism to discourage frivolous driving?

Air. BRANsoN. As I tried to say in my statement, it seems to me
a better way to go about that is increasing domestic production
rather than reducing domestic consumption, if what we are concerned
about is the import difference. I think that is a way which is less
painful to U.S. consumers.

Chairman REUSS. No doubt about that. But are you not merely
inviting more frivolous use of gasoline and a larger mortgage because
people will just buy and use more gasoline if you are going to increase
domestic production?

Mir. BRANsON. Not if the price does not come down. I am suggest-
ing that increasing domestic production would substitute for imports
and serve the purpose of reducing the import bill. The other side
of this, I think, is that most of the calculations by the people at the
World Bank, for instance. say that debt to the OPEC countries that
is piling up is not going to pile up endlessly, that they will get to
balanced current accounts at a point that is somewhat distant, but
still foreseeable. So, I would think that the concern about debt to
OPEC countries piling up endlessly is not a relevant one. regardless
of what we do about a tax on petrol consumption or petroleum prod-
ucts generally. I think one could think about that separately from
concern about the financial implications of the size of that deficit
piling up. And I would much rather go at it on the production side.

To answer your question about whether that would not encourage
consumption, if production is expanded against some given world
market price, then it is not going to lower the internal price, rather
it is going to substitute domestic output for imports.

Chairman Rruss. But, it sure is going to make it harder to induce
Americans to drive at 55 miles an hour when you let the cat out of
the bag that we have oil flowing out of our ears. An interesting ques-
tion. We could pursue it for a long time, but my time is up.
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Congressman Moorhead.
Representative -MOORHEAD. Thank you, M1r. Chairman.
First, I cannot tell you how delighted I am to see fouir such dis-

tinguished people -with different backgrrounds unanimously opposing
the floor price. It just seems to me to be total madness, and I do not
understand why a man of as obvious intelligence as Secretary Kis-
singer should become wedded to this plan. I hope your testimony will

cause a rethinking of this idea.
Mr. King, in your prepared statement you said you detected some

softeninz of prices, but you do not see any predatory pricing practices
bv the OPEC countries. Are you saying that if we just let the law

of supply and demand work that we will see a reduction in oil prices?
Mr. KuN G. I would like to ask M3;r. Black] edge reply to this question.

He is intimately knowledgeable in the international oil scene and can

give a more expert answer than I on this.
Mr. BLACKLrDGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Within the last 3 months we have seen evidence in a half a dozen

of the OPEC countries that some special arrangements can be made.

We have been offered oil at better credit terms or slightly lower prices
or some kind of a commodity trade that would allow the price of oil to

come down. Not a great deal, but I would say since the first of January
that throughout the OPEC nations there has been an effective drop

of about 2 percent in lowering of oil prices. Now, 2 percent is not very

mucih, but that is only'over about 90 days in which this has happened.

Some of the countries are actually starting to run short of money. They
have spent money so fast on expectation of increased volumes that now
that there has been a reduction in the total consumption of oil they are

looking around to see what they can do. I do not see a major break in

the oil prices, but I think this erosion will continue. and if the erosion

continues long enough, it will some day lead to a break.
Representative MOORHEAD. Do you see this softening in what I -would

call the high consumption countries like Indonesia, Nigeria, Iran
rather than in, let's say, the Persian Gulf sheikdoms where they have

more difficulties spencding7 the money?
Mr. BLACKLEDGE. *Well, yes. The countries. Iran and Kuwait. have

probably been the leading ones holdina firm on. prices. In Nigeria.
there has been weakening and in Indochina there is some evidence of
weakening. Some of the smaller sheikdoms in the Arabian Gulf tend

to be spending the money more rapidly than it is coming in. They are

looking for other opportunities and thi-ings that can be done. I would

say that the softening process has just started. I would think that it

would increase over the coming months. and it mav someday lead to

the price break that we have talked about this morning.
Representative -MOORIEAD. Thank you. MXr. Blackledge.
MNr. King. in your prepared statement, you sav in most eases this

teclmoloy- has niot been proven on a commercial basis. Riglht across

the street from you, your friends from Koppers say that they have

a coal gasification technology which has been proven commercially
viable. and I think they said they have some 14 coal gasification plants

in various parts of the world, although none in the United States.
Mr. KiING. If my recollection is right. these coal gasification plants

produce a lower Btu gas and this has been long established. In Phila-

delphia, for example, some of the city plants used to be low Btu gas,
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and in Great Britain for years they used low Btu gas. This is maybe
350 to 500 Btu's per cubic foot instead of the 1,000 that natural gas has.

The problem here is that. because of the inerts in the gas, in most
cases you have to use a different burner. You cannot mix it with the
natural gas because then you dilute the energy content. In many cases,
the low Btu gas has some carbon monoxide which, of course, is quite
uoisonons and if there are leaks you have to rectify the leak almost
immediately. So, it is not a viable solution to our gas situation.

To go from the low Btu gas to high Btu gas requires a process called
methanization, and this, on one scale of application has long been
used in the chemical industry in making fertilizer. To use it on the
scale that is required to go to high Btu gas-requires a much more
intensive engineering application. Recently. the industry on a joint
basis ran such a test in Scotland, using existing equipment. They feel
that, based on that information, they are in a position where tech-
nicallv the risks are digestible, but are still unknown. This operation
has not yet been used commercially. Of course, the main problem is
financing; that is, financing the very high cost of such an operation
which has gone from maybe $400 million for one commercial-sized
plant to close to $1 billion. The price controls on gas have made
it a situation where nobody can move on such projects. I think ulti-
mately it will come, and I think it will have to come, but we are not
there vet.

Representative M\IOOrTIEAD. Mr. King, you talk about demonstration
plants in shale oil. Do you include in that recommendation eastern
oil shale or just western?

I1r. KING. I would think primarily western, because that is where
the biggest and the richest reserves are. It would seem logical that
voU would want to put up the first projects in the prime resource loca-
tion, and if it works well there, why then you can extend it to other
aIeas.

Representative MOORITEAD. Now, not directing this to any specific
one of the witnesses but it would seem to me contrary to what Mlr.
Branison said, and maybe more along the line of wvhat Mr. Steele said,
that if we do reduce consumption we are more likely to bring about
the erosion of the prices as Mr. Biackledge stated. Would that not be
at correct proposition?

~r. ST2EE.. Well, we want to reduce imports. We will ieduce im-
ports by cutting consumption or by increasing our production. and

in statement I ~ ~ ~ ~~ii-r f apidly
in mv prepared statement I warned against the danger Of
rieducing consumption, however, at this time.

Representative AI0011I1EAD. I did notice you said a long horizon, but
it seemed to me that the more we reduce consumption, particularlv as
von point out wasteful consumption, that we are in a better position
to do without as much imported oil. Is that not correct, sir?

Mr. STEELE. Well, that is true. It just depends on what the domestic
cost wvill be of reducing consumption, and in what categories. It is
naturallv a very complex question.

Representative M0IET DEAD. Let me ask you, sir, if the President
decides to proceed with his proposed import fee increase in Mlay,
what do you think the Congress should do?

Mr. STEELE. Well, they should oppose it. I think it is the wrong
way to reduce consumption. It would tend to bolster foreign prices.
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Mr. KING. Congressmanl Moorhead, I would like to make two com-
ments on that. One is that the oil consumption worldwide now is
down about 11 percent from what it was in the first quarter of 1974
and that, of course, was the period when the embargo was on, so I
guess the OPEC nations are down close to 20 or 25 percent. However,
we should realize that a good portion of this reduction is because the
economies are very slow throughout the world-in Japan, Europe,
and the United States. Now, if the economy should turn around again
and start to revive, then the demand for fuel would have to go up.
The two are inextricably intertwined. We could be in a position then,
as the economies go up, where we will start to have to import more
and more oil.

Now, it would seem to me that the thing we want to do is encourage
our domestic energy production. If the Japanese or the Germans were
sitting on top of the resource base that the United States has, they
would many months ago have rapidly gotten after this development
program. We are not doing this because we feel we can afford this
luxury, but we really cannot. It would seem to me that the one alterna-
tive would be to put a tariff on the imports of crude oil, and back
out an equivalent amount of money from our present excise taxes on
domestic fuel so that the consumer does not pay any more, but the-
person who is importing the foreign oil will have to pay more. But,.
if you do that, then you are going to have to take a look at the entitle-
ments program, because presently the entitlements program encourages.
imports.

If, for instance, the ratio of "old" crude oil to crude runs about
35 percent and you are running 100 barrels of crude, if you have 36.
barrels of old oil, then you have got to buy an entitlement which
costs you money. If you import three more barrels of old oil you don't
have to have any entitlenient, so you have yourself a $2 built-in
subsidy per barrel for imported oil. This whole regulatory problem
in trying to remove one inequity just creates other problems and is
very complex.

What this all resolves down to, I think, is that we do have an
extensive resource base. I cannot foresee that we could provide enough
domestic energy to the point where we would be swimming in energy.
We are importing now 6 million barrels a day of oil. We are producing
now 81/2 million barrels a day of oil. To back out all of those imports
I do not think is possible within a reasonable time frame and the
expense would be tremendous. But this does not mean that we should
not undertake a major effort in developing our own resources.

You know, we have got the best of both worlds here. We can create-
employrme~nt, we can stimulate our.economy, and what we wouldlbe-
doing *ould-be backing-out oil payments to foreign nations. WV
would not be creating a product for which there is no market. So this.
must be a leading national priority.

Representative MOORHEAD. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
Chairman REUSS. Congressman Hamilton.
RepresentatiVe HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In response to a question by the chairman a moment ago, you indi-

cated Y6u'did not kifow anybody whowsupportedithis commoiroil price..
You are referring, I think, to people here in the United States. Has
there been any favorable reaction abroad to it? What is the attitude of
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the OPEC countries? What is the attitude of our European and
Japanese friends?

Mr. LICHTBIAu. May I answer? I was over in Japan about 2 weeks
ago and discussed this specifically with the people who were delegates
at the IEA and they are very strongly opposed to it. In fact, they
think that they could not possibly survive politically if they were in
favor of the kind of floor price that has been suggested. A floor price
of $4, $5, $3, or that sort of thing, of course, would be acceptable be-
cause it is an unrealistically low floor price and has no meaning, but
any kind of a meaningful floor where it is possible that world oil
prices might drop lower than the floor price, would be probably unac-
ceptable to the Japanese, from what I was told over there a couple of
weeks ago. And the same thing applies, I would think, to all of the oil
importing nations which have no resources of their own. You have a
dichotomy there between the resource producing members of the IEA
and those who are not, who are totally dependent on imports.

Representative HAMILTON. What bothers me here is how a recom-
mendation like this gets made. I suppose you gentlemen are not experts
on this. I am certainly not.

But here is a suggestion that has been made bv the President as a
major part of his energy program. It is a very serious proposal, and
yet so far as we are able to determine, outside of two or three people
in the administration, nobody is for it.

What disturbs me is that the process of decisionmaking seems to
be very faulty here on the part of the administration. Why -is that?
Do you have any knowledge of how that can be?

Mr. BRANSON. In answering the chairman's question originally,- I
think I at least should have said more precisely that I do not know
any economists who are for this. I think there is some feeling among
political scientists in universities that this is a good thing. I think
there is a vague feeling that it is important -for the LUnited States to
pick up ladership in the OEC1) industrial world which has fallen
apart in the last 3 or 4 years.

Representative HA-ILTON. Putting forth a, proposal that.nobody'
supports is not exactly the way to regain leadership.;

M~r. BRANTSON. Well. I am not supporting it. I am just trying to
Understand it. And I think some'academic political scientists view that
situation as having deteriorated sufficiently that they would support
almost any indicafion that the United States was trying to take a policy
initiative that would provide leadership among the industrial comu-
tries. This mav reflect some concern in the -administration about that.

Representative 1JAEILTON. Mr. l37ingi I was interested in your obser-
vtions about the spending in the oil producing countries. Your state-
pnent says that several countries are already spending internally the
major proportion of their revenues. Are you concerned about the -piling
uip of excess oil revenues? Your statement would suggest to me that
you are not, and that thev are goinlg to'be able, to spenid about ever'y-
thing they can "gei. Could vou elaborate on that? ;

Mr. KING. Yes. I will'be glad to. We are not at all concerned about
this for several ireasons. One is that,'as you know, it is a classic failure
of human nature that you always spenld as much' as vou have, given
time to digest this. This is trie of indiiiduals and it is true of nations.
nlw.imports in'.1974 of the-OPEC iiations went from $28 billion to,
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I think, something like $45 billion in 1 year., a tremendous jump. As
a result, the amount of money that had to be recycled, the so-called
petro-dollar recycling, was not as large as had been anticipated, and
the international financial system did a remarkable job of digesting
this tremendous change in dollar flow.

The volume of oil revenues is still high, but the abrupt change has
been digested. Some of the exporting countries deliberately plan to
maintain a cash surplus, because as the oil runs out this will be a
source of income for them to support their economies in the future.
What can they do with this cash surplus? They cannot put it in a
safety deposit box. There is just too much of it. There is no place in
their own country to invest such huge sums. They cannot invest it
behind the Iron Curtain with any prudence. So they have got to
invest it in the West, in the industrial countries of the free world,
Germany, Japan, and the United States. As more and more of this
accumulates, they are going to become more and more hostage to us
in a sense, and that is that it will be to their disadvantage if our
economies falter because of high fuel prices. Their investments here
will tend to help stimulate the economies here, and I think that this
will level out much more rapidly than most people think.

So, we feel that such investments are really an advantage.
Representative HAMILTON. You are saying a little different thing

than the implication of your statement. The implication of your state-
ment is that they are going to spend the money internally. Now you
are saying there will be quite a pileup for investment purposes.

K~. KING. It is viery difficult to make generalizations. Iran could
probably fairly easily spend all of its revenues internally, if it is not
doing so already. I think the Kuwaitis will deliberately not spend all
of it. internally for a number of reasons. They have a much smaller
population, they have been reinvesting in their own country for a
longer period of time, and they are already fairly well developed in
their economy there.

Libya is going to have a very difficult time investing all of the money
in Libya. Nigeria probably will be able to, and Indonesia now is iii-
ready running short of the money, and countries like that could be
'expeeted to. But, I think there will be a number, such as Kuvait and
possibly Libya. which as a matter of policy, will try to invest money
in onu-term investments, such as real estate, so that on an ongoing
bii.is future generations can realize income from it when the time
'c bies that their oil resources are depleted.

i. 3epresentative -JA-MILTON. Your colleague-I am sorry that I did
lIot ret his name-
. Ak. IKING. Mr. Blackledge.
Pepresentative ITA-rILToN. Mr. Blackledge, you spoke about expect-

,ila an erosion in oil prices that could lead to a sharp drop. Do you see
a possibility that OPEC will become unstuck?

AMr. BLACKLEDI)E. I -would say that given a period of' time, OPEC
evilc ome unstuck. Now, how long that period is, I don't know, but
tliere are tremendous differences, historical differences, between a num-

.bre'r' of the OPEC countries and they are, in my opinion, certain to fall
apiart someday. Now. I cannot predict when that someday is. Possibly,
if all of the current political problems in the

Pepresentative HAMILTON. They have shown so far. at least. a very
good ability to stay together on plices. to the suprise of those of us in
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the West. Why would we not expect them to keep that kind of unity

and jack the prices up more on us? Do you think the alternative sources

of energy *and the additional exploration will foreclose that

possibility?
Mr. BLACKLEDGE. Given a period of time, yes. It was easy for the

OPEC nations to stay together as long as every barrel of producible
oil is being produced and consumed, and they could raise the price

and still had every barrel moving. Today, as Mr. King mentioned, the

demand for oil in the free world is probably about at 1971 levels. The

increases that were expected 2 or 3 years ago have not taken place. In

fact, there has been a falling of demand. There is excess productive

capacity in most of the OPEC nations.
Now, they can reduce production and it works, but it is not as easy

to hold a group together when production is falling, as it is when

production is increasing.
Representative HAMILTON. May I ask Mir. Lichtblau and Ar. Steele

if they agree with the general approach Mr. Blackledge has indicated

here with regard to the prices of oil?
Mr. LICHTBLATU. Well, it is clear that oil prices are eroding at the

moment, and I was very interested in the 2-percent decline mentioned

by Mr. Blackledge. That seems to make sense, and generally, I think

that is the evidence we have seen. How much further prices will go

down is difficult to say. I think as there is a possibility in a fairly short

time, that this huge overhang of excess productive capacity wvill be-

come somewhat smaller, partly because, as Air. King said, there is

likely to be an economic recovery around the world, and the other

reason is that there is currently a great deal of oil inventory reduction

in the importing countries.
Now, that is limited, and inventory reduction cannot continue, so

that when that is over there is a good chance that oil exports from the

OPEC nations will rise somewhat, and that the surplus will decline
somewhat.

When we talk about the surplus, and we usually mention something

like 12 million barrels a day, which is a huge surplus. it should be

recognized that this is the physical surplus. But all of these countries

have established production limitations. You may count, say, Saudi

Arabia at a productive capacity of. let us say. 11 million barrels a day,

but they only permit 81/2 million barrels a day allowable production,

and the same thing applies to a number of the other OPEC countries.

So the real excess capacity is not quite that high. It is about 7 million

barrels a day.
But I agree with you that OPEC is a very dynamic. very strong,

organization. They are far from being through or far from collapsing.

Eiery huulan institution eventually collapses or is changed. so 11*4'.

agree that OPEC will someday disappear, but that could be quiite' a

way off.
For the foreseeable future, between now and the early 1980's. let us

say, I foresee OPEC continuing. being strong, and in some way de-

termining the world oil price within the limits of excess production

and'the realization that if oil prices keep rising. OPEC's excess pro-

ductive capacity is going to rise, too. So. they have this awareness, and

thisis why you see a small price drop.
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But OPEC is more than a price-fixing cartel. OPEC is an ideology.
I mean, the countries who came together there have a sense of purpose.
This is a revolutionary change. a transfer of huge amounts of money
from the industrial countries to the third world, and I think there is
so much political support for this that it is difficult to see in the next
several years OPEC collapsing or becoming a meaningless organiza-
tion which just continues to function but with no real power in deter-
mining world oil prices.

Representative HAMIILTON. My time is up. Mr. Steele, maybe you
would like to respond.

MNrr. STEELE. Well I think economists have tended to underestimate
OPEC's strength because they regard OPEC as a cartel like many
previous cartels in world commodities. But the difference here, I think,
is that commercial cartels are based on greed. and while OPEC is based
on greed, it is also based on hatred and on the desire for revenge, and
these are very powerful motives, and they can cause persistence in un-
economic decisions.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman REuss. The supporters of the floor price frequently bring

up the American coal industry and point out that it would be particdi-
larly susceptible to a sharp price decline: hence, the oil price floor is
needed for that reason. Would anyone care to comment on that
contention?

Mr. LICHTBLAU. I would say, Mr. Chairman. under title IX the con-
sideration of coal is excluded, and that title IX, under which this floor
price concept would take place. specifically talks about domestic oil
production and oil exploration. It does not recognize any other domes-
tic energy source. So while there may be an argument made for coal, it
is not made in the administration's proposal.

If there is a fallout for coal, it is indirect and coincidental, and it is
not Dart of the administration's request.

Chairman REUSS. Part of the request or not, what do vou have to say
to the question of the alleged particular susceptibility of the coal
industr-v?

Mr. LICHTBLAU. Well, I think the limitations on coal, and I think
Gulf knows more about it because it has a large coal production, but I
think the limitations on coal are environmental and the ability to
increase production. Coal production has risen sharply since OPEC
prices went up, and coal prices have gone up very sharply. And I think
if environmental standards were changed-I am not saying they ought
to be-but if they were changed and you could burn more coal because
you could ignore sulfur content or at least some of the sulfur content,
you would see an immediate attempt to increase coal production. And
if strip mining of coal were permitted in the West, you would also see
an immediate, sharp increase in coal production from that area.

So the limitation on coal production is by no means the fear that
OPEC prices might decline, but domestic legislative restrictions as
well as environmental problems. as well as the fact that the principal
buyer of coal-namely. the electric utilities-are now finding that their
projected increase in electric power may have been too high and there
mav be some retrenchment of new plant building. Finally. to the extent
to which utilities build atomic-powered plants, they may build fewer
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coal-fired plants. All of these are considerations, but not the OPEC
prices.

Chairman REUSS. Mr. Branson.
Mr. BRANSON. I think that that argument is not particularly an

argument for the floor price.
Chairman REUSS. The argument of the coal industry's alleged

susceptibility?
Mr. BRANSON. There is some difficulty with the coal industry, and if

the coal industry were free to expand and did so, and then there were a
price break in oil, then the coal industry would be in trouble again.
But the basic question is do you want some kind of legislation to pro-
tect the coal industry from that kind of a price drop in a competing
energy source. And if you do, there are many ways to protect it. You
could protect it the way we protect U.S. farmers, or you could protect
it by putting a floor on all energy import prices. But it is not clear to
me why the possibility of a fluctuation in coal output, which would be
inefficient in moving resources into coal and back out, is an argument
for the floor price as opposed to any other way of protecting the coal
industry against another drop in energy prices if they gear up to pro-
duce the amount of coal that would be demanded, with oil selling at
current prices.

Chairman REUSS. You say that the coal industry has expanded pro-
duction a good deal in the last year?

Mr. LICHTBLAU. Oh, yes.
Chairman REUSS. All witnesses agree? I just don't know.
Mr. King.
Mr. KING. On that specific aspect, I think the production is running

now about 630 million tons a year. It was 580. It is verv difficult to
compare last year with any period now, because of the strike last year,
which had an unusual efect. It tended to increase coal production
before the strike and, of course, the coal production was decreased dur-
ing the strike. But there is no question that production is up and is
going to continue up somewhat. The prices are the reason whv. The
prices have gone up considerably and a lot of the mines that were
formerly unattractive or marginally attractive can now be operated at
higher rates. The price has gone up enough that I doubt that a floor
price would really be of any particular help.

One thing in considering coal you have got to realize is that it is
very difficult or essentially impossible to switch most of the coal-
burning facilities to oil, or from oil to coal, quicklv. For this to be
practical, a company has got to build in a dual-fuel furnace, this costs
extra money, and that is a lot of insurance money for something that
may or may not happen. Generally they do not do this because of the
capital and financing problems. Acquiring the capital is very difficult
for these utilities nowadays. So on the short term, if the oil prices were
to fall precipitously, it would not really affect the coal consumption of
the utilities because thev cannot shift over that rapidly. If the oil
prices stay down in the long term, you have to ask yourself will the,
public, the U.S. public, sit still for paying higher electric prices based
on coal when oil is plentiful and at cheaper prices. I think the answer
to that is no. So, again, we come up with something that really we feel
is an impractical approach.
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The main problem, as Mr. Lichtblau pointed out in coal, is the sul-
phur and the environmental problem. Synthetic fuels are basically a
way of taking sulphur out of coal, but this gets to be a very costly
exercise, and so in looking at these environmental constraints, we have
got to be very careful that we appreciate the costs that they are forcing
on the consumer and whether they are justified, and of the ways of
moderating that cost. For instance, 90 percent of the reduction may be
achievable at a reasonable cost and the next 5 percent at a completely
unacceptable cost. If that is so, and generally it is so, we have got to
determine where those cutoff levels are.

Chairman RE-uss. Mr. King, Mr. Branson, Mr. Lichtblau, and Mr.
Steele, thank you very much for some absolutely invaluable testimony.
We appreciate your helping us, and we are most grateful.

The subcommittee will now stand in adjournment.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to,

the call of the Chair.]
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ENERGY: THE NECESSITY OF DECISION

Address by Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger before the National Press Club

Ladies and Gentlemen:
I appreciate this opportunity to speak to you

on the question of energy.
The subject is timely, for this week marks an

important moment in both our national and
international response to the energy crisis.

On Wednesday, the Governing Board of the
International Energy Agency [IEA] convenes in
Paris for its monthly meeting. This organization,
which grew out of the Washington Energy Con-
ference, represents one of the major success .
stories of cooperation among the industrialized
democracies in the past decade. In recent months
it has begun to mobilize and coordinate the efforts
of the industrial democracies in energy conserva-
tion, research, and development of new energy
sources. The IEA already has put in place many
of the building blocks of a coordinated energy
policy. At the forthcoming meeting, the United
States will advance comprehensive proposals for
collective action, with special emphasis on the
development of new energy sources and the prep-
aration of a consumer position for the forth-
coming dialogue with the producers.

Equally important, we are now engaged in a
vital national debate on the purposes and require-
ments of our national energy program. Critical
decisions will soon be made by the Congress-
decisions that will vitally affect other nations as
well as ourselves.

The Nature of the Challenge
The international and national dimensions of

the energy crisis are crucially linked. What
happens with respect to international energy

policy will have a fundamental effect on the
economic health of this nation. And the interna-
tional economic and energy crisis cannot be
solved without purposeful action and leadership
by the United States. Domestic and international
programs are inextricably linked.

The energy crisis burst upon our consciousness
because of sudden, unsuspected events. But its
elements have been developing gradually for the
better part of two decades.

In 1950, the United States was virtually self-
sufficient in oil. In 1960, our reliance on foreign
oil had grown to 16 percent of our requirements.
In 1973, it had reached 35 percent. If this trend
is allowed to continue, the 1980's will see us
dependent on imported oil for fully half of our
needs. The impact on our lives will be revolu-
tionary.

This slow but inexorable march toward depen-
dency was suddenly intensified in 1973 by an oil
embargo and price increases of 400 percent in
less than a single year. These actions-largely the
result of political decisions-created an immediate
economic crisis, both in this country and around
the world. A reduction of only 10 percent of
the imported oil, lasting less than half a year,
cost Americans half a million jobs and over one
percent of national output; it added at least 5
percentage points to the price index, contributing
to our worst inflation since World War 11; it set
the stage for a serious recession; and it expanded
the oil income of the OPEC nations from $23
billion in 1973 to a current annual rate of $110
billion, thereby effecting one of the greatest and
most sudden transfers of wealth in history. -
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The impact on other countries much more
dependent on oil imports has been correspond-

ingly greater. In all industrial countries economic
and political difficulties that had already reached
the margin of the ability of governments to
manage have threatened to get out of control.

Hlave we learned nothing from the past year?
If we permit our oil consumption to grow with-
out restraint, the vulnerability of our economy
to external disruptions will be grossly magnified.
And this vulnerability will increase with every
passing year. Unless strong, corrective steps are
taken, a future embargo would have a devastating
impact on American jobs and production. More
than 10 percent of national employment and
output, as well as a central element of the price
structure of the American economy, would be
subject to external decisions over which our
national policy can have little influence.

As we learned grimly in the 1920's and 30's,
profound political consequences inevitably flow
from massive economic dislocations. Economic
distress fuels social and political turmoil; it
erodes the confidence of the people in democrat-
ic govemment and the confidence of nations in
international harmony. It is fertile ground for
conflict, both domestic and international.

"In 1950, the United States was virtu-
ally self-sufficient in oil. In 1960, our
reliance on foreign oil had grown to
16 percent of our requirements. In
1973, it had reached 35 percent."

The situation is not yet so grave, but it threat-
ens to become so. The entire industrialized
world faces at the same time a major crisis of
the economy, of the body politic, and of the
moral fiber. We and ousr partners are being
tested-not only to show our technical mastery
of the problems of energy, but even more impor-
tantly to show if we can act with foresight to
regain control of our future.

For underlying all difficulties, and compound-
ing them; is a crisis of the spirit-the despair of
men and nations that they have lost control over
their destiny. Forces seem loose beyond the
power of government and society to manage.

In a sense we in America are fortunate that
political decisions brought the energy problem to

a head before economic trends had made our
vulnerability irreversible. Had we continued to
drift, we would eventually.have found ourselves
swept up by forces much more awesome than
those we face today.

As it is, the energy crisis is still soluble. Of
all nations, the United States is most affected by
the sudden shift from near self-sufficiency to
severe dependence on imported energy. But it
isalso in the best position to meet the chalenge.
A major effort now-of conservation, of techno-
logical innovation, of international collaboration-
can shape a different future for us and for the
other countries of the world. A demonstration
of American resolve now will have a decisive
effect in leading other industrial nations to work
together to reverse present trends toward depen-
dency. Today's apparently pervasive crisis can in
retrospect prove to have been the beginning of a
new period of creativity and cooperation.

One of our highest national priorities must be
to reduce our vulnerability to supply interruption
and price manipulation. But no one country can
solve the problem alone. Unless we pool our
risks and fortify the international financial system,
balance-of-payments crises will leave all economies
exposed to financial disruption. Unless all con-
suming nations act in parallel to reduce energy -

consumption through conservation and to develop.
new sources of supply, the efforts of any one
nation will prove futile-the price structure of oil
will not he reformed and the collective economic
burden will grow. And unless consumers concert
their views, the dialogue with the producers will
not prove fruitful.

The actions which the United States takes now
are central to any hope for a global solution.
The volume of our consumption, and its poten-
tial growth, is so great that a determined national
conservation program is essential. Without the
application of American technology and American
enterprise, the rapid development of significant
new supplies and alternative sources of energy
will be impossible.

There is no escape. The producers may find
it in their interest to case temporarily our burdens.
But the price will be greater dependence and
greater agony a few years from now. Either we
tackle our challenge immediately or we will con-
front it again and again in increasingly unfavorable
circumstances in the years to come. If it is not
dealt with by this Administration, an even worse
crisis will be faced by the next-and with even
more anguishing choices.
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History has given us a great opportunity dis-
guised as a crisis. A determined energy policy
will not only case immediate difficulties, it will
help restore the international economy, the
vitality of all the major industrial democracies,
and the hopes of mankind for a just and pros-
perous world.

The Strategy of Energy Cooperation
W'e and our partners in the International Energy

Agency have been, for a year, pursuing strategy
in three phases:

* The first phase is to protect against emer-
gencies. We must be prepared to deter the
use of oil or petrodollars as political weapons
and, if that fails, we must have put ourselves
in the best possible defensive position. To
do this, we have established emergency shar-
ing programs to cope with new embargoes,
and created new mechanisms to protect our
financial institutions against disruption. This
stage of our common strategy is well on the
way to accomplishment.

* The second phase is to transform the market
conditions for OPEC oil. If we act decisively
to reduce our consumption of imported oil
and develop alternative sources, pressure on
prices will increase. Measures to achieve this
objective are now before the International
Energy Agency or national parliaments; we
expect to reach important agreements on
them before the end of March.

* Once the consumer nations have taken these
essential steps to reduce their vulnerability,
we svill move to the third stage of our strat-
egy-to meet with the producers to discuss
an equitable price, market structure, and
long-term economic relationship. Assuming
the building blocks of consumer solidarity
are in place, we look toward a preparatory
meeting for a produccr-consumer conference
before the end of March.

Our actions in all these areas are interrelated.
It is not possible to pick and choose; since they
are mutually reinforcing, they are essential to
each other. No emergency program can avail if
each year the collective dependence on OPEC oil
increases. New sources of energy, however vast
the investment program, will be ineffective unless
strict measures are taken to halt the runaway,
wasteful growth in consumption. Unless the
industrial nations demonstrate the political will

to act effectively in all areas, the producers will
be further tempted to take advantage of our
vulnerability.

In recent months we and our partners have
taken important steps to implement our overall
strategy. Two safety nets against emergencies
have been put in place. In November, the IEA
established an unprecedented plan for mutual
assistance in the event of a new embargo. Each
participating nation is committed to build an
emergency stock of oil. In case of embargo, each
nation sill ctit its consumption by the same per-
centage, and available oil will be shared. An
embargo against one will become an embargo
against all.

"A major effort now-of conservations,
of technological innovation, of inter-
national collaboration-can shape a
different future for us and for the
other countries of the world. A dem-
onstration of American resolve now
will have a decisive effect in leading
other industrial nations to work to-
gether to reverse present trends toward
dependency."

And in January, the major industrial nations
decided to create a S25 billion solidarity fund for
mutual support in financial crises-less than 2
months after it was first proposed by the United
States. This mutual insurance fund will furnish
loans and guarantees to those hardest hit by
payments deficits, thius safeguarding the interna-
tional economy against shifts, withdrawals, or
cutoffs of funds by the producers.

The next steps shoultd be to accelerate otir
efforts in the conservation and development of
new energy sources. Action in these -areas, taken
collectively, will exert powerful pressures on the
inflated price. No cartel is so insulated from
economic conditions that its price structure is
invulnerable to a transformation of the market.
Because of the reduced consumption in the past
year, OPEC has already shut clown a fourth of
its capacity, equaling 9 million barrels a day, in
order to keep the price constant. New oil explo-
ration, accelerated by the fivefold-higher price, is
constantly discovering vast new reserves outside
of OPEC. The $10 billion in new energy research
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in the United States-on the scale of the Manhat-
tan Project and the moon-landing program-is
certain to produce new breakthroughs sooner or
later.

As the industrialized nations reduce consump-
tion and increase their supply, it will become
increasingly difficult for OPEC to allocate the
further production cuts that will be required
among its members. Even now, some OPEC
members are shaving prices to keep up their
revenue and their share of the market. Indeed, it
is.not too soon in this decade of energy shortages
to plan for the possibility of energy surpluses in
the 1980's.

The strategy we have been pursuing with our
partners since the Washington Energy Conference
has linked our domestic and international energy
policies into a coherent whole. We have made
remarkable progress, but much remains to be
done. The question now is whether the industri-
alized countries have the will to sustain and
reinforce these promising initiatives. Conserva-
tion and the development of new sources of
energy are the next priorities on our common
agenda.

Conservation
Unconstrained consumption of cheap oil is the

principal cause of the present vulnerability of the
industrial countries. Neither the United States
nor other consumers can possibly reduce their
dependence on imports until they reverse the
normal-which is to say wasteful-growth of
consumption.

There is simply no substitute for conservation.
Alternative energy supplies will not be available
for 5 or 10 years. In the next few years conserva-
tion, and only conservation, will enable us both
to absorb the present burden of high energy costs
and to begin to restore the balance of consumer-
producer relations.

Only a determined program of conservation
can demonstrate that we and our partners have
the will to resist pressures. If the industrialized
nations are unwilling to make the relatively minor
sacrifices involved in conservation, then the
credibility of all our other efforts and defensive
measures is called into the question.

Some say we face a choice between conserva-
tion and restoring economic growth. The contrary
is true. Only by overcoming exorbitant interna-
tional energy costs can we achieve reliable long-
term growth. If we doom ourselves to 50 per-
cent dependence on imported energy, with the

supply and price of a central element of our
economy subject to external manipulation, there
is no way we can be sure of restoring and sus-
taining our jobs and growth. These decisions will
depend on foreign countries for whom our pros-
perity is not necessarily a compelling objective.

To be sure, conservation-by any method-wvil
have an economic cost. The restructuring which
it entails, away from production and consumption
of energy-intensive goods, incurs shortrun disloca-
tions. At a time of recession, this must concern
us. Yet these costs are small compared to what
will be exacted from us if we do not act. With-
out conservation, we will perpetuate the vulner-
ability of our economy and our national policy.
And we will perpetuate as well the excessive
international energy prices which are at the heart
of the problem.

"Some say we face a choice between
conservation and restoring economic
growth. The contrary is true. Only
by overcoming exorbitant international
energy costs can we achieve reliable
long-term growth."

At present, the United States-in the midst of
recession-is importing 6.7 million barrels of oil
a day. When our economy returns to full capac-
ity. that figure will rise; by 1977 it will be 8 cr
9 million barrels a day in the absence of conserva-
tion. Imports swill continue to grow thereafter.
Even with new production in Alaska and the outer
continental shelf, this import gap will remain if
we do not reduce consumption significantly and
rapidly.

With these prospects in mind, President Ford
has set the goal of saving a million barrels a day
of imports by the end of this year and 2 million
by 1977. That amounts to the increase in depen-
dence that would occur as the economy expands
again, in the absence of a conservation program.

Our conservation efforts will be powerfully
reinforced by the actions of our IEA partners
and of other interested countries such as France.
Their collective oil consumption equals ours, and
they are prepared to join with us in a concerted
program of conservation; indeed some of them
have already instituted their own conservation
measures. But any one country's efforts will be
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nullified unless they are complemented by other
consumers. This is why the United States has
proposed to its IEA partners that they match
our respective conservation targets. Together we
can save 2 million barrels a day this year; and at
least 4 million barrels in 1977.

If these goals are reached, under current eco-
nomic conditions OPEC will have to reduce its
production further; even when full employment
returns, (PLC will have surplus capacity. More
reductions will be hard to distribute on top of
the existing ,utbacks of 9 million barrels a day.
As a result, pressures to increase production or to
lower prices will build up as ambitious defense
and development programs get under way. By
1977 some oil producers will have a payments
deficit; competition between them for the avail-
able market will intensify. The cartel's power to
impose an embargo and to use price as a weapon
will be greatly diminished.

"In short, the massive development
of alternative sources by the indus-
trial countries will confront OPEC
with a choice: they can accept a
significant price reduction now in
return for stability over a longer
period; or they can run the risk of
a dramatic break in prices when the
program of alternative sources begins
to pay off."

But if America-the least vulnerable and most
profligate consumer-will not act, neither will
anyone else. Just as our action will have a multi-
plier effect, so will our inaction stifle the efforts
of others. Instead of reducing our collective
imports, we will have increased them by 2-4
million barrels a day. OPEC's ability to raise
prices, which is now in question, will be restored.
In exchange for a brief respite of a year or two,
we will have increased the industrialized world's
vulnerability to a new and crippling blow from
the producers. And when that vulnerability is
exposed to public view through a new embargo
or further price rises, the American people will
be entitled to ask why their leaders failed to take
the measures they could have when tncy should have.

One embargo-and one economic crisis-should be
enough to underline the implications of dependency.

The Importance of New Supplies
Conservation measures alone, crucial as they

are, cannot permanently reduce our dependence
on imported oil. To eliminate dependence over
the long term we must accelerate the development
of alternative sources of energy. This will involve
a massive and complex task. But for the country
which broke the secret of fission in 5 years and
landed men on the moon in 8 years, the chal-
lenge should be exciting. The Administration is
prepared to invest in this enterprise on a scale
commensurate with those previous pioneering
efforts; we are ready as well to share the results
with our IEA partners on an equitable basis.

Many of the industrialized countries are blessed
with major energy reserves which have not yet
been developed-North Sea oil, German coal, coal
and oil deposits in the United States, and nuclear
power in all countries. We have the technical
skill and resources to create synthetic fuels from
shale oil, tar sands, coal gasification and liquefac-.
tion. And much work has already been done on
such advanced energy sources as breeder reactors,
fusion, and solar power.

The cumulative effort will of necessity be gi-
gantic. The United States alone shall seek to
generate capital investments in energy of $500
billion over the next 10 years. The Federal
Government will by itself invest $10 billion in
research into alternative energy sources over the
next 5 years, a figure likely to be doubled when.
private investment in research is included.

but if this effort is to succeed, we must act
now to deal with two major problems-the
expense of new energy sources and the varying
capacities of the industrialized countries.

New energy sources will cost considerably
more than we paid for energy in 1973 and can
never compete with the production costs of
Middle Eastern oil.

This disparity in cost poses a dilemma. If the
industrial countries succeed in developing alterna-
tive sources on a large scale, the demand for
OPEC oil will fall, and international prices may
be sharply reduced. Inexpensive imported oil
could then jeopardize the investment made in
the alternative sources; the lower oil prices wouldi
also restimulate demand, starting again the cycle
of rising imports, increased dependence, and vul-
nerability.

Thus paradoxically, in order to protect the
major investments in the industrialized countries-
that are needed to bring the international oil
prices down, we must insure that the price for
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oil on the domestic market does not fall below a
certain level.

The United States will therefore make the
following proposal to the International Energy
Agency this Wednesday:

In order to bring about adequate investment in
the development of conventional nuclear and
fossil energy sources, the major oil importing
nations should agree that they will not allow im-
ported oil to be sold domestically at prices which
would make those new sources noncompetitive.

This objective could be achieved in either of
two ways. The consumer nations could agree to
establish a common floor price for imports,,to be
implemented by each country through methods
of its own choosing such as import tariffs, vari-
able levies, or quotas. Each country would thus
be free to obtain balance-of-payments and tax
benefits, without restimulating consumption, if
the international price falls below agreed levels.
Alternatively, IEA nations could establish a com-
mon IEA tariff on oil imports. Such a tariff
could be set at moderate levels and phased in
gradually as the need arises.

"Collective actions to restore balance
to the international economic structure...
will contribute enormously to the like-
lihood of the success of the projected
consumer-producer dialogue."

President Ford is seeking legislation requiring
the executive branch to use a floor price or other
appropriate measures to achieve price levels
necessary for our national self-sufficiency goals.

Intensive technical study would be needed to
determine the appropriate level at which prices
should be protected. We expect that they will
be considerably below the current world oil
prices. They must, however, be high enough to
encourage the long-range development of alterna-
tive energy sources.

These protected prices would in turn be a
point of reference for an eventual consumer-
producer agreement.. To the extent that OPEC's
current high prices are caused by fear of precipi-
tate later declines, the consuming countries, in
return for an assured supply, should be prepared
to offer producers an assured price for some
definite period so long as this price is substan-

tially lower than the current price.
In short, the massive development of alterna-

tive sources by the industrial countries will con-

front OPEC with a choice: they can accept a
significant price reduction now in return for
stability over a longer period; or they can run the
risk of a dramatic break in prices when the pro-
gram of alternative sources begins to pay off.
The longer OPEC waits, the stronger our bargain-
ing position becomes.

The second problem is that the capacities of
the industrialized countries to develop new energy
sources vary svidely. Some have-rich untapped
deposits of fos~il fuels. Some have industrial
skills and advanced technology. Some have
capital. Few have all three.

Each of these elements will be in great demand,
and ways must be found to pool them effectively.
The consumers, therefore, have an interest in
participating in each other's energy development
programs.

Therefore, the United States will propose to
the IEA this Wednesday the creation of a synthet-
ic fuels consortium within IEA. Such a body
would enable countries willing to provide technol-
ogy and capital to participate in each other's
synthetic energy projects. The United States is
committed to develop a national synthetic fuel
capacity of one million barrels a day by 1985;
other countries will establish their own programs.
These programs should be coordinated, and IEA
members should have an opportunity to share in
the results by participating it the investment.
Qualifying participants would have access to the
production of the synthetics program in propor-
tion to their investment.

In addition, the United States will propose the
creation of an energy research and developmoent
consortium within IEA. Its primary task will be
to encourage, coordinate, and pool large-scale
national research efforts in fields-like fusion and
solar power-where the costs in capital equipment
and skilled manpower are very great, the lead
times very long, but the ultimate payoff in low-
cost energy potentially enormous.

The consortium also would intensify the
comprehensive program of information exchange
which-with respect to coal, nuclear technology,
solar energy, and fusion-has already begun within
the IEA. We are prepared to earmark a substan-
tial proportion of our own research and develop-
ment resources for cooperative efforts with other
IEA countries which are swilling to contribute.
Pooling the intellectual effort of the great indus-
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trial democracies is bound to produce dramatic results.
When all these measures are implemented,

what started as crisis will have been transformed
into opportunity; the near panic of a year ago
will have been transformed into hope; vulnera-
bility will have been transformed into strength.

The Mutual Interests of Consumers and Producers
Consumer solidarity is not an end in itself.

In an interdependent world, our hopes for
prosperity and stability rest ultimately on a
cooperative long-term relationship between con-
sumers and producers.

This has always been our objective. It is
precisely because we wish that dialogue to be
substantive and constructive that we have in-
sisted that consumers first put their ossn house
in order. Collective actions to restore balance
to the international economic structure, and
the development in advance of common con-
sumer views on the agenda, will contribute
enormously to the likelihood of the success of
the projected consumer-producer dialogue. With-
out these measures, discussions will only find us
restating our divisions, and tempt some to seek
unilateral advantages at the expense of their
partners. The result will be confusion, demoral-
ization, and inequity, rather than a just recon-
ciliation between the two sides.

"The producers seek a better life
for their peoples and a future free
from dependence on a single de-
pleting resource; the industrialized
nations seek to preserve the hard-
earned economic and social progress
of centuries; the poorer nations seek
desperately to resume their advance
toward a more hopeful existence."

A conciliatory solution with the producers is
imperative for there is no rational alternative.
The destinies of all countries are linked to the
health of the world economy. The producers
seek a better life for their peoples and a future
free from dependence on a single depleting
resource; the industrialized nations seek to
preserve the hard-earned economic and social
progress of centuries; the poorer nations seek
desperately to resume their advance toward a

more hopeful existence. The legitimate claims
of producers and consumers, developed and
developing countries, can and must be recon-
ciled in a new equilibrium of interest and
mutual benefit.

We must begin from the premise that we
can neither return to past conditions nor toler-
ate present ones indefinitely. Before 1973,
market conditions were often unfair to the
producers. Today they are unbearable for the
consumers; they threaten the very fabric of the
international economic system on which, in the
last analysis, the producers are as dependent
for their svell-being as the consumers.

As the consumers approach their preparatory
meeting with the producers, what are the basic
principles that should guide them?

The United States will propose the following
approach to its partners in the IEA:

First, we should explore cooperative consumer-
producer action to recycle the huge financial
surpluses now accumulating. The oil producers
understand that these new assets-which are far
greater than they can absorb-may require new
management mechanisms. At the same time,
the isdustrial nations know that the stability of
the global economic structure requires the con-
structive participation of the producers.

Second, asid closely related to this, is the need
to examine our internal investment policies. The
oil producers need productive outlets for their
revenues; the industrial democracies, while they
should welcome new investment, will want to
retain control of essential sectors of their econ-
omies. These needs can be reconciled through
discussion and agreement between consumers and
producers.

Third, we must help the producer nations find
productive use for their wealth in their own
development and to reduce their dependence on
a depleting resource. Nesv industries can be
established, combining the technology of the
industrialized world with the energy and capital
of the producers, for their own benefit and that
of the poorer nationu. The creation of fertilizer
and petrochemical plants is among the more
promising possibilities.

Fourth, the oil-producing countries and the
industrial consuming countries share a responsi-
bility to ease the plight of the poorest nations,
whose economies have been devastated by OPEC's
price increases. Technology and capital must be
combined in an international effort to assist those
most seriously affected by the current economic crisis.
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Fifth is the need to provide consumers with a
secure source of supply. Another attempt to use
oil as a weapon wsould gravely threaten the econ-
omies of the industrial nations and destroy the
possibilities of consumer-producer cooperation.
Oil-sharing arrangements by the consumers would
blunt its impact at first, but over time an atmos-
phere of confrontation would be inevitable.
Thus, if the produlcer-consumer dialogue is to be
meaningful, understandings on long-term supplies
are essential.

A central issue, of course, will be price. It is
vital to agree on prices for the long run which
will satisfy the needs of consumers and producers
alike. The balance-of-payments crisis of the
consumers sntss be eased; at the same time, the
producers are entitled to know that they can
count on a reasonable level of income over a
period of time.

The United States is read, to begir. consulta-
tions with the other major consuming nations on
this agenda. itt ss-ill be prepared to expand on
these proposals, and ssill welcome the suggestions
of our friends, so that wve can fashion together a
common and positive program.

In sum, consumers and producers are at a
crossroads. We hase the opportunity to forge
new political and institutional relationships, or
we can go our separate ways, each paying the
price for our inabilitv to take the long view.
Mutual interest should bring us closer together;
only selfishness can keep us apart. The American
approach will be conciliatory.

The implications for the structure of world
politics are pi-ofound. If we act with statesmar-
ship wee can shape a new relationship between
consumer and producer, between developed and
developing nations, that will mark the last quarter
of the 20th century as the beginning of the first
truly global, truly cooperative international
community.

The Need for United Action
The United States will soon celebrate the 200th

anniversary of its independence. In those 200
years Americans have gloried in freedom, used
the blessings of nature productively, and jealously
guarded our right to determine our fate. In so
doing, sse hase become the most powerful nation
on earth and a symbol of hope to those who yearn
for progress and value justice. Yet now we some-
times seem uncertain of our future, disturbed by
our recent past, and confused as to our purpose.

But we must persevere, for we have no other

choice. Either we lead, or no one leads; either
we succeed, or the world will pay for our failure.

The energy challenge is international; it can
only be met by the cooperative actions of all the
industrial democracies. We are far advanced with
our partners toward turning a major challenge
into bold creation and determined response.

But our hopes for the future rest heavily on
the decisions we take ois our own domestic energy
program in the days and weeks ahead. Our ex-
ample-for good or ill-wvill chart the course for
more than ourselves alone. If we hesitate or
delay, so will our partners. Undoing measures
already instituted, without putting an alternative
program in their place, will have implications far
tratiscendisg the immediate debate.

"The energy challenge is international;
it can only be met by the cooperative
actions of all the industrial democracies."

The United States bears world responsibility
not simply front a sense of altruism or abstract
devotion to the common good-although those
are attributes hardly deserving of apology. We
bear it. as well, because we recognize that
America's jobs and prosperity-and our hopes for
a better future-decisively depend upon a national
effort to fashion a unified effort with our part-
ners abroad. Together wve can retain control over
our affairs and build a new international structure
with the producers. Apart we are hostages to fate.

A domestic program that will protect our
independence; a cooperative program with other
consumers; and accommodation sviths producers-
these are the indispensable and inseparable steps
toward a new equilibrium of interest and justice.
No one step can succeed in the absence of the
other two..

It is the glory of our nation that, when chal-
lenged, we have always stepped forward with
spirit and a will to dare great things. It is now
time to do so again, and in so doing to reaffirm
to ourselves and to the world that this generation
of Americans has the integrity of character to
carry on the noble experiment that began 2
centuries ago.
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THE CHAIRAN jWilliam Broom, president
of the National Press Club]: Thank you,
Mr. Secretary.

Mr. Secretary, in November you, the Secretary
of the Treasury, and MIr. Arthur Bums, the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, all made
speeches emphasizing the imperative need to
bring about a lowering of the OPEC prices of oil.
Now the Administration is advocating an energy
policy based upon a price even higher than the
OPEC price. What happened between November
and now?

SECRETARY KISSINGER: I do not think it
is correct to say that the Administration's energy
policy is based on an increase in price. The Ad-
ministration's energy policy attempts to reduce
consumption. The increase in price that is de-
signed to reduce consumption will be rebated to
the American public so that the inflationary
impact will be severely minimized, if not elimi-
nated. So wve are not dealing here with an
increase in price that produces a balance-of-pay-
ments drain. We are dealing with a technical
measure designed to reduce consumption for the
reasons that I have explained, and the increase
will then be rebated in various ways to the
American people.

Q: Our audience has many questions for you
today, Mr. Secretary. A second one here con-
cerns what you anticipate from our Allies. The
first questioner asks-what result might you fore-
see if IEA nations do not all agree on some
method of establishing floor prices; specifically,
what results if only the U.S.A. does so. And
secondly, someone wonders if you can identify
or expect any European country or any consum-
ing nation not to act in parallel in the consumer
bloc.

A: The proposal about a floor price will, of
course, only be formally submitted to our Allies
on Wednesday. But we have had some explorato-
rv conversations which lead us to believe that the
proposal will receive a sympathetic reception.
The United States is, of course, in a position to
establish such a price for itself, and given the
scale of its investment, it could carry out a very
massive program for the development of alterna-
tive energy sources. But in order to achieve the
objectives which I have described, the cooperation
of all the consumers would be extremely important.

I would not want to identify-indeed, I do not
know any consumers that are likely to disagree.
I believe that the cooperation of the nations in
IEA, as I pointed out in my speech, has been one

of the great success stories of the last decade-
and-a-half. Within the space of less than a year,
very major steps have been taken in the field of
conservation, in the field of emergency sharing,
and in the field of financial solidarity. And I
have every confidence that the spirit of coopera-
tion that has brought us to this point will hold
in the months ahead.

Q; A number of questions on price. What do
you estimate the protected price of oil will be?
For how long will it be protected? Hlow will the
long-term protected price be affected by inflation?
And based on your remarks, what do you believe
is the minimum price per barrel for domestic oil
that will be required to keep U.S. investments
competitive?

A: X'elI, the precise price would have to be
established first by more detailed technical
studies, and then in consultation with our partners
that also have an interest in the problem. How-
ever, it can be stated now that the protected
price would be substantially below the existing
world price. It would have to be protected for a
period of time sufficient to justify the massive
investment in the alternative sources that are
called for.

With respect to the impact of inflation on the
protected price, if a long-term price arrangement
were made with the producers and if the price
were pegged at a level considerably below current
world prices, the United States would not exclude
discussing indexing in relation to it.

Q: If the cost of oil in the United States and
in the major industrial nations remains above the
level of exported oil, or Communist country
prices, how are U.S. or European exporters of
petrochemicals going to cope with competition
from Eastern European or other nations?

A: Well, this assumes that there is an unlimited
capacity by the Soviet Union to expand its oil
exports at lower prices; and we doubt seriously
that this capacity exists.

Q: Have you had any reaction as yet from
the oil-producing countries' leaders regarding
President Ford's plan to impose the import levy
on oil in this country? What is the possibility
that the oil-producing countries will use that as
a reason for a further price increase?

A: We have not had any reaction from the
oil-producing countries with respect to the Pres-
ident's import tax. I believe also that the oil
producers very clearly understand the difference
between a price increase that compounds a balance-
of-payments deficit and a price increase that is
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rebated to the consumers.
Q: Do you agree, Mr. Secretary, with Senator

Church's proposal that the United States set up
an oil-purchasing agency as one way of eliminat-
ing unnecessary competition for profits and sup-
plies?

A: I have frankly not had an opportunity to
study this proposal in great detail, and I therefore
would rather withhold judgment.

Q: An enterprising member of the audience
asks-can we trade U.S. wheat for Russian oil?

A: That, too, is something I would like to
examine a little bit. [Laughter and applause.]

Q: We have a number of questions on other
countries, particularly the Middle East, where you
will be going within a very short space of time.
Will it be possible to arrange a further military
disengagement on the Sinai with Egypt without
further progress with Syria on the Golan Heights?
And secondly, will the time come when the
United States will have to deal with the Palestine
Liberation Organization [PLO] ?

A: If I didn't believe that there was some
possibility of progress in further negotiations, I
would not obviously go to the Middle East. Of
course any step that is taken should only be
considered as an interim step toward a final
peace. And all other of the nations in the Middle
East will have to participate in that next step-
or will have to participate not in the forthcoming
step, but will have to participate in a negotiation
for a final peace.

With respect to the PLO, we have stated our
position repeatedly, that there is no possibility of
a negotiation as long as the PLO does not recog-
nize the existence of Israel.

Q: How do you explain shipments of Ameri-
can airplanes to the Middle East and to the Arab
countries in view of the possibility of the renewal
of an Arab embargo on oil?

A: In my press conference last week, I ex-
plained the American policy with respect to
arms shipments to other countries as follows:
The questions that have to be answered are wheth-
er a threat to the security of these countries
exists in the minds of these countries; whether
the United States considers this a realistic apprais-
al; whether the United States has an'interest in
the stability and security of the countries con-
cerned; and finally, whether, if the United States
does not supply these weapons, these countries
would remain without weapons. In the case of
the arms shipments to which the United States
has agreed, we believe that the answer co each

question can be affirmative-and in view of the
various balance-of-payments considerations that
I have earlier outlined, also is our interest. But
the controlling decision is not a commercial one.
The controlling decision is the political one that
I explained.

Q: Four or five questions on Cuba. The
first one asks svhether you have any comment on
Senator Sparkman's recent remarks about resum-
ing U.S. relations with Cuba and what are the
chances that U.S. policy towards Cuba will change
this year.

A: I'm brave but not reckless. [Laughter.]
Iii the spirit of partnership between the Con-

gress and the Executive that I called for recently,
I svould like to say that we are examining our
policy toward Cuba-that we are prepared to look
at various of the measures that have been taken
in the inter-American system with a view toward
seeing what can be done in our Cuban relationship.

Q: Do you see any possibility, Mr. Secretary,
of an opportunity for the United States to sell
some goods to Cuba in the near future to help
us with our balance of payments?

A: Whatever decision will be made on Cuba
is not going to be dictated by economic consid-
erations. It will grow out of our assessment in
the international context, as wsell as our overall
relationships with the Western Hemisphere.

Q: Let's switch to the Eastern Hemisphere for
a moment. A member of the audience notes that
Chinese leaders are reportedly dissatisfied at the
pace of Sino-American rapprochement. When will
the United States recognize mainland China? Will
it be during President Ford's visit to China this
year? And, presuming, when will we withdraw
U.S. troops from Taiwan?

A: I read these accounts with great interest,
but of course we can only deal with the expres-
sions that the Chinese leaders make to American
officials. And we do not have the impression
that the Chinese leaders are dissatisfied with the
state of Chinese-American relations. We are com-
mitted in the Shanghai communique to proceed
toward the normalization of relations with the
People's Republic of China. . We are determined
to carry out not only the letter but the spirit of
the Shanghai communique; and we will base our
improving relations with the People's Republic of
China on these principles.

Q: Within a few days, the Prime Minister of
Pakistan will be paying a visit to Washington. Is
the United States ready to lift the embargo on
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arms to Pakistan when Prime Minister Bhutto is
here this week?

A: The question about Pakistan, an ally which
is in the curious position of being subject to
American embargo, is always before us-especially

*at a time when the Prime Minister of Pakistan
visits the United States. No decisions have yet
been made, and I doubt that any final decision
will be made while Prime Minister Bhutto is here.
But of course it is always a subject that is seri-
ously examined in preparation for his visit and
of course will be discussed.

Q: A pair of questions on Viet-Nam. Is the
division of South Viet-Nam into Government and
Viet Cong regions a feasible way to stop the
fighting? Or-to put it another way-another
questioner asks: Despite any agreements that
have been made or will be made, do you feel
there can be peace in Viet-Nam as long as North
Vietnamese troops occupy any part of South
Viet-Nam?

A: The United States has always been prepared,
together with the Government in Saigon, to see
to it that peace is maintained in South Viet-Nam
along the demarcation lines that existed when the
armistice agreement was signed. It is the Com-
munist side which has consistently refused to
agree to a demarcation and to deploy the inter-
national control teams by which such a demarca-
tion would be insured.

Under the agreement in January 1973, there
was no requirement for the withdrawal of the
North Vietnamese troops which were then in
South Viet-Nam. But there was a flat prohibition
against any further increase in their numbers-or,
indeed, a flat prohibition against sending any new
personnel. This prohibition has been consistently
violated from the very first day of the agreement.
And the only security problem in South Viet-
Nam is the presence of North Vietnamese mili-
tary. forces.

Q: Back to the Western Hemisphere. Today's
Washington Post reported some conclusions by
former Chilean Ambassador Orlando Letelier, who
alleged that he had been deceived about CIA
involvement with the opposition to the Allende
government. In retrospect, should any of the
ClA's activities have been different-do you regret
the outcome?

A: I found it amazing that the front page of
a leading newspaper would report a totally unsup-
ported story by an individual who, after all, was
not exactly disinterested and who told a rather

amazing tale that he had been invited to the
house of a Washington columnist to receive a
special message from me.

Now, it would be an interesting question-who
exactly passed that message to him that he should
come to the house of that columnist. That col-
umnist does not remember such an incident; I do
not remember such an incident. And while our
denial was duly reported in the last paragraph of
the story, one wvould not be able to determine
that from the front page of an article that can
only be designed to prove that I was telling a lie
for purposes that are totally unclear by a man
who has a profound interest in' the problem. And
I might say I find it particularly painful because
I have not been uninvolved in his release from
prison in Chile. [Applause.]

Q: A pair of questions here about food as it
relates to the present energy crisis. One question-
er wants to know if there is a plan to use food
as a weapon in the strategy of the consuming
nations against the oil-producing countries.

A: In my first public statement as Secretary
of State, two days after I was sworn in, I pro.
posed the convening of a World Food Conference.
I did so because it seemed to me that if we were
serious about our assertions that the world was
interdependent and that a new world order had
to be instituted based on this principle, then we
had a moral and political obligation to use the
resource which we have in surplus for the bene-
fit of all of mankind. We made proposals at the
World Food Conference which were designed to
alleviate the chronic food shortage that exists all
over the world; and we emphasized that what-
ever the level of American food aid, we would
not be able to deal with the chronic problem by
American food alone-that it was necessary to
increase the productivity, especially in less devel-
oped countries, to improve the distribution, and
to take other fundamental measures of agricul-
tural reform, to which the United States will
contribute.

With respect to American food aid, which is a
separate problem, a very large percentage of this
food aid is given for primarily humanitarian
purposes. There are, of course, countries where
we are conscious that this food aid also helps us
politically, and we have no reason to apologize
for this. But even in those countries there is a
profound need for food.

We have worked closely with Senator [Hubert
H.] Humphrey, with Senator [Mark 0.] Hatfield-
first, to produce the maximum level of food aid
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that was possible and, secondly, to allocate it in
a manner that met both the humanitarian and
other needs of this country.

Q: In that connection, Mr. Secretary, in the
final moments of drafting the budget, $178
million was apparently added to the total avail-
able for the P.L. 480 Food for Peace program.
Some people are crediting you with arguing for
the addition of that $178 million. Who is going
to receive it? How much of the total food aid
available will go to most seriously affected [MISA]
countries? Have Cambodia and South Viet-Nam
been added to the MSA list?

A: I can hardly keep up with the newspaper
reports printing the breakdown of various working
papers with respect to food aid, none more recent,
incidentally, than 2 months. I frankly don't
know the exact figure that was added in recent
weeks to the budget. But, again, if you remember-
I don't know why I assume that each of you
remember every detail of every speech I gave; I
look at my staff here and they have to open staff
meetings by rehearsing them, in spite of their
prayers. [ Laughter.]

But in that speech I indicated that the United
States would support the highest possible level

of food aid. The only reason we did not announce

the level then was because of the impact on

American domestic prices and because we were

afraid that if the result of announcing a high level

of food aid would be to push up the American

domestic food prices, that then congressional

support for the food aid program might evaporate

altogether. Therefore we have consistently been

at the highest level that was compatible with our

domestic price structure.
Now that the recent crop reports ha e indicated

that we have adequate food supplies, swe have, as

a matter of course, gone to the high levels. And

it is not the case that this was suddenly jury-

rigged in order to produce a particular effect.

With respect to the allocations required by the

Congress between the humanitarian and other

purposes, we have worked out this arrangement

with all the Senators and Congressmen who have

shown a particular interest in the problem.
To answer your specific question, Viet-Nam

and Cambodia have not been added to the MISA

list, even though, in fairness, the only reason they

are not on the NISA list of the United Nations is

because Viet-Nam is not in the United Nations.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much.
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ENCOURAGING INVEST.\IENT IN DOMESTIC
ENERGY: MINIMUM SAFEGUARD PRICE

T1le foilowing informnation, primarily in
question-and-answer form, prot'ides the rationale
for the program to establish a common safeguard
price for the domestic sale of inported oil.

On Mlarch 20. 1973, the United States anied ihe
other 1 7 members of the Intci national Energy
Agency (IEA) agreed in principle on a cooperative
program to acceleratc the development of nesv
energy supplies. A common minimum safeguard
price, or "floor" price, is a key element of the
program.

The basic purpose of this lEA cooperative
program is threefold:

* To reduce dependence on uisreliablc sources
of oil bh increassing the stipply of energy under our
control. (In 1950 the United States suas sirttualls
seIf-siufficient in oil. Today ee import abotit 36
percret of the oil ee constime.)

* To bring dosevi the present exorbitant price
of imported oil by increasing supply ft om rion-
OPEC sources. (OPEC accounts for almost 70 per-
cent of free-sorld productite capicitv anid is able
to maintain the price of oil by limiting supply.)

* To aasstire that the United States is not at at
competitive disadvantage sshen the sorld piice of
oil breaks.

The IEA cooperattivc progriam to atcceler.ite
rdeselopmcnt of new crieigy supplies hias thiee
major elements: Encouraging and safegUarditg in-
vestment in conventioital nuclear and feissil (oil,
coal, gas) energy' souirees by not allowing imported
oil to be sold svithi I EA cuitistries helos ai cons-
mutt miiimtim pl'ice; priuniot ing joint developmnent
of synthetic fuel and other forms of Ciscrg- that
insolsc lii ge capital ainl deNclopjnsict costsi: intl

cooperating is joint research and developmenit
projects in the more exotic forrmt of energy, such
ats coal liquefaction and s'lai eniergy.

Q: Is thiere really any iteed for a special gou-
ernmental program to stimiilatre supPhv? lsi 't the
hig/i price of oil a stifficitint stinmilus IWorld cont-
siumptioii is dowi, there' hat been )i.'w 'discoveries
of oil, aid no one is waitisig it n ii' atgas stationis.
thy not let market forces tiize care of the

probleni?
A: It is trtie thatt current hiDi prices stimtilate

investment a:ild deter consuimptioun. (Today's losvcr

The commonl miaimum safeguard price,
or "floor" price, for the domestic sale of
imported oil wsill:

. Reduce our dependence on imported
petrole m by encouraging domestic
ensergy investmnest;

. Contribute to a reductioui in the weorld
price of oil;

. Presenst a resurgence of demand when
the sorld price does break;

. Permit our ecinoomy to reap the full
income anid bhlance-of-paynients bene-
fits of a fall in the wsorld price;

M Maintain the comnpetitienuess of U.S.
imdustry in wvorld markets; and

. Require mo goiernmusenit expenditure or
loss mif reventme.
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consttmption antd the priesent glut Of intl ire due in
considerabie part to the temporary woitldwide re-

cecssioti anid an abitormalls watiiis inter.) Rllt cOIt-
sminic COLintli jCS Caininot t cIV ott stikc yes

alt ite.

* If sec are passic ihl Ite ficc ol the fo uurfouldl

inicnease it pn ice, OPEC coill lie ctmibcoldiensid tio

inicicase prices fitilie . T'hc result would be ai fi-n

ther drain otl connsumtcr ptintchalsing ptee lI a 1lui-
then spuri tin iilationi, deecicir balalcittc-onl- ).t\ itellts

atid bundgetarty dsiciis. tilhe li'ilthe ilipi'clihisilleint
Of tine poor, aind a tatncat tin tite tNltil cicinnictic

system.
* The ionigei si ennmitit C tec dcli'Icl( 1c11in iniCli-

cible sourtces foin osi mtoch cl ,stlr oil, tine moue ce

leate cour seives Opentl li piisslti Supply inticrtiltp-

inonts. Oil ilats heeC isend (Icitt Is a political wiCapion.

It call be used agait. Ihe clibnlarioc ii 1973 cisi uis

abtuutt 500,000 joibs aind Si ()-20 billicn ill lust iuit-

pill. mIoreotver, tniost of OPEC cii conies fromni the

Middle lIs lit lihere tiosnis ace higti. Ilitten rau coin-
flict coildi c-rupt minto \inilcie thait t\iold imperlii

the flot of ccii. Innterrcnptisnnn of sNipply in tine

future, wshcdilc becainc of' cinbalIgmi inn I)cCnIIIsC nzf
ctisnt der, Coild thrmw mini ecinotimics ouit of geur
teith spindlintmg lnsses inh jol 5s .tntd mi mlue.

I It is I nlt o mit} JIo s andtt1 i in ntCli lnt that la I c be

lnst. It is alsin indeendctttlricc ii ttt:nkitg fonrcigni

policy . Ill ann cuielng liohngry senid l i, in is iwcni. It
is inOt InCCCess;ni finn oil exCpoltens to inntertI t
suppititi. 'Tlie iltiset ti) Clonse tile spignt cant I)e

eoinuilgh tin perstiale cokinintlies thint dlpendil tin a1 high
dCegee (nunII irpItni ted oi in cOitOIn' theim pcii ics to

thte t isics nof nil suptlinrs.

For itesw reasonsi the Gontineintcits nof cccni
stisinig ,ciiunnitries tilIIst take positisc actiono tin

achic tc their shinl olijeetiscs incre.sed self-

suifficiencty inl encugy mid ia sign ifiicaint Ceiictcionc il)

the price nf intl.
Q: craniti d t*ne imunporitance oif litinniualintg din

iciestic in etc si m nii it ennrngV , Itou wot ldn I lit

"floor" price, on Inninninni i inn saji giaomd pricL, dcli lthat

job?
A: 'fine so-calleni f' innr'" piice, oi ntt ilniu ni

sifeginand pI'ice, , ill be set at ai v et i(n be deli-n

tinined letcl. Imisportecd ccil trill inot Inc sinld dinesti-

cill belws that price level. [he punpl)se is to

asSitIe Cdomestic lit OcLIcers that their ilttvst ntti cs tin

Ctnuvtentionil cii, gpS, esal, and nicleair ettergv till

not be jeonparcizeti by chelp foreigit oil if tine

Ol'EC Catrtel bieaks aind interinationial prices cnimc

tinmh hlg downts, or if oil exporters dcc ide inn drnnp

oil to citcdermintte energy invCstmCetis il CiittiSttUting

counittics. Priodtiction costs in the Persian Guif

asceragc 25 celIs a baitel. 'I'his is olt)y a stall! frac-

ionI <d U.S. doitiestie costs. Persiatn Guif producers

thius halc thec cipacity to price our ows more cx-

pcnlsixc alicIttativc sorices light out Oif the istaiket.

W\ithoiul solinC ft il tof gitalratce that thev sill ble
prtencici againISt a t;dical drop it OPElC ptiCC,
inositislosste itlint ble cicuitti to make tttajcnr hii
vsttlrIntis in tess encigs" sIust ces that wsuld take

sccs:al yscans tin Ibecotme opnciatioclia!l.

*): louw would icc pt-nt''t itmported oi
l f

ron:

being sold below the mintintum safeguard price?
A: P'roitccliiit coiuld take tie fori ofi a t.riff

that s\ouldc he Ics-icd 011 imprteiii d coil if mid sswhel

its ll1tlei( pr'ice (price at pIn1t of eintry Itefoic cus-

toms ccIleatice) fell blelow thie stlfegiatl'd pricc. [lhe

tar ifi could svats ill armntit dependitig onl the

Splieat! betweisein die safl goaid piiice and the lowiecr

landed ptlie. Qiotias ailsd lees cicld als, bhe usecd.

0: A1t what less1 woildI thIes totiituini safe-

gtitid price bi 'ct ?
A: IThe commoni ninltimtnm price wonutd be set

sigitinicantly beluow tile citrtettt titeiltitinittal price
ii (,il butt ablitic the lescl preVatiliig belsic the

ItMiddle Fust ssX:. (Inc ciiirenit landed pritc ii the

ULtitCd States is ahoutI S12 : h;It icl anid te lireldeCl

plieC ill Septiemibc 1973 weas about $4 a bart l.)

lIetl tatte aiil:t sis suggests a price iii the $6 8 ratige
ta Icl'Cl, bill IUhIcI tecI hical sIi wek is iteedici be-

lorn IIIle letci calt actuiallyte fixed.

Q: li'si 't 11n tntiiniznt pricn e tave ao bn ierv

h~gh no p-u, I piodiicuioii oJ shale oil sitld othicr

s'nth,- it islnil
A: ii 'INlTe tititinittit ptice is jitictded ti te-

dlcc ),tic citiccrrtatisty for itsvcsitnetts ill cmcillcii-

tinlltal cttCIgg SticteS. T'itCSC incilidC Alaskani,

Niorih Sc., iland Outer Con tincital Shelf *-il, atnd

coit\CtsiiinuIal cinal, gas, and nitleat ciiCrgv . For

shale oii atid ither synthetics ehunse costs are ex-

pected, at least tititially toi bc nlietch highec, scpt-
rate itnvestmcnit ticcittie airangetitetis till bc

tiecessarc .

Q: Is tile ,ninlinillnit safeguard price a price

gtnarmi ntce Io OPEC asit Cel as to donteslic
tnuestors?

A: Ni, the iiiiimititt safeguard price is not a

price gita ant tee to til expottens. The price at swhich

OPlEC coiintt ics sell to conttscurittg Cilltti tics is

likel ti, hbe well above this mitimit t lor somc

time. Bitt as proidiotnini begins to flow from tess

tnvestmenits ib coinsinmer Couvintries artd the supply
orf ecetgn oitside OPEC itcreases, the market for

OPEC oil till conitact. OPEC inenmbers till tren

be finrced ti) cnnl)petc for market shates. Competi.
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t6on Wsill push d<)wni the price of oil. At that poliot
the price that oil-exporting coluntries vill receise
may be below the minimum saifcguiard pricc.

Q: Wl'ont't tbe mitninium safegtwrd price
depone IEA- countries of tht income nnd balance-
of-paymen ts gains of the ntew lowe price whe/n the
cartel breaks?

A: No. Importbig coluntries would not lose
the benefits of the lower intertiat iottatl price if and
when it falls below the minimum safeguatrd price.
They swold pay tht exporting cotttttries iii' more
than the world price, hossever liow it ittight fall,
captttrittg the balaiice-of-pavnmettts and it .ome
cuans of the lower ritce. whilc mtaintaining incv
tnntmtti n price in terttatty iii pl'ltect I-litstic in-

Xestmetit.

Users of energy in impopitig cottittriessoiuld

rects e the benefit of .ttt droep itt woltd prices
down tii the level of the nit iniut m safeguatrd price.
TIhe Goverumetit wottld gqt the Itenefit ol' .in dtn 'p
belows the safeguard mttimrtin; this wvuld accrLc
tii it as tttiff res-ettue. Thuis. if the iii tinimum satfe-

gtuard pri-ce n erc set, let its saiy, at S7 .t barrel for
imported oil, atid if the landetl price of imported
oil (sehich is riotv aboutt 12 ;s btllrl) fell iio S8. the
U.S. importer wotld pay SS a balrrel. If, host cecr,
the laitded price fell to S4 a tatrel, the Goivern-
menit seild apply at S' a hairtel tanril, the U.S.
itprirtcr sitld pao the mi itititi sa fegilard price
of S7 a harrel, the OPEC exporter "lotld get S4,
tnd the U.S. Gos ciAIMClit wtcold get S3 a birrcl.

O0r inpuportatntt bettefit of the mittitittitit safe-
guard price is that it eitlild i detice the demaittl for
oil thitt weotld ittherswisv ttcctr if in tet tttionatl oil
prices shotld fall steeply. If, as itt the example
givet atboce, the U.S. cotisinmer were to pas the S4
ttilded price fttr oil tusteatd of the S7 safegttard

price, cMistimptiotl would iicrease siginificantly
atid so too wcotuld imports. The cycle swould begit
agait of growing reliance on cheap oil from Unreli-
able sources. Wye dii not ivatit ttl see that happei
agtiit. Once is enough.

Projections calculatedl for the Project Inde-
pendence Blueprint shows the extettt to sehich con-
stimptiont is influencetl by price. U.S. oil
consumption in 1985 is projected under three dif-
feretit assttmptions as to the price of oil to
domestic consumers and suppliers:

* At a price of S4 a barrel (in conistant 1973
dollirs) the United States votild conistime a total
of' 29.8 million barrels a day;

* By contrast, at a price of S7 a barrel, we
wotuld coilsume 23.9 millioti bairels a day, or
almost 6 million barrels a daty less;

* At a price of $ 11 a barrel, se swotild consilme
19.2 million bairrels a day.

Q: ItWiy tiot use siubsidtis to domestic pro-
dticers as an altertnativc to a Inititnum safeguard
price T7his would citable dinmestic producers to
comnpcte witi c/eap imported oil aoid coitsunmers to
enjoy the lotwer world price.

A: Protiectitg dumestic investors from loss,
shotuld the ittertiatiotlt]t price fall stccply, cotld be
dltne either by at suibsidy to producers or by at mtii-
mum safegtuaril plice. In the fitrmer casec the tax-
pat cr se-itldd pty for the subsidy; in the latter, the
citergy colisttmcr isotuld pay. Buit a sytscni of sub-
sidics thatt ciahlled cvitsulmecrs tl bui) imported oil
cheaiply swotld frtsti .i tc oitr objetiC eIf redtucing
dlepeiidence ott insecuitr' sOlt'c es of oil. The lose
mt.aiket pri e of oil, shoultd the price break, swould
rcstimud.lic oil coisilmptioi l and imports and make

ts5 tldncrcblllc OlttCe itgililt t(> supply inteertrptioil and
price manitiputlaltioni.

Ii-itheritorie, ilike the mitintmi safegttard
ptice sehich yiclils tarif' revenulties t(, the Goverin-
ment, stibsidv paymeitts ssouldl be a drait otl the
itudget, 1tissibly a stihstaittial one; the subsidy

could sary wvidcly depcttdinig ,ii the siorld price of
oil atid it wsotld he difficult tot ploject the hudget-
aiy cost. In .tddlitiiin, by restittulfitinig consttmp-
tiiit inld impolts, the stubsidy system woisull sworseit

Lut traldc balance, causitg a tewC outfloss of
dI(llal -S.

Q: ItWon't ani across-the-board gtlaiantce like
the tiliaimnni safegulard pricc gitve tliiiieclssarv pro-

ftts to low-cost prodictrs?

A: As lobg as see have a mtarket sy stem sith a
siigle priec, lossw-cost piodttceis are gtiing to do

ettecr than high-cost producers. This has alsays
be)CI trite and remanis so inot only iii this industry
but ii nivito oithers. The weav to deal soith differenr-
tial prtIfits is through the tax system.

Q: Hota does the odiiiniln niru safcgtuard price
protect the U.S. contpetitive positioit in world

tarkets?
A: Ihe metitbers of the IEA are committed to

eincotirige domestic invsestmeint ie iiergy. Some
members, like the United States atid the United
Kinigdom, have larger oil, coidl or other land or
t)fFshore energy resources thain do other members.
They swill le makitg maijor investments to develop
these resottrces. Although these are cotiventional
forms of eniergy, they are relatively high-cost,
ccrtinily by clilpiritsii swilh OPEC costs.

When thesc iivestments ii ness energy sources
begin to add sttbstantiatl .imottiuts of nese energy to
the available s,,,rld oil supply, the OPEC cartel will
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ctnimc tinder increasing pressure. At s501ie point the
wrorld price will break. At that stage, I EA mieibers
that has e relatively little domestic eltetgy pro~dlc-
tion swiil be importing cheap oil again. In the
abseicie of a commlin safegttard price, einergy tIsers
iil these countries ssiotld pay the lo11er sot rld plice
for oil, thereby gailnitg a cimp)eitIrc advanttage
over energy users in memher COUntileCS I'loSC ill-

vesttlments itt relatively higher cost cel igy iadile the
bhteak in weorld oil prices possibIc.

The common l mtitinmu safeg'laril p-ice svill
a-SSIrC th.,t no IEA member wsill g;ail .a competitiie

allvantage over othet members becauise of ihe

effecitseness of the IEA program ii redluciuug leorld
(cil prices. \Icmbers hate Igreed il prilnciple not lo
allow imph.rted oil to be sold whilthit their coliuliltries
belos a cornmon minimum safegtuard plice.

Q: Won't the iiinmilmnt saiegiard price proce
too costly for counmtries like Japan aid Italr that
will contituic to depend ont iniportid oil for the
majorportion of their energy?

A: No. Japan and Italy like all olher mem-
bers of the IEA, would get the full betiefits of the

fall in the price of OPEC oil. Theii balances of
trade swould improve as would their tax receipts.
At the same time, energy ttsers in their countries

wsurild pay the higher floor pi-icc for imported oil
nd lie encouraged therlcrl) to conserve. What these

ci mtotries e uscilil lose is the competitivc advantage
their mid St \ n iti.dd otherwise gaiul ovle that ill
other IEA cotulijeCS like the United States, Canada,
alild the United K ingdont ,ehose major ness invest-
orents in energy will help to brhig dosswn the inter-
natiotal price of oil

Q: IWh/at lhas tltis program to do withi energy
Con)se-rva tion ?t

A: TI'he ftiundamtientail tway to pilt dossnatrd
pressure on the price o' :ay commodity is to re-
dU ce demand and itci else suipply. 'I'hesc tre two
bhlades if the scissors ushich in combhiation Can cii
dliuscn the cx-i -hitaitt price ouf oil. One bldc-e the
consersation program directed to redtcing de-
mand-his as its olbjective a redttctioit it U.S. oil

inports this year :i I million harrels a day anued a
reductinn bhv the cud of 1977 of 2 million harrels a

day. TIhe other hlade-increatsing supply by en-
cotiragittg atmd safegiutrding invsCttimentI ill

encrgy-has been explained in this report. Restrainti
in energy coliscimptioll and itcrteased enetrgy invest-
mtnet and produttioni rill together help its :ichicse
ottr objectives of greater self-sitfficietncy tin energy
atud a siihstantial] reduction in the intertiaitonal
price of oil.
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[From Business Week, Apr. 14, 1975]

THE CASE AGAINST A PRICE FLOOR FOR OIL

(By Anthony J. Parisi)

Ever since Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger proposed the concept of a
price floor for oil traded on the world market, the U.S. has hammered away at
its allies in the International Energy Agency to adopt it. Viewed superficially,
the idea seems sensible enough: By agreeing not to import oil priced below some
reasonable level, the IEA members could insulate their internal energy invest-
ments from a sharp drop in world oil prices. Under closer scrutiny, however,
the idea loses much of its appeal.

If oil suddenly becomes cheap again, economists argue, why should consumers
not take advantage of it? True, the domestic oil industry could suffer a severe
setback, and relying once again on foreign oil might recreate the dependence
that allowed oil prices to skyrocket in the first place. But there are simpler ways
to overcome such pitfalls. The U.S. could restore quotas on foreign oil, for
example. On the other hand, by committing itself now, the U.S. could lock itself
into an agreement that it will want no part of in the future.

LITTLE ENTHUSIASM

Hardly anyone besides Kissinger and his negotiating team, headed by Thomas
0. Enders, Assistant Secretary of State for economic and business affairs, seems
to be enthusiastic about the idea of a price floor on oil. As a result, there is wide
confusion as to its purpose. But experts offer three possible reasons for a price
floor:

To insure development of petroleum substitutes such as shale oil and tar
sands. But the floor levels now being considered-$6 to $8 in the U.S. and
Canada-are too low to protect investments in substitutes. Companies with
shale oil interests are not eager to invest even at today's prices.

To establish some objective long-term price for oil that the consuming
nations could offer producers. But the IEA members have not been able to
agree on a single price, and so far, the producing nations have ignored the
suggestion that oil prices should be fixed at some lower level.

To encourage development of conventional oil and gas resources offshore
and in other remote regions where exploration and production will be ex-
pensive. This seems the goal of the U.S. Yet, oil economists find little logic
here.

For one thing, it assumes that without this protection producers will abandon
their exploration. "But I haven't heard of one company that says it needs a
guarantee to go after offshore oil," says John H. Lichtblau, director of the
Petroleum Industry Research Foundation.

Of course, a precipitous drop in oil prices could make them regret their eager-
ness, but the oil companies seem willing to take their chances. "Can you talk
about a floor price as a contingency without it eventually becoming a goal ?" asks
a spokesman for one major. "As a resource developer, we like to think of investing
in terms of today's prices." The oil companies, in other words, would rather risk
a price break than have the government set what the price should be, especially
since it would be lower than it is now.

CRITICAL SUPPORT

While that viewpoint is obviously self-serving, it has the support of theoreti-
cians as well. "Price controls are bad whether they're maximums or minimums,"
says Morris A. Adelman, an internationally known oil economist at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Adelman is against the idea regardless of its purpose.
"For guaranteeing domestic production," he says, "it doesn't make sense because
no one knows what price will give you what response. When you set a floor, you're
claiming knowledge that you don't have." He is even more strongly opposed to a
price floor to negotiate a reduction with the oil producers. "What you're talking
about then is a long-term commodities agreement," he points out, "and that's the
worst thing we could do. We would be signing away our freedom of action. And
-signing a contract with a monopoly of sovereign states is simply ridiculous,
especially since they've broken their word every time they've given it."

On top of these ideological objections, there are some convincing pragmatic
arguments as well. For one, it would be extremely difficult to enforce such an
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agreement within the consumer bloc. The lEA is not a homogeneous union of
equally needy nations.

Why, then, does the U.S. keep pushing for a "price floor," "safety net." or
"safeguard," as the scheme has variously been known? "From the U.S. point of
view, any agreement is better than no agreement," says Enders. "Why should we
develop high-cost oil for others' benefit? The other consuming nations will be
better placed to take advantage of a collapse of OPEC prices, and that would
give them a big advantage in international trade."

But that argument ignores history. All through the go-go years of the 19i0s
and 1960s, the U.S. competed quite successfully with the rest of the world, fueled
mainly by its oxvn high-cost oil. When domestic oil was supplying 80% of the
nation's needs and selling for $3 a bbl., Japan was importing 100% of its oil for
only $2 a bbl. Any advantage the Japanese may have had in international markets
was due to other factors, because in that price range, energy is not a significant
manufacturing cost. Moreover, if world oil prices collapse, coal prices would also
fall, and that would benefit the U.S. much more than it would Japan or most
Europeans:

"In the abstract," says Lichtblau, "Enders' argument is legitimate enough.
But it's unreasonable to assume that foreign oil would fall so low as to undercut
U.S. production costs, even on the Outer Continental Shelf." Oil companies
gambling on offshore oil that they expect to sell for $11 would make less on their
investments if prices fall, says Lichtblau, and they would be reluctant to continue
high-cost exploration. But they would have no reason to stop producing what they
had already found as long as prices stayed above $3 or so.

Adelman has a harsher reaction to the State Dept.'s reasoning: "Kissinger
doesn't know anything about economics in general or the oil business in par-
ticular." In short, the problem with the price-floor concept may be that it is a
solution crafted by diplomats, not economists.

KOPPERS Co., INc..
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 6, 19 75.

Re Gulf Oil Corp. testimony provided to the Joint Economic Committee. April 28,
1975; remarks submitted by Mr. William King, vice president and director
of corporate policy analyses.

Hon. WILLIAM S. MOORHEAD,
House of Representatives, Rayburn House Offnce BReilding,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR BILL: At our meeting on April 30, 1975 where Koppers presented ourl coal
gasification process to the Pennsylvania Delegation, you had requested that we
submit a rebuttal to Mr. King's testimony to the subject committee.

Mr. King, in his testimony, under the heading of "Technical" stated that
this technology has not been proven on a commercial basis.: (he had reference
to shale oil, coal gasification, coal liquefaction and related projects). At
this point, Mier. King should have clarified his statement by advising- the com-
mittee that he had reference to SNG (synthetic natural gas), pipeline quality
gas, which is approximately 1000 Btu per cubic foot.

Koppers has been marketing our commercially-proven process for industry to
substitute the K-T gas. which is 300 Btu per cubic foot. Mr. King is correct in
that it cannot be mixed with natural gas because of the composition of the gas
and because of its Btu value per cubic foot.

We are stressing to government and industry that large industry users of
natural gas could be. or should be, taken off the natural gas pipeline and, in its
place, construct a K-T gasification plant.

Please be assured that Koppers Company has contacted hundreds of industrial
users of natural gas from Rutland, Vermont to San Francisco, California. and
from Omaha. Nebraska to Houston. Texas. There are thousands of industrial
users: steel industry, refractory industry, cement. foundries. chemical plants
and, in fact, any industry which is presently using pipeline quality gas including,
of course, the largest user-the electric utility companies. All of these industries
can he taken off the natural gas pipelines and could easily convert to the com-
mercially-proven K-T gas providing 300 Btu to their plants. This, of course,
would reserve our natural gas for domestic and commercial use.

Reference your rebuttal to Mr. King. "right aeross the street from you. your
friends from Koppers say that they have a coal gasification technology which
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has been proven commercially." Mr. King's answer again confined himself to
synthetic natural gas or pipeline quality gas but diverted himself somewhat in
saying that he was aware of lower Btu or 300 Btu gas, and that it is not a viable
solution to our gas situation. This is the remark to which we take issue. The
Koppers-Totzek coal gasification is a viable solution to our gas situation. Not that
it is interchangeable with natural gas, but it definitely is a substitute for natural
gas. Mr. King and I'm sure the staff of people that we are working with at Gulf
Oil are well aware of the potential of the K-T coal gasification process.

The average layman is not aware of the fact that in the range of 90% of our
methanol and ammonia in this country is produced using natural gas as a feed-
stock. In addition, three trillion cubic feet of natural gas is consumed 'by the
electric utility for generating electric power.

All of these consumers of natural gas, again, should be removed from our
natural gas pipelines and should construct a commercially-proven gasification
plant producing ammonia, methanol, gas for power generation and, as I stated
above, practically every industrial user in this country could use the 300 Btu
gas as a replacement for natural gas.

We hope these comments, along with our submission to the Pennsylvania Dele-
gation Committee will le enough information for you to refute Mr. King's state-
ments. We expect to review in more detail all of the above with Dr. Forscher on
May 6, 1975.

May I take this opportunity to personally thank you for arranging our meeting
with the Pennsylvania Delegation and reiterate that Koppers Company is not
requesting that our Congress promote Koppers per se, or Koppers coal gasifica-
tion process, but we as citizens of this country are concerned with the neglect in
Congress in formulating an energy policy. If Congress is concerned with the
unemployment of its constituents at .this time, we can assure you that -the lnem-
ploymnent that 'will hit this country within -the next decade will be overwhelming
unless we proceed immediately with an energy policy, and we feel that coal gasifi-
cation can and will make a substantial contribution.

Very truly yours,
J. FRANK CANNON,

Sales Department.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF.THE UTNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Washington, D.C., March 27, 1975.

SUMMARY

Thlie Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America strongly opposes
the common price floor policy which the U.S. government has espoused in the
International Energy Agency (IEA). Because of that poliey's far-reaching do-
mestic implications, we are disturbed that apparently no other meaningful op-
tions have been seriously considered. We urge that the government move quickly
to do just that and that any decisions of this type be made in the.context of an
overall national energy policy.

BACKGROUND

At its February 30th meeting the Chamber of Commerce of the United States
of America's Board of Directors accepted the position on the President's Energy
Program suggested to it by its Natural Resources Committee. Among other
policies, the Committee stated its support for the proposal that increases in
energy supply be encouraged by assuring that the President has adequate au-
thority -to ensure that domestic price certainty can be maintained-such as
authority to impose quotas, tariffs, and set price floors. This was clearly under-
stood to support contingency powers for the President in the event of a precipitous
drop in oil prices. It was not an endorsement of the downside risk policy cur-
rently being pursued by the UI.S. in the International Energy Agency. The
Chamber urges the Administration to consider the domestic Implications of an
international "safety net" policy to safeguard investment.

Risk-taking is central to the free market system. Nonetheless, it is clearly
recognized today that the very magnitude of the investment required to develop
non-traditional sources of oil and gas to develop viable alternative energy sources
requires reasonable certainty of an adequate rate of return. In addition, reason-
able certainty about energy prices Is required for planning purposes in the U.S.



economy as a whole. Clearly, these were the concerns of the Natural Resources
Committee when it put forward the policy quoted above.

Minimization of downside risk, reasonable price certainty, or whatever phrase
one chooses to convey this idea can, however, be achieved by a variety of means.
To our knowledge few of the options have been carefully examined. In addition
we know of no instance in which policymakers have asked the advice of the
business community about the price floor or any comparable policy, despite its
far-reaching implications for the economy.

At the most recent meeting of the International Energy Agency, there vans
agreement in principle on setting a minimum price below which imported oil
will not be sold in the members' domestic markets. The Governing Board wxill
meet again to discuss actual minimum price figures some time after the prepara-
tory meeting for the Producer-Consumer Conference in early April. The Chamber
opposes a minimum import price policy at this time and in this context for
several reasons.

(1) Of greatest importance, this policy sets a precedent for government
interference in the market place that has long-term implications for our
economic system.

(2) A price floor is not the only means to achieve price certainty and it is
one of the most costly in both macro and micro terms because it restricts
one of the market's major adjustment mechanisms.

(3) The achievement of this policy could well prove to be impossible
because of the differing estimates of what price (or range of prices) will
serve the purpose. This will waste valuable time needed to explore other
options for the producer-consumer conference at the end of the summer. In
addition, U.S. interests are likely to be undercut because most of our allies
have fewer resources to develop than we do and thus would favor lower
prices. And even if agreement is reached, there is no assurance that the
price picked would be the "right" price from an investment point of view.

(4) Even if the U.S. did succeed in gaining agreement on a specific price,
and the agreement did prove useful as a negotiating chip with the producers
(even-more unlikely), the policy is inflexible, taking away the freedom of
maneuver of both government and industry in the long-term.

(5) This policy, as it will clearly impact on domestic energy policy, must
he considered in the context of our overall energy planning, not as an un-
related question. This is a disturbing example of the setting of U.S. inter-
national policy without reference to the relationship to domestic policy and
without consultation of national interest groups.

CONCLUSION

The Chamber agrees with the Administration and the Congress that the U.S.
must reduce its vulnerability to cutoffs of foreign oil. In addition, we see the
need for price certainty sufficient to generate the large amounts of investment
necessary to achieve this end. However, there are a number of ways in which
such a policy might be achieved, and in our opinion the common price floor is
one of the least desirable. We urge policymakers in the executive and legislative
branches to examine the broad range of options and to consider how they fit into
our overall national energy planning. We stand ready to discuss how such
actions would affect the business community, and emphasize the danger of making
such far-reaching policy in a vacuum.
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